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ABSTRACT
Environmental Management of Waste Electrical &
Electronic Equipment (WEEE) in Ireland
Simon Wilkinson
This thesis follows two previous studies by the Author on the calculation of
theoretical WEEE arisings, and an assessment of ecodesign practices in Ireland. It
has established collection trials in five different locations throughout Ireland in order
to characterise and quantify WEEE arisings, and to examine outlets for collected
WEEE. Overall, during the twelve months of collection at the project locations, more
than 450 tonnes of WEEE was collected from the public and recycled. Within the
catchments of each facility, collection rates of between 2.1 and 3.5 kg/person/year
were achieved during the twelve-month trial period. With further public awareness
raising and the removal of recycling fees this suggests that on a local basis the 4
kg/person/year target of the Directive is achievable. It was shown that removal of
a disposal fee resulted in a significant increase in collection rate, possibly due to a
“clear-out” effect. Raising existing fees was shown to reduce the collection rate,
though with some recovery after a period of time. A one day collection event in
Kildare was very effective in collecting WEEE, and in achieving a higher than normal
proportion of ICT and small brown goods collection. However, on a national basis
the target becomes more problematic. Experiences from these collection trials have
been used to establish best practice guidelines for the collection and monitoring of
WEEE by local authorities. Based on the findings of this project and a review of
current European practices a set of 38 recommendations are made. These are
variously applicable to local authorities, retailers, recyclers, treatment facilities,
refurbishers, manufacturers, importers. Government Departments, agencies and
representative organisations. These will assist in the development of WEEE
management and in the implementation of the WEEE Directive in Ireland.
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Background
The European Directive on Waste from Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
entered into force on 13 Febmary 2003. By 13 August 2005, Ireland must have a
system in place for the collection of all types of WEEE free of charge from private
households.

By the end of 2006 (or 2008 if an optional derogation is taken) a

collection rate of 4 kg/inhabitant/year must be achieved.

This equates to 15,200

tonnes of WEEE being collected from Irish householders every year.

There is a relatively underdeveloped WEEE recycling infrastructure in Ireland and it
is therefore imperative that models for the collection of WEEE are developed in order
to establish a background within which a nationwide system can be developed. The
project that fonns the basis of this thesis established collection trials in five different
locations throughout Ireland in order to characterise and quantify WEEE arisings, and
to examine outlets for collected WEEE.

It has also investigated current national

WEEE collection systems throughout Europe, and current WEEE management
practices in Ireland.

This thesis follows two previous studies by the Author on the calculation of
theoretical WEEE arisings, and an assessment of ecodesign practices in Ireland
(Wilkinson et al, 2000; Wilkinson et al, 2002), both of which established for the first
time baseline information on WEEE in Ireland.

This is the first time that data has been gathered and analysed on actual WEEE
collection in Ireland and the project has provided the only source of information in
Ireland on domestic and international WEEE management practices. The information
provides valuable background information for all parties involved in developing Irish
legislation to implement the measures contained in the WEEE Directive.

European WEEE Collection Systems
There are currently seven national systems in Europe for the collection of WEEE
from private households.

These systems have largely been established by

manufacturer associations in response to national WEEE legislation.

In all cases

existing local authority waste management infrastructure is used as the primary route
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for collecting WEEE from consumers. Free retail take-back is another significant
collection route in most of the systems.

Results of the national systems vary from 4.7 to 9.4 kg of WEEE collected per
inhabitant per year. This means that all national collection systems currently in place
in other countries exceed the target of 4 kg per person per year set by the EU WEEE
Directive. These national WEEE collection systems are currently operating at cost
levels of between €350 and €500 per tonne of WEEE collected and processed. Based
on these costs, it is estimated that meeting the 4 kg/person/year target of the WEEE
Directive would cost Ireland between €5.5 million and €7.8 million per year to
operate a national collection system.

Local Authority WEEE Management in Ireland
There is a relatively poor WEEE collection infrastructure in Ireland, with only 45
local authority collection facilities available throughout the country, and less than half
of these collect all types of WEEE. Three counties and one city have no permanent
facility for collecting household WEEE for recycling. Just four civic amenity sites
currently serve the 1 million inhabitants of Dublin.

Where collection facilities do exist there are poor and inconsistent records of collected
equipment preventing an accurate assessment of current collection rates.

This

highlights the need for a standardised national monitoring method.

Outlets for Recycled WEEE
There is also a relatively underdeveloped WEEE recycling infrastructure in Ireland
and Northern Ireland.

The small population and island nature of the country are

factors that have limited the development of markets and outlets for materials from
recovered WEEE, and this has restricted the recycling industry.

There are currently 46 recyclers that handle some or all types of WEEE in Ireland and
Northern Ireland. The market is becoming increasingly dominated by companies that
simply act as waste brokers, facilitating the collection and export of equipment to
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Europe for reprocessing. Some disassembly and metal shredding does take place, but
the resulting segregated materials are exported for recycling.

Levels of refurbishment and resale of equipment are low compared with other
European countries, and this is an area with potential for development in Ireland.

Outlets for materials such as glass and plastics recovered from WEEE are limited
because of uncertainties over their chemical composition, contamination with other
substances, and low demand from manufacturers of new products.

Measures that

should be implemented to help overcome these barriers to increased recycling,
include:
the development of quality standards for recyclate
assistance in research and development programmes for recycling
technologies and processes
establishing a national centre of excellence for EEE manufacturing and
end-of-life management
providing support and assistance to manufacturers to develop the use of
recycled material in new products
raising awareness in the manufacturing industry on the potential for use of
materials recycled from WEEE
encouraging “buy recycled” and implementing green public procurement
for electronic products
integrating economic incentives for the use of recycled materials into the
national WEEE collection system

While the small population and island nature of Ireland will continue to restrict
recycling outlets, and maintain reliance upon the export of equipment for specialised
recycling, there is still a need to enhance recycling outlets in Ireland in order to create
a more economically and environmentally sustainable domestic WEEE recycling
industry.

Irish Collection Trial Results
WEEE collection facilities were established at 5 local authority civic amenity sites
across Ireland for a 12-month period. A standardised monitoring methodology was
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developed in order to facilitate comparison between sites, and best practice guidelines
have been developed to assist local authorities in the management of WEEE
collections and in their preparations for the WEEE Directive.

Efforts to extend the collection trials to retail take-back and SME workplace
collection were unsuccessful.

Approaches to electrical retailers and their

representative association were fruitless, and underline a general apathy in the sector
towards the requirements of the WEEE Directive. There is a high probability that
retail take-back will be incorporated into an Irish WEEE collection system, and the
low levels of awareness and lack of willingness on the part of retailers to participate
in planning for this system is alarming.

In total, more than 450 tonnes of WEEE was collected in the duration of the project.
The collected WEEE was dominated by whitegoods, primarily because these are
items that are more commonly perceived as recyclable and for which collection has
been promoted in the past.

Only small quantities of small appliances were collected during the trials. However,
when disposal fees were removed from one participating civic amenity site a much
greater percentage of smaller equipment was received. This demonstrates that people
are unwilling to pay for the recycling of such items when they can dispose of them for
free with their household rubbish. It also suggests that much greater quantities of
such equipment will be collected once WEEE recycling charges are removed
nationwide with the implementation of an Irish collection system.

A one-day collection event yielded, proportionally, five-times as much information
technology (IT) equipment than was collected at any of the participating civic amenity
sites. This may be due to a “spring clean” effect for high-value, obsolete items such
as computers, as well as a lack of awareness of the potential to recycle such
equipment at existing recycling centres.

Overall, collection results for the trial sites were encouraging. Within the catchments
of each facility, collection rates of between 2.1 and 3.5 kg/person/year were achieved
during the twelve-month trial period. With further public awareness raising and the
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removal of recycling fees this suggests that on a local basis the 4 kg/person/year target
of the Directive is achievable. However, on a national basis the target becomes more
problematic. With no facilities in some counties, only four facilities in the major
urban centre of Dublin and a generally limited number of collection facilities
throughout the country, Ireland faces a challenge in meeting the Directive target. The
use of retail take-back will be required to compensate for this lack of infrastructure,
and alternative collection routes such as kerbside collection, and one-day collection
events must also be utilised where necessary.

Recommendations
A number of recommendations arise from the findings of this thesis.

These

recommendations have been grouped according to actors potentially affected by them.
However, government agencies and organisations will have responsibilities for
implementing the recommendations across more than one category.

These

recommendations are expanded further in Chapter 8.

1. Local Authority Collection
i. Implement a standard method for monitoring WELL collected at local
authority civic amenity sites.
ii. Establish and maintain a national database on quantities of WEEE collected at
civic amenity sites for the period leading up to the establishment of a national
WEEE collection system.
iii. Ensure that, as a minimum, hazardous waste is not mixed with non-hazardous
waste on civic amenity sites.
iv. Raise public awareness of the potential to recycle items of WEEE.
V.

Prior to the implementation of the WEEE Directive, remove charges to the
public at civic amenity sites for the recycling of WEEE wherever possible.

vi. Expand waste collection infrastructure in Ireland, particularly the number of
civic amenity sites.
vii. Conduct kerbside WEEE collection trials.
viii. Assist local authorities in preparing for the increased quantity of WEEE that is
likely to be received when charges are removed in 2005.
ix. Extend civic amenity site opening hours.
X.

Alter civic amenity site practices to faeilitate equipment refurbishment.
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xi. Encourage local authorities to hold regular, one-day collection events and
integrate such events into the national WEEE collection system.
xii. Implement green public procurement for electrical and electronic products.
xiii. Encourage the procurement and use of refurbished equipment by local
authorities.
xiv. Facilitate coordination between, and exchange of best practice among, local
authorities.

2. Retail Collection
i. Integrate retail takeback into the national WEEE collection system.
ii. Assist retailers in becoming aware of their obligations and the potential
impact the WEEE Directive will have on them.
iii. Promote the marketing potential of WEEE collection at retail outlets.
iv. Encourage retailers to hold regular, one-day collection events and integrate
such events into the national WEEE collection system.
V.

Clarify requirements for the handling of waste by retailers.

3. Recyclers, Treatment Facilities and Refurbishers
i. Assist recyclers in becoming aware of their obligations under the WEEE
Directive and, in particular, of the potential impacts of the pre-treatment
requirements of the Directive.
ii. Develop recycler reporting requirements under the WEEE Directive.
iii. Develop opportunities for the refurbishment and resale of collected WEEE in
Ireland, with a particular focus on social economy benefits.
iv. Develop and promote quality and safety marks for refurbished electrical and
electronic goods.
V.

Promote the low-cost provision of refurbished ICT products to disadvantaged
areas or communities or sectors of society where there has been limited
adoption of ICT.

vi. Develop quality standards for recyclate from problematic materials such as
plastic and glass.
vii. Provide assistance in research and development programmes for recycling
technologies and processes.
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viii. Establish a national centre of excellence for EEE manufacturing and end-oflife management.

4. Producers (Manufacturers and Importers)
i. Raise awareness in the manufacturing industry of their requirements under the
WEEE and RoHS Directives.
11.

Facilitate coordination and cooperation amongst producers, and between
producers, retailers and local authorities.

111.

Encourage the sponsorship of one-day collection events by manufacturers,

iv. Raise awareness in the manufacturing industry on the potential for ecodesign
and the use of materials recycled from WEEE in new products.
V.

Incorporate economic incentives for manufacturers to use recycled materials
in new products into the national WEEE collection system.

VI.

Provide support and assistance to manufacturers to encourage ecodesign and
develop the use of recycled material in new EEE products.

vii. Provide support and assistance to manufacturers to encourage and develop the
use of recycled material in new (non-EEE) products.
viii. Establish a national centre of excellence for EEE manufacturing and end-oflife management.

5. Public Promotion
i. Raise public awareness of the potential to recycle items of WEEE.
ii. Develop a single, national WEEE website.
iii. Develop a coordinated strategy for communicating with the public and
stakeholders on the introduction of the WEEE Directive.

The Directive defines a ‘producer’ as any person who (i) manufactures and sells electrical and
electronic equipment under his own brand, or (ii) resells under his own brand equipment produced by
other suppliers, a reseller not being regarded as the ‘producer ’if the brand of the producer appears on
the equipment, as provided for in (i), or (iii) imports or exports electrical and electronic equipment on a
professional basis.
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Chapter I

Introduction

Waste from electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) has become an increasingly
important waste stream in Ireland and worldwide. In a post-industrial era electrical
and electronic equipment has permeated almost every aspect of our lives. Consider
the number of items within an average Irish household that require electricity or
batteries to operate.

At the end of their useful life every one of these products

becomes waste, forming the complex mix of equipment and materials that makes up
the EEE waste stream.

In Ireland, as with the rest of the western world, there has been a remarkable rise in
the consumption of electrical and electronic equipment.

With increasing affluence

and increasingly hectic lives people have sought more convenient ways to undertake
household tasks.

The ownership of items such as microwaves, dishwashers and

clothes dryers has risen dramatically over the last 10-15 years. New technology has
become, and continues to become, available, changing the way that we work and the
way that we play.

Items such as computers, televisions, videos and stereos have

become more commonplace in Irish society.

Home Compute
Stereo
Video Player
Two+ TV Set
Television Se
Microwave Oven
Dishwasher
Washing Machin
Clothers Dryer
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Figure 1-a. Comparison of Irish household facilities 1987, 1995 and 2000 (data source: CSO, 2003)
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Coupled with this increased consumption of electrical and electronic equipment has
been a decrease in the average lifespan of items of equipment. This is occurring for a
number of reasons:
i.

Greater affluence.
With a thriving economy and greater personal wealth Irish
consumers are able to replace items of equipment with greater
regularity.

ii.

Increased obsolescence.
Manufacturers constantly release new equipment with new features
and new looks onto the market.

The desire to own the latest

appliance with the most up-to-date features is driving consumption
and increasing the creation of waste. This is particularly acute in
the information and communications technology (ICT) sector,
where new developments in technology give rise to constant
changes in capabilities and therefore much higher rates of
replacement.
iii.

Decreased durability.
Many products are being manufactured to be cheaper. This often
means being constructed from inferior materials and with less
regard for durability.

iv.

Decreased repairability and upgradability.
Products are rarely designed with consideration for the potential to
repair or upgrade. This makes it more difficult and more expensive
to extend their lifespan.

Average lifespan of a PC

Figure 1-b. Increased obsolescence of EEE (left to right). New cooker being disposed of at civic amenity site,
Kildare; mass marketing of cheap and less durable products have lead to greater waste arisings; information
technology is particularly prone to obscolescence as evidenced by the decreasing lifespan of personal computers.
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The increased consumption of electrical and electronic equipment, together with a
decrease in the average lifespan of products has resulted in a growing waste stream.
A 2001 EPA study (Wilkinson, et al, 2001) predicted that in 2003 up to 102,028
tonnes of WEEE would arise in Ireland, representing approximately 3.5% of all
household waste arisings.

This growth together with the presence of several hazardous substances in many
products has lead to the development of European legislation on WEEE.

The

European Directive on Waste from Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
entered into force on 13 February 2003. By 13 August 2005, Ireland must have a
system in place for the collection of all types of WEEE free of charge from private
households. A collection rate of 4 kg/inhabitant/year must be achieved by the end of
2006 (or 2008 if an optional derogation is taken). This equates to 15,200 tonnes of
WEEE being collected from Irish householders every year.

This thesis is the result of a project commissioned by the Irish EPA to investigate
WEEE collection systems in order to assist in developing best practices in Ireland and
to assist in the implementation of the European Directive on WEEE in Ireland.

In order to provide background information and assess the potential implications of
the WEEE Directive for Ireland a review of WEEE collection systems currently in
place throughout Europe was conducted.

No report has previously been publicly

available comparing the aspects and performance of European WEEE collection
systems. Chapter 2 details the results of this review.

Chapter 3 presents information on current local authority WEEE collection
infrastructure and management practices throughout Ireland.

This was assessed

through a comprehensive survey of all local authorities and provides an insight into
the colleetion infrastrueture available to meet the requirements of the WEEE
Directive.

Chapter 4 examines recycling practices in Ireland and Northern Ireland. A survey of
all WEEE recycling companies accepting any type of eleetrical or electronic
equipment for recycling or refurbishment was conducted in order to gain a ‘snapshot’
4
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of current practices and the infrastrueture available to meet the requirements of the
WEEE Direetive.

Existing and potential outlets for materials recovered from the

recycling of WEEE have also been assessed and potential tools for further developing
these outlets are outlined.

A review of international WEEE collection trial experiences was conducted in order
to identify experiences and assist in developing the Irish collection trials
methodology. Chapter 5 details this review and sets out the critical success factors
used to develop the Irish trials. The Chapter continues by detailing the methodology
used in the Irish WEEE collection trials, including details of the civic amenity sites
participating in the project and attempts to extend the trials to other collection
avenues.

The results of the WEEE collection trials are presented in full in Chapter 6. These
include compositional and temporal analyses of the WEEE collected, and a
comparison of all participating sites. The results of a survey of customers at each site
is also examined, giving excellent insights into the distance people are prepared to
travel to dispose of equipment, the age of the equipment being disposed of, and the
most popular days of the week to recycle.

The findings of all aspects of the projeet are discussed in Chapter 7. Based on the
results of the Irish collection trials and the review of eurrent European practices,
recommendations are made in Chapter 8. These recommendations are intended to
assist in the improvement of WEEE management in Ireland and in the development of
an Irish WEEE collection system to meet the requirements of the European WEEE
Directive.

Appendix E provides practical information and guidelines to assist Irish local
authorities in the implementation and operation of WEEE collection programmes. It
is based on experience gained during the eollection trials project and has been
developed with assistance from local authority engineers that have developed
successful WEEE collection facilities.
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Chapter 2

Review of European WEEE Collection
Systems
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A number of countries have established WEEE collection systems on a national basis.
Others have WEEE recycling infrastructure that is more developed than Ireland. As
can be seen in Figure 2-a, below, seven European states have implemented national
WEEE take-back schemes, although in the case of Austria this system only extends to
refrigeration equipment.

A further five countries are in the process of planning

WEEE take-back schemes. A brief overview of a selection of these systems is given
and results and costs are presented where available.

Some data is also presented on the ad hoc WEEE collection systems in place in
Austria, the USA and UK.

Countries where WEEE
Countries with WEEE takeback schemes in place

take-back schemes are

Norway
Belgium
France

Sweden

Italy
Spain

The Netherlands
Denmark

K
\

Portugal

Austria**

\

Finland

Switzerland
y

expected to start to operate
or are in discussion

Greece

Germany

Luxembourg
Ireland

Countries in the process of drafting

UK

WEEE take-back legislation
Countries having no WEEE
initiative at this moment

• national take-back of refrigerators only

Figure 2-a. Status of WEEE collection in EU member states (plus Norway and Switzerland).
CECED(2002)
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From:

2.1

Sweden

2.1.1

Legislation

On 1 July 2000, Sweden implemented the Producer Responsibility for Electrical and
Electronic Products Ordinance. This legislation grants consumers the right to, when
buying a new product, return the same number of old products free of charge,
provided they fulfilled the same function as the product being purchased.
Correspondingly it lays down an obligation for producers to dispose of WEEE, to
supply information to the public on this responsibility and to supply information about
products.

The take-back of WEEE on an old-for-new basis is obligatory. Producers may fulfil
this obligation by designating a suitable place for product take-back. Such reception
points must be established in consultation with the relevant local authority.

The

reception point must be deemed suitable both from the point of view of the consumers
and the environment.

All products taken back must be reused, recycled or disposed of in an environmentally
acceptable way.

Producers must provide information to households making them aware of the
possibility to hand in old items.
contents of products to recyclers.

Producers must also provide information on the
Producers are obliged to supply the Swedish

Environmental Agency with all information necessary to monitor compliance.

Fines may be imposed on companies for not fulfilling the obligations of the
ordinance.

2.1.2 Industry Solution
As a solution to the legislation, producers in Sweden have founded the company ElKretsen AB. This company is owned by 23 trade associations, representing all the
types of equipment concerned. To date more than 400 international and domestic
producers have joined the El-Kretsen scheme.
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These producers are estimated to

represent more than 90% of the total sale of electronic and electrical equipment in
Sweden.

El-Kretsen has decided to work in close cooperation with local authorities, who let
them use their collection stations. Local authorities pay for the cost of the collection
facilities but El-Kretsen pays for the collection of equipment from these facilities and
for their treatment/processing.

The whole system is called elretur.

Consumers are able to give items to local authority facilities free of charge. There is
often also a bulky product collection service provided by the authority, which is not
free of charge.

El-Kretsen collects all the WEEE from the collection site and

transports it to contracted recovery specialists.

If a shop, supplier or service shop receives WEEE it can either: a) transport the items
to a collection point and deposit them for free, or, b) request El-Kretsen to collect
stockpiled items at a designated time of year.

Companies and institutions can give back items on an old-for-new basis at selected
collection points. Companies and institutions that want to deposit without buying
new products must give them to a recycler, who will charge a fee.

The actual costs for each sector’s WEEE processing is recorded. The common costs
are split. Fees from a specific sector are used exclusively to cover the costs of that
sector, meaning that no sector is subsidised. Each sector decides how to split costs
within that sector.
El-Kretsen has been set up as a not-for-profit organisation, but is operating initially
with some profits in order to create reserves and working capital. Recovery, logistics,
collection and information are outsourced in open competition, both inside Sweden
and abroad.

The elretur system began operating on 1 July 2001.

It has established over 600

collection stations for households in cooperation with all 289 of Sweden’s local
9
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authorities.

In addition to this there are 250 supplementary collection stations for

commercial sources of equipment. There are now working agreements with around
40 recovery specialists.

The collection of CFC-containing refrigeration equipment is handled separately to the
El-Kretsen system.

Sweden has a mandatory take-back and recovery of all such

equipment, and the local authorities manage this. The export of these products is
illegal.

2.1.3

Results

Initial start-up problems were encountered in the system because the collection flow
in the summer months was much greater than expected.

Some recovery

subcontractors had difficulty coping with the quantities and this lead to logistics
bottlenecks.

In the first 12 months of operation, 1 July 2001 to 1 July 2002, 64,000 tonnes of
WEEE was collected for recycling. This included;

>14 million light tubes
16,250 tonnes consumer electronics
9,150 tonnes IT equipment
535,000 large white goods items

Sweden has a population of 8.8 million meaning that the elretur collection system is
currently collecting 7.27 kg/person/year.

In 2001 approximately 373,000 items of CFC-containing refrigeration equipment,
with a combined weight of 18,650 tonnes, were collected and processed (Sundstrom,
2003). This equates to 2.1 kg/inhabitant/year.

This means that the total amount of WEEE collected and processed in Sweden
equated to 9.28 kg per person in 2001.
-
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2.1.4

Costs'

Producers are required to pay an entry fee of €380 to join El-Kretsen, and an annual
fee of €54.

In addition to this suppliers pay a variable fee, based on their sales of new products.
The total fee is determined by a combination of the type of product and volume of
sales. Some fees are calculated on a per item basis, while others are on a per kg basis.
A full list of products and their fees is attached as Appendix A. Some examples of
fees are shown in Table 2-a, below.

Table 2-a. Examples of El-Kretsen fees
per item
€4.90

Microwave Oven
Washing machine,
dishwasher, tumble dryer,
cooker
Mobile phones

€9.20
€0.02

TV sets (>32")

€26.00

TV sets (22-31”)

€17.40

TV sets (<22”)

€8.70

Stereo equipment

€0.90

per kg
Laboratory equipment

€0.05

Medical equipment

€0.16

Audio,

lighting

and

visual
€0.04

equipment for professional use

These fees are fixed for 2002. After the turn of the year 2002/3 the accounts are
settled for each product type.

Any remaining surplus is credited to respective

suppliers, either as a reduction on future fees or as a repayment.

costs and fees have been converted based on exchange rate €1 = SEK9.20

For ICT equipment a slightly different debiting model has been implemented. ElKretsen calculates the real cost for collection and treatment of ICT products for each
month and this is divided among the suppliers according to their market share. The
market share is defined as each supplier’s proportion of total sales in the preceding
year.

A formal financial report was published by El-Kretsen at the end of 2001. It covers
the first 18 months of operation - 12 months of start-up and 6 months of operation.

Net turnover

€15.SOM

Income

€0.71M

Depreciation

€0.23M

Taxes

€0.13M

Net Income

€0.35M

Recycling

€9.95M

(66%)

Logistics

€3.87M

(25%)

Total contracted

€13.79M

(91%)

Central expenses, before start

€0.7 IM

(5%)

Central expenses, operations

€0.60M

(4%)

TOTAL COST

€15.11M

Because of the unusual costs associated with the initial 12 months of start-up, and just
6 months of actual processing, it is difficult to estimate the ongoing costs of the
collection system. Keeping this limitation in mind, and assuming a total annual cost
of around €30 million for processing 64,000 tonnes of WEEE this equates to €469
per tonne, or 47 cents per kg of WEEE.

No data was available on the costs of collecting and processing CFC-containing
refrigeration equipment.

-
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2.2

The Netherlands

2.2.1

Legislation

The Dutch Electrical and Electronic Equipment Decree came into force on 1 June
1998. The take-back and processing of large electrical and electronic equipment such
as washing machines and TVs became mandatory on 1 January 1999.

This was

extended to include small appliances such as coffee-makers, electric razors, etc. on 1
January 2000.

Under the legislation local authorities are required to set up systems for the collection
of WEEE. Retailers are required to take back a product on an old-for-new basis free
of charge. Retailers and repairers can offer the equipment collected directly back to
producers, or indirectly via regional transfer stations that are owned by several local
authorities together.

Producers are responsible for organising and meeting the costs of taking back and
processing the equipment.

They are obliged to take in, free of charge, all the

equipment offered to them by local authorities, retailers and repairers.

In order to minimise the emissions of CFC due to the export of second-hand
refrigerators the decree has imposed a total ban on the export of used CFC-containing
refrigerators.

The decree also bans the incineration of items of WEEE.

2.2.2

The White & Brown Goods Solution

A collective system for the recycling of white and brown goods has been set up by the
Netherlands Association for Disposal of "Metalectro" Products (NVMP).

The NVMP Association (Vereniging NVMP) deals, on behalf of the affiliated
members, with matters of policy. The NVMP Association coordinates and stimulates
the disposal of white and brown goods at policy level.

-
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The NVMP Foundation (Stichting NVMP) is responsible for the actual collection and
processing of products and is responsible for the implementation of the collective
system. This involves:
■

developing the national collection structure, from the retail sector,
distribution centres and Regional Storage Stations (RSSs);

■

ensuring

the

environmentally-friendly

recycling

of

discarded

appliances;
■

conducting studies, making recommendations, and ordering such
studies and recommendations, in the fields of recycling (e.g. asbestos
processing), collection efficiency, tightening marketing concepts;

■

financing the total project;

■

monitoring and reporting to the Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning
and the Environment (VROM).

In addition, the NVMP Foundation conducts the national publicity campaign directed
at consumers and the campaign aimed at the retail sector.

The NVMP system is funded by a disposal surcharge, or advance recycling fee, which
is added to the price of a new product. These fees are detailed in Table 2-b, below.
The financing works on the basis of a rolling fund, so that the costs incurred in a
particular year are met from the receipts.

Table 2-b. Disposal surcharge on items (NVMP, 2002)

Disposal
Item

surcharge

Fridges/freezers

€17

Large whitegoods

€5

Coffee

maker,

vacuum

€1

cleaner, frying pan
TV

€8

DVD

€3

Tools

€1

Sewing machine

€1

Others

Free

-
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Local authorities collect WEEE at their municipal collection facilities. There are 600
of these facilities throughout the Netherlands (Radermaker, 2002). Equipment from
these sites is then transported by NVMP to one of the 65 regional storage stations.

Local authorities have also formed the NVRD, which is a branch association of public
waste collection and cleansing companies.

It is through the NVRD that the local

authorities have worked out the logistical structure of the regional transfer stations
using the existing facilities of the local authorities.

The NVRD offers a logistieal

structure to the manufacturers and a single organisation for negotiations.

Retailers/suppliers are required to take back, on request, WEEE from consumers
when they purchase a new, similar product. The supplier is then able to transport the
equipment to any of the local authority collection facilities or one of the 65 regional
storage stations. A retailer can also request that the NVMP collects equipment for
transport to the regional storage stations.

The regional storage stations collect approximately 89% of the total amount of WEEE
separately collected in the Netherlands, while retailers eollect just 8% and distribution
centres 3% (Radermaker, 2002).

After sorting at the regional storage station, products are transported to one of seven
recycling plants, operated by 5 private companies.

Each company is awarded the

contract for a certain category of equipment.

2.2.3

The ICT Solution

The second system has been set up by the trade organisation Nederland-ICT
Association to deal with waste from information and communication technology. It
offers the same collection avenues as the NVMP, but does not operate using an
advance recycling fee.

ICT Milieu manages the Dutch take-back system on behalf of the 160 companies that
are part of Nederland-ICT. In the first four years of operation producers have been
-
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paying the waste management costs of their own products retrospectively. This means
that manufacturers/importers have been invoiced directly by the ICT Milieu
contracted recycling companies for the costs of transporting and processing their own
brands. An additional fee, based on market share, is levied for ‘orphaned’ and ‘free
rider’ equipment (see below).

ICT Milieu have encountered a significant quantity of ‘orphaned’ and ‘free-rider’
products.

Orphaned products are those for which a manufacturing source is not

identifiable, and/or products of companies that are no longer in business. Free-rider
products are those belonging to companies that have not joined the national collection
scheme, or are not making provision for the collection of their own products.

In the first year of operating the system (1999) 44% of all equipment collected were
orphaned or free-rider products.

This has since reduced to 32% in 2002, but the

quantity is still substantial (Huizinga, 2003).

From the beginning of 2003 the system will switch to a new method of financing. In
the new method producers will pay the real costs of processing the waste, but these
costs will be split between the companies based on their current market share.

In the new system all companies report the total weight of equipment, divided into
categories, placed on the market in a certain period. The distribution of costs for each
category is then calculated as follows:
Kilograms category 8, participant X
Total weight category 8

A reduction in costs payable is made for equipment processed by the manufacturer
itself

This is done through a second declaration form together with associated

recycling invoices.

Declaration forms on quantities placed on the market and

quantities recycled remain confidential and are submitted to a ‘black box’, which is
managed by Gap Gemini Ernst & Young.

-
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2.2.4

Results

The NVMP system collected almost 3.5 million items of WEEE in 2001, weighing a
total of 66,000 tonnes (NVMP, 2002). This equates to an annual collection rate of
4.13 kg per inhabitant.

Table 2-c. Number of Items Collected per product group (NVMP system)

Product Group

2000

2001

Refrigeration/freezing appliances

550,000

601,000

Large white goods

272,000

346,000

TVs

296,000

300,000

Other white and brown goods

1,300,000

2,200,000

rOIAL

2,423,000

3,447,000

The recycling rates achieved by the NVMP system (shown in Table 2-d) are
exceeding original targets, as well as those of the EU WEEE Directive. It should,
however, be noted that the Dutch definition of the recycling rate takes into account
everything not going to landfill and incineration, whereas the EU definition does not.

Table 2-d. Recycling rates achieved by the NVMP system in 2001, compared with targets

Dutch target

Rate achieved

EU Target

Fridges/ freezers

75%

85%

75%

Large whitegoods

73%

74%

75%

TVs

69%

80%

65%

50-53%

60%

50%

Other small goods

The ICT-Milieu system has also been experiencing growth in quantities collected
since its inception in 1999. Table 2-e shows that in just 4 years collection levels rose
from 2,700 tonnes to 9,500 tonnes in 2002. This equates to an annual collection rate
of 0.59 kg per inhabitant.

-
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Table 2-e. Quantity of ICT equipment collected by the Dutch ICT Milieu system

Year

Tonnes

Cost

1999

2,700

€1.5M

2000

6,700

€3.4M

2001

8,500

€4.3M

2002

9,500

€4.6M

Total

27,500

€13.8M

Source: Huizinga (2003)

In 1999 approximately 32,000 tonnes of WEEE were colleeted by the eombined
systems. This increased to approximately 65,000 tonnes in 2000, and 74,500 in 2001.
This equates to a total collection rate in 2001 of 4.7 kg/inhabitant/year.

2.2.5

Costs

In the NVMP system total costs are shared between local authorities, who organise
the collection and sorting of the WEEE from households and retailers at their
facilities, and the manufacturers, who are responsible for the financing of transport
and processing costs beyond the local authority collection points. The manufacturer
costs are met through a system of advance recycling fees on new products.

The total cost of managing the NVMP system have been calculated at €350 per
tonne, or 35 cents per kilogram of WEEE.

Table 2-f. Breakdown of costs (year 2000) per kilogram of WEEE in the NVMP system. (NVMP, 2002)

Recycling

12c

34%

Logistics

8c

22%

Regional centres

5c

14%

Publicity

4c

11%

Overheads

2c

6%

Various

4c

11%

35c

100%o

TOTAL

-
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The total cost of managing the 27,500 tonnes of ICT waste collected by ICT-Milieu
between 1999 and 2002 was €13.8 million (see Table 2-e, above). This equates to
€502 per tonne, or 50 cent per kilogram of WEEE.

The costs have been further broken down as follows;

Table 2-g. Breakdown of costs (year 2002) in the ICT-Milieu system (Huizinga, 2003)
Collection

25%

T ransport

23%

Treatment

45%

Administration

4%

Management

4%

PR

0.3%

2.3

Switzerland

Switzerland is not a member of the European Union, and therefore is not subject to
the requirements of the WEEE and RoHS Directives. However, it has developed its
own national WEEE collection system over the past decade.

Two parallel systems operate in Switzerland. One system for ICT equipment was
developed in 1994 by the Swiss Association for Information, Communications and
Organisational Technology (SWICO) on behalf of manufacturers.

The SWICO

system is operated on the basis that the final holder of the equipment is able to return
items free of charge to allocated sites, which can include the manufacturer, retailer or
municipal collection sites.

The costs of operating the system are financed through an advance recycling fee
imposed on new equipment. Manufacturers and importers charge the retailers for the
19
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advance recycling fee. This fee is a fixed percentage of the price of each new item.
The retailer then passes this cost on to the customer when selling the products. The
income from the advance recycling fees is transferred into a financing pool, which is
used to cover the costs of logistics, processing, control, promotion and administration.

Specialist companies are issued licences to process the end-of-life equipment. These
companies are required to meet set standards of processing, and these are continually
monitored in order to develop recycling technologies throughout the industry.

Because there was no legal framework in place in Switzerland the system took the
form of a voluntary agreement for companies. The SWICO Recycling Guarantee
system was initially established by just 36 members, but grew to more than 150
members. Following from this, the Ordinance on the return, the taking back and the
disposal of electrical and electronic appliances (ORDEA) was implemented on 1 July
1998.

This now provides a legal basis for an obligation on consumers to return

equipment and all manufacturers to take back and dispose of equipment. It has also
extended the requirement to items of consumer electronics (from 1 January 2002).

The SENS (Stiftung Entsorgung Schweiz) system has been set up to deal with
household items of WEEE, including refrigerators, whitegoods, power tools etc. This
system had been operated using a voucher given to the consumer at the time of
purchase. However, since 1 January 2003, the costs of the system have been met by
an advance recycling fee such as that of the SWICO system.

2.3.1

Results

It can be seen from Table 2-h that quantities being collected by the SWICO system
have been increasing steadily since 1994.

Most recent results, for the year 2001,

show that 15,316 tonnes of ICT equipment was collected. This equates to a collection
rate of 1.96 kg per inhabitant.
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Table 2-h. Quantities of WEEE collected by the SWICO system (SWICO, 2002)

Year

Tonnes

1994

3,703

1995

6,671

1996

7,995

1997

8,860

1998

10,750

1999

13,495

2000

14,781

2001

15,316

Figure 2-b, below, shows that collection avenues in the SWICO system have been
dominated by manufacturer take-back since its inception in 1994. However, there has
been a marked shift towards the use of retailer take-back since 1998, and an increase
in the amount of equipment being collected via collection points in the system.

9 One off action with local authorities
OVia collection points
□ Via retailers
9 Via manufacturers

9 Re-used

4000

-

100

2000

-i

|3103

Figure 2-b. Quantities and sources of WEEE collected by the SWICO system (SWICO, 2002)

The SENS system collected 38,100 tonnes of WEEE in 2001. This equates to 5.2 kg
per person.

Cork Institute of Technology
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Table 2-i. Tonnes of WEEE collected through the SENS System (SENS, 2002)

1999

2000

2001

Large goods

9,900

9,600

9,600

Refrigeration appliances

6,500

6,900

6,700

Small goods

16,100

19,800

17,500

Components/parts

4,000

2,500

4,300

Total

36,500

38,800

38,100

The two WEEE systems in Switzerland collected a combined total of 53,416 tonnes in
2001, equating to a total WEEE collection rate of 7.3 kg/inhabitant/year.

Table 2-j. Combined quantity of WEEE collected in the SWICO and SENS systems

Year

Tonnes

1999

49,995

2000

53,581

2001

53,416

2.3.2

Costs

Costs of the SWICO system were 16.3 million Swiss francs (€11.15 million) in 2000
and 17.01 million Swiss francs (€11.57 million) in 2001. This equates to a cost of
€755 per tonne of WEEE. However, as can be seen in Figure 2-c, until 2001, these
costs have been exceeded by the revenue from the advance recycling fee (ARE).

Table 2-k. Costs per tonne in the SWICO system

Year

Cost

per

tonne
1999

€714

2000

€754

2001

€755

-22-

Fij»ure 2-c. Costs and revenues for the SWICO system (from Bomand, 2002)

No data is currently available on the costs of the SENS eolleetion system.

2.4

Denmark

The Danish Statutory Order on Management of Waste from Electric and Electronic
products entered into force on 1 December 1999.

This legislation requires the

environmentally appropriate treatment of such waste.

The collection and processing of all types of household WEEE is the responsibility of
the local authorities. The system is funded through local taxes. There is also the
potential for manufacturers to take responsibility for the eolleetion and proeessing of
their own, or similar, products. The eolleetion and processing of commereial sources
of WEEE is financed by the end user.

This system will need to be changed to meet the requirements of the WEEE Directive.

2.5

Belgium

It has been mandatory to recover and recycle all WEEE in the Flemish region of
Belgium since 1 July 1999.

The ‘Vlarea’ decree placed the responsibility on

producers and retailers to ensure that WEEE is collected and treated appropriately. In
-23
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2001 the system became nationwide, when producers established the not-for-profit
organisation Recupel.

Recupel coordinates the collection of WEEE at the point of sale and at designated
collection facilities, managed by local authorities. Consumers can dispose of items of
WEEE free of charge. The system is funded through recycling premiums paid by the
consumer when purchasing a new product.

2.6

Norway

The Norwegian WEEE regulation came into force on 1 July 1999. As a result of this
legislation the Norwegian manufacturers and trade associations formed a collective
WEEE management system for logistics and recycling.
management system was called El-retur.

This joint WEEE

It does not include the collection and

processing of CFC-containing appliances.

In 2001, the El-retur system claims to have collected and processed 7.2 kg of WEEE
per inhabitant, or 32,446 tonnes (El-retur, 2002).

The majority of EEE manufacturing companies have joined El-retur in order to
comply with the national legislation. However, an independent collection system,
called EuroVironment, also operates on a national basis.

It was formed by 14 IT

companies, including the two largest IT companies in Norway; Dell and Compaq
(50% market share). In 2001 this system collected and treated approximately 3,250
tonnes, equating to 0.7 kg per inhabitant (Sundstrom, 2003).

This means that the two systems collected a combined total of 35,696 tonnes or 7.9
kg per inhabitant in 2001, excluding refrigerators/ffeezers.

Companies that are members of El-retur have agreed that Norwegian Customs and
Excise (TAD) will charge them a waste fee, according to levels set by El-retur. The
WEEE fee is then listed as a separate item on the invoice for all import duties.
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Sundstrom (2003), however, has reported that despite this system there are still a
significant number of ‘freerider’ companies that do not contribute to the financing of
WEEE collection.

The Norwegian Pollution Control Authority is currently

considering solutions, including the registration and approval of all producers.

The El-retur system operates for everyone that generates WEEE, including
commercial sources. The system provides a number of collection options:

•

Consumers can deliver items free of charge to retailers who sell the same
kind of product. Consumers are not obliged to buy a new product.

•

Consumers can deliver items free of charge to municipal collection points

•

Businesses can deliver items to retailers who sell the same kind of product,
on the condition that they purchase new products

•

Businesses can deliver items to municipal collection points, subject to a
disposal charge.

Figure 2-d shows that over half of all equipment collected by the El-retur system
comes through municipal collection facilities.

Retailers are currently collecting

approximately 36% of equipment.

Until recently, the collection of CFC-containing equipment has been the responsibility
of local authorities, who must then organise the appropriate treatment of such items
by recycling companies. This has changed, and the collection and processing of such
equipment has recently fallen under the responsibility of the El-retur system
Others
(3,565t)
11%

Municipalities
(17,175t)
53%

Retailers I

(11,666t)
36%

Figure 2-d. Quantity of WEEE collection by each route in the El-retur system (El-retur, 2002)
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(Sundstrom, 2003). There are currently no official statistics regarding the take-back
of CFC-containing refrigeration equipment.

2.7

Austria

In most Austrian provinces collection systems for WEEE have been installed.
However, these have not been implemented on a coordinated national basis. Different
regions or provinces use different product categories included in the collection as well
as varying level of public disposal fees.

2.7.1

Refrigerators

The one exception to this is refrigerators, for which there is a legal obligation to take
back. The refrigerator manufacturers association set up UFH-Umweltforum Haushalt
(Household Environmental Forum), a non-profit-making organisation that manages
the national refrigerator takeback system.

The refrigerator takeback system was originally set up in 1993 with a single, prepaid
disposal fee of approximately €45 paid by customers when they purchased a new
item. When Austria joined the European Union it became apparent that the prepaid
disposal fee might affect retailers close to open borders with, for example, Germany.
It was decided to change the system to one that
combined an advance recycling fee together with an
end-of-life fee. Since 1995 retailers are required to

Gutschein
5$100./£727

purchase vouchers from the UFH at a cost of €7.27
(100 Austrian Schillings) each (shown in Figure 2-e).
When a customer purchases a new refrigerator they
must also buy a voucher, which is permanently stuck

mmmm

to the item.

Consumers can dispose of fridges by returning these
items to retailers (without the necessity to buy a new
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Figure 2-e. Voucher from UFH refrigerator
takeback system (from www.uili.at)

item) or local authorit}/ collection facilities where they are charged €25, less the £121
voucher if one is attached to the refrigerator.

Local recycling companies are contracted to UFH to process these collected
refrigerators. These recyclers then charge UFH for each item they process.

The implementation of the WEEE Directive in the European Union will require that
the Austrian system returns to a prepaid disposal system, as the directive requires that
consumers are able to return items free of charge.

In the year 2000 the Austrian UFH system collected 215,000 refrigerators with a total
weight of approximately 8,560 tonnes (Salhofer, pers. comm..). This equates to 1.06
kg/inhabitant/year.

2.7.2

Regional Systems

A number of systems have been set up in the federal provinces of Austria. These are
outlined as follows:

i.

Burgenland
The Burgenland collection system has been established since 1992. It
covers the whole province, because each community has to run its own
waste collection centre. There is no financial support from the regional
government. Nevertheless the collection is free of charge and costs are
covered by a general waste collection fee.

ii.

Carinthia
A collection system is established throughout Carinthia. Fees are charged
on most product categories, limiting the quantities collected. White goods
are collected for free, monitors and brown goods are charged. Therefore,
the collection of small appliances is not really taking place because these
goods can be disposed of for free via the residual waste collection more
easily.

-
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iii.

Lower Austria
The collection of WEEE was established quite recently (2001) in Lower
Austria. Before this goods were disposed together with scrap metals, bulky
waste or residual waste.

iv.

Salzburg
In 1998 the separate collection of WEEE was extended to the whole of
Salzburg. Large appliances, monitors and small appliances are collected at
the waste collection centres. The amount of large appliances collected is
not documented, after “detoxification” they are disposed of with metal
scrap.

V.

Styria
After the pilot project in Weiz (Section 5.1.3) the collection of WEEE
appliances was extended to 5 district waste associations in a subsequent
project, lasting until 1996.

Since 1999 the communities and waste

management associations are obliged to run a separate collection system
for WEEE. Every community runs a waste collection centre where these
goods are collected. Large appliances are collected and “detoxified” (i.e.
removal of hazardous components) at the collection centre. However, there
is no documentation from these centres.

vi.

Tyrol
The separate collection of hazardous waste including refrigerators and
fluorescent lamps is well established in Tyrol. Only large and bulky items
of brown goods are collected separately. Other items are disposed of via
the residual waste collection. Monitors are collected on a voluntary basis
without financial support and thus with different fees in the communities.
White goods are collected together with scrap metals. Thus the amount of
WEEE collected cannot be given.
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vii.

Upper Austria
The separate collection is well established all over Upper Austria. Nearly
all the districts are served by a single organisation. At the waste centres
fees are charged for cooling appliances and fluorescent lamps (regulated
fee) as well as monitors. Brown goods are collected for free. In 1999 a
pilot project was carried out in Braunau. Due to intense public relations
the collection rate increased to 4.8 kg/inhabitant/yr.

There is no data

regarding the amount of white goods collected, since these and small
electric household equipment are collected with the scrap metal fraction.

viii.

VTenna
In Vienna the local authority is in charge of all waste disposal duties, since
it is a district and a community at the same time.

Large appliances,

monitors and oil radiators are collected at the 19 municipal collection
stations.

ix.

Vorarlberg
The pilot project of Bregenz was extended to 4 cities in 1997. Since 1999
separate collection is established on a voluntary basis all over Vorarlberg.
The goods are taken back at collection centres in the communities. There
is no financial support by the regional government and therefore the
communities can decide about the financing and the fees freely. That is
why there are quite some differences between the communities.

In a similar situation to Ireland, the uncoordinated nature of WEEE collection in the
different regions of Austria makes it impossible to compile meaningful results on a
national basis. It can, however, be seen from Table 2-1 that current collection rates in
each of the regions varies between 1.1 and 3.4 kg/inhabitant/year, with an average of
1.9 kg/inhabitant/year.
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Table 2-1. Collection quantities (kg/person/year) of WEEE in Austrian provinces (various years between 1998 and
2000)

Province

Year

Large

Small

Monitors

Refrigerators*

Others

Total

Appliances Appliances
Burgenland

1998

1.1

0.2

0.4

0.5

0.4

2.6

Carinthia

1998

-

0.1

0.3

0.8

0.1

1.3

Lower Austria

2000

0.0

0.2

0.8

1.2

-

2.2

Salzburg

2001

-

0.6

0.4

0.4

-

1.4

Styria

2000

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.5

-

l.I

Tyrol

1998

-

0.6

1.0

0.2

1.8

Upper Austria

2000

-

0.6

0.5

-

-

1.1

Vienna

1999

0.0

0.2

0.6

1.0

-

1.8

Vorarlberg

1998

1.4

0.7

0.5

0.6

0.3

3.4

Quantities of refrigerators do not include those taken back by retailers.

2.8

US Programmes (2002)

In 2001 Northeast Recycling Council (NERC) surveyed all US states and identified
that 486 residential used electronics collection programmes took place between 1999
and 2001 (NERC, 2002).

Collection systems in the US were found to be an even mixture of special events (oneday collections) and ongoing collections. There are also a small number of kerbside
collection projects.

Table 2-m, below, shows that special
event collections yielded the greatest

Ongoing
collection

quantity of WEEE per capita of the

47%

three methods at 2kg per person per
year. Kerbside collection yields the
lowest quantity.

Figure 2-f. Distribution of programmes by principal
collection method
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The survey found that exactly 50% of programmes in the USA charge people to
dispose of WEEE. This fee is most commonly US$5 (€5.50) per item.

Table 2-in. Average WEEE collection rates for the USA
Programme type

WEEE

collected

(kg/inhabitant/year)
Special events

2

Ongoing collections

0.72

Kerbside collection

0.23

All combined

0.79

It was also found that kerbside collection is the most cost effective method of WEEE
collection. However, the NERC note that kerbside programme data comes from a
limited sample, mostly from a single US state, and that all kerbside WEEE collections
are simply added onto an existing bulky waste programme. This results in lower
overall costs.

I'able 2-n. Cost effectiveness by programme type
Programme type

Average
per year

tons

Average
operating cost per
ton per year

Special events

23

S464

Ongoing collections

56

$448

Kerbside collections

71

$304

All combined

50

$374

Almost 70% of programmes in the United States were found to contain an element of
reuse, and this is often through direct links with charities.

The majority of these

programmes report diverting between 5 and 25% of material to reuse.
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Chapter 3

Local Authority WEEE Management
Practices in Ireland
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3.1

Introduction

The WEEE Directive requires that Ireland establish a national system to collect and
process WEEE from private households free of charge by 13 August 2005.

This

national collection system will most likely be developed around the local authority
waste management infrastructure that exists in the country. It is therefore important
to assess the extent of this infrastructure in order to gauge potential requirements to
develop a suitable national collection system.

A telephone survey of all 34 city and county councils was conducted. The survey
took place in June and July 2002, with brief follow up phone calls made in June 2003.

3.2

WEEE Collection Infrastructure

A comparison with a similar survey of local authorities conducted in 2000 (Wilkinson
et al, 2001) showed a significant increase over the last two years in the number of
facilities available to the public for WEEE recycling in Ireland.

Of the 34 local authorities in Ireland:

15 collect all types of WEEE at their CA sites/landfills
15 collect whitegoods only at their facilities
4 have no facilities for collecting WEEE of any kind

16 charge people to dispose of WEEE
14 do not charge

In total, there are 45 facilities for the collection of WEEE in Ireland, only 19 of which
collect all types of WEEE. A further 35 civic amenity sites that are likely to collect
WEEE separately are being constructed or are planned for the next 1-3 years,
depending on funding availability.

Counties Sligo, Leitrim and Longford, and
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Figure 3-a. Location of Local Authority WELL Collection Facilities (June 2003)

Galway City currently have no permanent facility available for the collection of
WEEE.

Figure 3-a, above, shows the location of the 45 local authority facilities. It is clear
that populations in some regions of the country currently lack facilities that enable
them to recycle WEEE. In particular, the north-west region of the country has a very
poor civic amenity site infrastructure. Other areas, such as the western region of
Munster, including Kerry, Limerick and Clare, have a good civic amenity site
infrastructure but all of these sites currently collect only whitegoods.

As can be seen in Figure 3-a, there are currently only four civic amenity sites in
Dublin County collecting WEEE, with one of these collecting whitegoods only.
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3.3

Types of F acility

Almost all WEEE collection systems operated by Irish local authorities are permanent
collection points at civic amenity sites or landfills. These facilities predominantly
take the form of a skip or similar container into which all items of WEEE, or just
whitegoods, are dumped. A waste contractor then removes the skip when it is full.

Due to the introduction of new regulations on ozone depleting substances, fridges and
freezers have proved a difficulty for many local authorities to deal with, and in many
cases the need to manage them properly has been the impetus to install a more robust
WEEE management system. This has resulted in a number of Councils opting for a
“one-stop-shop” solution where a single waste management company is contracted to
manage all items of WEEE. Many authorities have also been storing refrigerators in
anticipation of an Irish refrigerator recycling facility being established.

Several authorities previously operated bulky waste collection systems such as
kerbside collection

or localised spring-clean events, which captured bulky

whitegoods. However, the majority of these have ceased sinee the beginning of 2002
due to escalating treatment costs brought about by the restrictions on refrigerator
recycling in the EU regulation on substances that deplete the ozone layer.

Some local authorities that have no permanent recycling facility have developed
programmes to collect items of WEEE. Leitrim County Council, for example, has put
in place twice-yearly one-day eollection events in five different locations throughout
the county. Sligo County Council has also operated free-of-charge one-day collection
events specifieally targeting WEEE, but report poor public participation levels in such
events.

3.4

Charges

The WEEE Directive requires that from 31 August 2005 the disposal of WEEE by
private householders be free of charge. Currently many local authorities in Ireland are
charging domestic customers for the disposal of such equipment at their collection
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facilities. Half of all facilities in the country impose a fee on the public when they
drop off items of WEEE. The level of fees varies widely, as can be seen in Table 3-a,
below, from €5 to more than €20.

Due to increased costs in refrigerator/freezer

recycling since the introduction of ozone depleting substances regulations, many local
authorities are charging a higher rate for such items.

Table 3-a. Examples of local authority charge rates for WEEE
Authority

Equipment

Charge

accepted
Cavan

All

€5 per item

Dun Laoghaire-

All

€8 per car load

Ralhdown

€15 including trailer
€28 per fridge/freezer
All

Galway

€8 per item
€20 per fridge/freezer

Kerry

Whitegoods

€6 per item

Kildare

All

€158 per tonne

Kilkenny

All

€ 10 per item

Leitrim

Whitegoods

€5 per fridge/freezer

Limerick

Whitegoods

€ 104 per tonne
€20 per fridge/freezer

l.imerick City

Whitegoods

€12 per item

Mayo

All

€5 per item
€20 per fridge/freezer

South Dublin

All

€15 per small item
€25 per large item

Tipperary NR

3.5

All

€5 per car load

Processing Routes

At present WEEE recycling in Ireland is dominated by basic shredding of metal-rich
white-goods. The majority of local authorities continue to use scrap metal merchants
to remove items of WEEE from their civic amenity sites.

Increasingly authorities are contracting recycling companies that export collected
WEEE directly to large recycling facilities in mainland Europe. In many instances
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this option is taken for equipment other than whitegoods, but some are exporting al!
items out of Ireland. The most common recycling destinations are Germany and the
Netherlands.

3.6

Quantities Collected

Data is rarely collected on the quantities of WEEE being collected at local authority
facilities. When monitoring does take place, it is often by number of items only, and
there is variation in the definitions of equipment categories. In addition, most sites
mix whitegoods collected with scrap metal making it impossible to isolate the waste
stream for monitoring purposes. Comparison between sites is therefore made very
difficult and this highlights the need for a standardised national monitoring
methodology.

A number of local authorities contacted through the survey have the potential to
provide data regarding the type and quantity of WEEE collected at their facilities.
Table 3-b, below, lists all local authorities that have, or will have usable monitoring
data from their WEEE collections.

Fable 3-b. Local Authorities with WEEE monitoring data available
Authority

Number of
Facilities

WEEE

Monitored

Collected

by:

Details

Clare

3

Whitegoods

Number

Annual total for 4 categories of
whitegoods.

Cork Co.

3

All

Number
& weight

Collection trials project.

Galway Co.

2

All

Weight

Kerry

5

Whitegoods

Weight

Kildare

1

All

Kilkenny

1

All

Limerick City

1

Whitegoods

Louth

1

All

Mayo

1

All

Meath

1

Monahan

1

All
All

Tipperary NR

1

All

Estimated average monthly combined
tonnage
Annual combined tonnage from all
facilities

Number &
Collection trials project.
total weight
Weight
Monthly combined tonnage
Annual total for 5 categories of
Number
whitegoods.
Weight
Annual combined tonnage
Number &
Collection trials project.
total weight
Weight
Weight

Annual combined tonnage
Monthly numbers for 4 categories of
whitegoods and 1 ‘other’ category.

Number
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However, major difficulties occur in the comparison of such data, as is highlighted by
the variations in monitoring methods shown in Table 3-b.

Some data on collected WEEE has been obtained from local authorities. Analysis of
the data is limited but gives some useful comparison with rates achieved through the
Collection Trials project.

Estimating the WEEE collection rate (kg/inhabitant/year) at existing facilities is
difficult, and this is discussed further in Section 6.8 of this thesis. An assumption
must be made regarding the catchment of the facility, and this has a great bearing on
the resulting rate. Collection rates shown in Table 3-c have been calculated based on
infomiation from local authorities. Such assumptions must continue to be made until
data is gathered and assessed on a national basis.

The results shown in Table 3-c are highly varied, with no obvious reason for such
variety. Rates do not appear to be influenced by the imposition of public collection
charges, or by the limitation to white-goods only. The variations in collection rate
may be indicative of the limitations of estimating catchment size.

Table 3-c. Estimated WEEE collection rates at Irish civic amenity sites (not involved in Collection Trials)

Dundalk

Type of
household
WEEE
accepted
All

Galway

All

Charge

1.11

Kerry

White-goods

Charge

1.27

Kilkenny

All

Charge

0.50

Monaghan

All

Free

0.97

Navan

All

Free

3.9

Average:

1.68

Civic
.Amenity
Site

Charge

Collection rate
(kg/inhabitant/year)

Free

4
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The average collection rate of 1.31 kg/inhabitant/year is significantly lower than the
target set in the WEEE directive of 4 kg/inhabitant/year, and this demonstrates the
difficulties Ireland faces in meeting the requirements of the directive.

3.7

Examples of local Authority Collection Facilities

A number of local authority civic amenity sites are already collecting all items of
WEEE for recycling.

In the following sections three well-established sites are

detailed: Dundalk, Monaghan and Navan civic amenity sites.

3.7.1

Dundalk Town Council / V & W Recycling Ltd

Dundalk Town Council opened the first civic amenity site in county Louth in
December 1999. Since its inception the facility has been managed under contract by
V & W Recycling Ltd.

All household waste that can be recycled is accepted free of charge at the site. V &
W Recycling Ltd is paid a subsidy by the town council for processing certain,
problematic waste streams. Currently around 2,000 cars a week are visiting the civic
amenity site.

WEEE is collected in three different ways on the site. An outdoor storage area for
white goods, including fridge/freezers, a locked converted shipping container for
televisions and computers, and coffins for fluorescent light tubes.

Figure 3-b. WEEE collection area, Dundalk civic amenity site. (April, 2002)
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It has been estimated that approximately 200 tonnes of WEEE was collected at the
site in 2001. The majority of this equipment is being transported to Northern Ireland
for shredding and metal recycling. It is estimated that the civic amenity site has a
catchment of approximately 50,000 people (Joe McGuinness, pers. comm.) and this
means that the system achieved a WEEE collection rate of 4 kg/inhabitant/year in
2001.

Figure 3-c. WEEE collected at Dundalk civic amenity site. Clockwise from top right: white goods
collection area; fluorescent tube coffins; locked shipping container for televisions and PCs

3.7.2

Monaghan County Council / V & W Recycling Ltd

Monaghan County Council has operated one civic amenity site in the county since
April 2001. V & W Recycling Ltd manages the site under contract to Monaghan
County Council. They are paid a fee to manage the site and receive “bonus” funding
for recycling certain types of household waste, including WEEE. Under their contract
V & W Recycling are required to place one advertisement a month regarding the
service provided by the civic amenity site.

Further promotion of the facility is

undertaken through existing Council mediums. Links have also been formed with
schools to promote the educational aspects of the facility.
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Residents can dispose of all types of recyclable household waste, including WEEE,
free of charge at the civic amenity site.

Between May 2001 and February 2002 V & W Recycling Ltd report that 42 tonnes of
white goods have been collected at the site. This equates to 50.4 tonnes per annum.
The population of Monaghan is 52,000 and the collection rate for WEEE at this
facility is therefore 0.97 kg per inhabitant per year.

3.7.3

Meath County Council / Indaver

Since late 1999 Meath County Council have operated a civic amenity site in Navan
town. This is the only civic amenity site in County Meath (population 115,000) and
accepts all recyclable household waste, including WEEE, free of charge. The facility
is promoted through local newspaper and radio advertising and through existing
Council avenues, such as their website and newsletters.

Since March 2002 Indaver Ireland Ltd have been contracted to manage the Navan
civic amenity site on behalf of Meath County Council.
price per car visiting the amenity site.

The Council pays Indaver a

Two staff and a manager run the site.

Approximately 10,000 cars a month have been visiting the site throughout 2002.

Figure 3-d. Brown goods collection, Navan civic amenity site (April, 2002)

The facility is open 6 days a week and accepts the following waste from households
free of charge:
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Cardboard
Newspapers & Magazines
Green Waste
Glass
Plastie Bottles & Bags
Drink & Food Cans
Waste Tyres
Electronic Goods
Re-usable Clothing
House-hold & Car Batteries
Waste Oils
White Goods

WEEE is collected onsite in four different areas of the civic amenity site: brown
goods and consumer electronics in metal bins, white goods (other than refrigerators)
in a large skip, refrigerators in a large shipping container, and fluorescent light tubes
in a dedicated “coffin”.

Figure 3-e. WEEE collection areas at Navan civic amenity site. Clockwise from top left: brown goods and
consumer electronics bins; example of equipment received; shipping container for fridge/freezers; skip for white
goods (April, 2002)
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Indaver use five different avenues for processing the collected WEEE. An informal
arrangement exists with a local refurbisher who makes an initial assessment of brown
goods and IT equipment and takes away any equipment that may be repaired for
resale. In order to ensure appropriate disposal, the refurbisher is required to return the
equipment to the civic amenity site if it is found to be unrepairable. It is unclear what
quantity of equipment is removed in this way.

Remaining brown goods, ITC equipment and consumer electronics are sent to a
recycling company in Ireland approximately once every three weeks. Indaver pay a
set rate per television/monitor and a rate per tonne for other items. The recycling
company exports televisions and monitors in order to facilitate CRT processing.

Civic amenity staff load fridge/freezers directly into a shipping container (shown in
Figure 3-e) and this is collected by a sister company of Indaver for direct export to
Germany for CFC extraction and recycling. No degassing is undertaken on site. One
shipping container holds approximately 110 fridge/freezers.
White goods, excluding fridge/freezers, are loaded into a skip (shown in Figure 3-e)
and transported to a metal recycling company in Dublin.

Fluorescent tubes are stored in dedicated “coffin” containers and transported to an
Irish specialist lamp recycling company.

In 2002 approximately 524 tonnes of WEEE was collected at the civic amenity site.
As no other civic amenity site exists within Meath County, the catchment of the site
was assumed to be 133,936 people. A collection rate of 3.9kg/person/year is therefore
being achieved.

Meath County Council plan to open two more civic amenity sites within the county.
Greater availability of such facilities is likely to result in an increase in the per capita
collection rate.
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Chapter 4

Assessment of Existing and Potential
Outlets for WEEE in Ireland
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The European Directive on waste from electrical and electronic equipment has
established a collection target of 4 kg/person/year of WEEE from private households.
This target must be achieved in Ireland by the end of 2006, or the end of 2008 if an
optional derogation is taken, and will stimulate the supply side of the market for
recycled materials from WEEE. In addition to a collection target, the Directive has
set challenging targets for rates of recycling of collected equipment. A major barrier
to achieving these targets in Ireland is the lack of reliable, stable markets for recycled
materials currently available in the country. While supply of equipment for recycling
will be stimulated by the legislation, there is not necessarily sufficient demand for the
materials that result from the recycling processes.

Ireland is an island nation with a relatively low population, and which has a very
limited recycling infrastructure for processing waste from electrical and electronic
equipment. There is a major dependence on overseas facilities, increasing transport
costs and lowering margins for recycling companies in Ireland. There is a need to
assess the availability of both existing and potential outlets for materials recovered
from WEEE in Ireland, in order to identify opportunities for improvement.

By expanding the uses for recycled materials into new products, greater market and
price stability may be achieved. By developing outlets locally, value can be added to
the materials by keeping transport costs to a minimum.

The elimination of

transportation would also result in more sustainable waste management.

This chapter examines the potential material arising from WEEE in Ireland together
with the current treatment and recycling infrastructure available to deal with this
waste.

It goes on to detail the current barriers to increasing the recycling of

problematic material streams arising from processed WEEE, and outlines the potential
for developing outlets in order to overcome these barriers.

Finally, a range of

potential tools to stimulate outlets for recycled materials are considered.
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4.1

WEEE Arisings in Ireland

A 2001 EPA study (Wilkinson et al, 2001) predicted that in 2003 between 41,270
tonnes and 102,028 tonnes of waste from electrical and electronic equipment would
arise in Ireland. This equates to between 10.9 and 26.8 kg/person/year.

Table 4-a. WEEE Arising in Ireland in 2003

Upper

Quantity Arising
(2003)
102,028

Lower

47,270

Directive target

15,200

The WEEE Directive sets a collection target of 4 kg/person/year from private
households, which equates to 15,200 tonnes of WEEE being collected for treatment.
This excludes WEEE arisings from commercial sources, which will also lead to
recovery of materials.

4.2

Materials and Components Arising from WEEE in Ireland

Given the diverse range of materials found in items of WEEE it is extremely difficult
to give a generalised material composition for the entire waste stream.

The

composition of WEEE today is a
result of the production choices

Pnnted circuit boards
3%
|

Concrete & ceramics

made up to 30 years ago. This is

Wood & plywood
3%

Rubber

why today’s waste from EEE is
extremely

heterogenous

and

therefore

problematic

to

manage.
previous

However,
waste

Non-flame retarded plastic
15%

using

composition

Flame retarded plastic

studies it is possible to estimate
the quantity of materials that

A

, Iron and steel
48%

d

may arise from WEEE collected
in

Ireland.

Estimates

for

Figure 4-a. Material composition of WEEE (data from Taberman et al,
1995)
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materials and components arising from the WEEE waste stream are shown in Table
4-b, below.

Ferrous metals are the largest material component of WEEE, by weight, accounting
for almost half of all material received for recycling. Mixed plastics are the next most
significant comprising more than 20% of all material from processed WEEE. Other
significant materials include non-ferrous metals, such as copper (7%) and aluminium
(4.7%), and glass (5.4%).

Table 4-b. Upper, lower and target material arisings from WEEE in Ireland for the year 2003
Material type

Composition
(wt%)

Arisings (tonnes)

Upper

Lower

Directive
collection
target

Iron and steel

47.9

48,871

22,642

Aluminium

4.7

4,795

2,222

714

Cupper

7.0

7,142

3,309

1,064

Other metals (non-ferrous)

l.O

1,020

473

152

60.6

61,829

28,646

9,211

Metals total

7,281

Flame retarded plastic

5.3

5,407

2,505

806

Non-flame retarded plastic

15.3

15,610

7,232

2,326

Plastics total

20.6

21,018

9,738

3,131

Glass

5.4

5,510

2,553

821

Rubber

TOTAL

0.9

918

425

137

Wood & plywood

2.6

2,653

1,229

395

Concrete & ceramics

2.0

2,041

945

304

Printed circuit boards

3.1

3,163

1,465

471

Other

4.6

4,693

2,174

699

102,028

47,270

15,200

100%
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4.3

Current Irish Recycling Practices

In order to assess current recycling practices in Ireland a telephone survey of all
recyclers handling any type of WEEE in the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland
was conducted in January 2003.

It was found that there are currently 46 companies involved in the recycling of one or
more types of WEEE. Thirty-five of these companies are located in the Republic,
with a further 11 in Northern Ireland. They range from scrap metal merchants who
deal solely in metal-rich whitegoods, to small, charitable organisations involved in the
refurbishment of specific items on a small scale.

There is a hierarchy of methods used in the processing of WEEE:
Re-use
Export
Pre-treatment
Recycling
Treatment
Landfilling

4.3.1

Re-use

There is currently only limited refurbishment or reselling of equipment by recycling
companies in Ireland.

The majority of re-use occurs in the IT sector, where

equipment is often exported to Eastern Europe for resale. Recent projects have been
established to trial the refurbishment of IT equipment for resale to the low-income
sector within Ireland (see, for example, the Heatsun Project - http://www.uswitch.ie).
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4.3.2

Export

Because there are no metal smelters, limited plastic recycling facilities and no
incineration with energy recovery in Ireland, most equipment is exported overseas for
further processing.

There is also no facility in Ireland for the processing of

refrigerators/freezers to a standard that meets the requirements of European legislation
on Ozone Depleting Substances. This means that all fridges and freezers must be
exported whole for specialised recycling.

Because of this reliance on export, the WEEE recycling industry in Ireland is
becoming dominated by waste management companies that simply act as waste
brokers. These companies often do not have treatment or storage facilities in Ireland,
preferring to arrange the collection and transport of equipment directly to specialised
recycling facilities in mainland Europe.

4.3.3

Pre-treatment

Some manual disassembly of equipment to component level is taking place in Ireland,
but components and materials are inevitably exported for further processing.
Companies often “cherry-pick”, removing valuable components and materials such as
chips, printed circuit boards, and copper cable, before transferring less valuable and
more problematic components within Ireland or to overseas facilities.

Scrap metal merchants and the five large shredder operators separate ferrous and nonferrous metals from whitegoods, and these are then traded on the international metals
market. Residual “fluff’ that results from the shredding process is exported to Europe
for disposal in hazardous waste facilities.

One recycling company in Ireland disassembles cathode ray tubes and fluorescent
tubes, before exporting the resulting materials for recycling. This company is also in
the process of installing equipment for the separation of screen and cone glass, adding
value to the glass cullet they export.
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4.3.4

Recycling

This includes the smelting of ferrous metals, the refining of precious metals, glass and
plastic. Currently, no such facility exists in the Republic or Northern Ireland, apart
from one small-scale manufacturer that is currently accepting mixed plastic from
WEEE for recycling into plastic outdoor furniture.

4.3.5

Treatment and Landfilling

The thermal treatment of WEEE, or materials derived from recycled WEEE does not
occur in Ireland as there is no incinerator currently in the country. However, many
items of equipment exported for recycling in mainland Europe are used as feedstock
for incinerators, particularly those items that have a high proportion of plastic and
therefore a high calorific content.

Some landfilling of materials from disassembled equipment may still be taking place
in Ireland. Most materials, including shredder “fluff’, are exported for landfilling in
hazardous waste landfills.

Table 4-c. Processing routes used by WEEE recycling companies in Ireland (2003)

Processing Route
Refurbish

Number of
Companies
5

Resell in Ireland

3

Transfer within Ireland

13

Export whole for recycling

20

Export whole for resale

6

Dismantle in Ireland

9

Export components for recycling

11

Export components for resale

6

Export materials

10
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The recycling of WEEE in Ireland is therefore currently dominated by the export of
equipment to Europe, the Far East and, to a lesser extent, the USA. Equipment is
often exported whole, because the value gained through dismantling and extracting
materials and components is not considered economical.

Some disassembly and

extraction of components takes place, but this is predominantly items that contain
valuable materials, such as IT equipment and metal-rich whitegoods.

Essentially there is no problem in exporting WEEE for reprocessing elsewhere. The
WEEE Directive allows for such practices (providing overseas facilities meet required
standards).

Ireland is an island nation with a comparatively small population,

restricting the potential for economies of scale such as those of large scale recycling
facilities in mainland Europe.

It is possible, however, that the electrical and electronics industry in Ireland is missing
opportunities to create more stable and sustainable domestic recycling markets which
might benefit the national economy. The development of such markets depends upon
a number of factors. Opportunities for, and barriers to, the development of existing
and potential outlets for WEEE in Ireland are discussed in the following sections.

4.4

Refurbishment and Re-Use

Refurbishment and re-use offers the opportunity to avoid waste generation and
therefore must be considered the highest priority when assessing the potential outlets
for collected WEEE. The European Commission has recognised this in the WEEE
Directive by requiring that "'‘Member States shall give priority to the reuse of whole
appliances’’' (Article 7(1)). There are currently very few companies in Ireland that
refurbish and resell items of electrical and electronic equipment.

There are even

fewer that refurbish and resell equipment arising from households.

In many European states the refurbishment and resale of electronic and electrical
equipment is being undertaken by social economy enterprises.

One organisation,

RREUSE (Re-use and Recycling European Union of Social Enterprises), estimates
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that the social sector accounts for 10,000 jobs processing 200,000 tonnes of WEEE in
Europe. Much of this is in the refurbishment of equipment.

The UK has a number of partnerships between local authorities and social economy
enterprises. Such projects have double goals: to remove WEEE from the municipal
waste stream, and to provide opportunities for ‘not-for-profit’ organisations to
undertake "'commercially viable trading activities to achieve...social and charitable
purposes"' (FRC, 2001). The examples below illustrate some of the ways in which
such systems are set up.

4.4.1

Liverpool City Council / FRC Group / CREATE UK

Liverpool City Council is the local authority with responsibility for household waste
collection in a city of almost 500,000 people in 200,000 households.

Part of this

service includes operating a free ‘on-demand’ bulky waste collection.

The ERC Group is a group of social economy enterprises made up of:
a. Furniture Resource Centre - A ‘one-stop’ furnishing service to
registered social landlords throughout England and Wales
b. Revive - Retails second-hand and refurbished furniture and appliances
to the public.
c. Bulky Bob’s - a furniture recycling company

CREATE UK is a social economy enterprise that provides salaried training for long
term unemployed people through the refurbishment of household appliances.
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' part of the rRC ^oup of companies

John Redmayoe & Alison Bali Jan 2001

Figure 4-b. Bulky household waste and the social economy in Liverpool (John Redmayne,
pers. Comm.)

In June 2000 Bulky Bob’s was awarded a 7-year contract to carry out all bulky
household waste collections on behalf of Liverpool City Council. The purpose of
Bulky Bob’s is to "‘‘provide Liverpool with an impeeeahle collection service, to reuse,
recycle or refurbish as many items as [possible] and to create work and training for
peopled (FRC 2001). Previously a large multinational company had performed the
service and all collected items had been disposed of directly to landfill.

Liverpool City Council operates a call centre
that receives requests from members of the
public to remove items of unwanted furniture.
These requests are logged and passed on to
Bulky Bobs who dispatch trucks to collect the
items and return to the warehouse. Here items
with potential for refurbishment are separated
for repair and reupholstering ready for resale at
low cost to people in need. Any items beyond
repair

are

delivered

to

the

landfill

for

appropriate disposal.
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Figure 4-c.
Item being collected from
household by Bulky Bob’s (photo from
http://www.furnitureresourcecentre.com/bu
Ikvbobs/bulkvbobsOl.htm#)

Table 4-d. Bulky Bob's collection statistics (6 June 2000 - 31 March 2001

29,201

Total visits
Tonnes collected

2,031

Tonnes tipped

1,777
254

Tonnes recycled
% Recycled (by weight)

12.5%

All white goods (fridges, washing machines, cookers) are delivered to CREATE,
where they are assessed for refurbishment or disposal. Table 4-e, below, shows that
currently 30% of appliances received from Bulky Bob’s household bulky waste
collection are being refurbished, with the majority of items being transported on to a
scrap metal dealer for recycling.

CREATE also take white goods directly from

retailers and manufacturers for refurbishment and Table 4-e also shows that similar
recycling to refurbishment ratios are being achieved for equipment from these
sources.

Appliances that are brought to CREATE are assessed and then refurbished in a
factory operation with traceability of individual products, full function and electrical
safety tests. Experienced engineers work alongside trainees to ensure appliances meet
quality standards and all refurbished appliances are sold with full parts and labour
guarantees.

Appliances are sold directly to Housing Associations and Local

Authorities, or through the CREATE
public

showroom

attached

refurbishment facility.

to

their

Any appliances

that can’t be repaired are stripped of
useful parts and sent for metal recycling.

Figure 4-d.
Washing machines being tested and
refurbished at CREATE
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Table 4-e. CREATE Refurbishment figures 29 November 2001 - 18 January 2002

Received

Scrapped

% Refurbished

1,333

928

30%

Dixons

291

206

29%

GUS

476

281

41%

Electrolux

627

526

16%

2,727

1,941

29%

Bulky Bob’s

TOTAL

4.4.2

London Borough of Barnet / ECT Recycling

ECT Recycling is an independent, charitable, not for profit organisation.

Their

objective is to build a network of economically sustainable enterprises dedicated to
social and environmental objectives

In 1996 ECT Recycling started work on its first borough-wide contract to provide
kerbside collection in Hounslow. This led to contracts in Ealing, Brent and Vale of
White Horse. The ECT Group is now the largest not for profit recycling organisation
in the UK employing nearly 200 staff and operating almost 100 vehicles. ECT
Recycling’s depot at Greenford in West London is the largest facility of its type in the
UK providing kerbside recycling services to over 250,000 households across three
London boroughs.

Overall ECT Recycling and its sister company, Lambeth

Community Recycling are contracted to provide recycling services to over 400,000
households (more than 1 in 8 London households) and recycle over 30,000 tonnes per
year.

Figure 4-e. Summers Lane civic amenity site collection bays.
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In October 2001 ECT Recycling
won the contract to manage the
London Borough of Barnet civic
amenity site at Summers Lane.
This

is

a

newly

collection

facility

catchment

of

with

a

approximately

140,000 households.
Figure 4-f. WEEE collection area, Summers Lane civic amenity
site

opened

The site

accepts all types of household
waste

from

non-commercial

sources free of charge and ECT Recycling has been given the target of achieving a
recycling rate of 18%. In the first three months of operation the operation has far
exceeded this target, achieving a recycling rate of around 50%. The recycling rates
for January and February 2002 are shown in Table 4-f, below.

Table 4-f. Quantities of waste leaving Summer Lane civic amenity site.
January 2002

February 2002

Total bulked waste out

214 tonnes

50.69%

136 tonnes

50%

Total recyclables out

208 tonnes

49.31%

136 tonnes

50%

All items of WEEE are collected on the civic amenity site at a signposted area, as can
be seen in Figure 4-f

Staff are on hand to immediately remove items such as

televisions, PCs and consumer electronics to a dedicated shipping container (shown in
Figure 4-g). These types of equipment must be kept covered from the weather in
order to maximise opportunities for refurbishment.

Site-staff remove fridges to a single area of the site where they are stored.

ECT

Recycling has an informal arrangement with a private sector refurbisher who removes
all fridges, televisions and consumer electronics.

A charge is made for each

refrigerator/freezer (largely due to current problems in processing such items in the
UK) but all other items are taken away for free.

A social economy enterprise,

CREATE UK, take away all IT equipment for refurbishment or recycling free of
charge. Metal-nch white goods, such as washing machines and cookers are taken
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with scrap metal to be shredded. ECT Recycling is
currently

investigating

organisations

to

take

potential
such

items

links

with

away

for

refurbishment.

4.4.3

Developing Refurbishment in Ireland

These examples from the UK show ways in which
household WEEE collection programmes run by
local authorities can be directly linked with private
sector

and

social

economy

sector

companies

involved in refurbishment. They mirror many such
programmes throughout European member states.

Such links with social economy enterprises provide
a triple benefit.

Figure 4-g. Storage of IT equipment, TVs and
assorted consumer electronics, Summers Lane
civic amenity site

As well as reducing collection

system costs, and removing equipment from the waste stream, they provide
opportunities for social benefits through training and low cost equipment for those
people in need. These examples also show that a significant quantity of WEEE being
collected may be diverted for reuse in this way.

CREATE UK, for example, is

currently refurbishing 30% of all white goods received from household bulky waste
collection in the City of Liverpool.

The potential for diverting WEEE from a collection system for reuse in Ireland should
be investigated and developed further.

The WEEE Directive underlines the

importance of this option by requiring that priority must be given to the re-use of
whole appliances. It has the potential to divert significant quantities of WEEE, reduce
overall costs of collection systems and to provide social benefits.

The development of this outlet for collected WEEE is dependent upon local
authorities creating relationships with companies and/or organisations involved in
refurbishment.

Some collection practices must be altered slightly, in order to

maximise the potential for equipment to be refurbished, but the reduced costs of
processing WEEE compensates for any increased burden on local authority sites.
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4.5

Ferrous Metals

Ferrous metals, iron and steel, form the largest constituent of electrical and electronic
equipment, accounting for almost half of the total weight of WEEE. The majority of
ferrous metal content in items of EEE is steel used in outer housings, frames, supports
and other internal structures.

Large household appliances and IT equipment are

particularly high in ferrous metal content.

Ferrous metals are important constituents of WEEE because they are plentiful, fully
recyclable, and easily separated from other materials.
Table 4-g. Ferrous metal arising
from WEEE in Ireland in 2003

Tonnes
Upper

48,871

Lower

22,642

Directive target

7,281

In order to separate ferrous metals from other materials in WEEE, items are usually
either cut up with mechanical shears, or shredded whole. There are currently three
facilities in the Republic of Ireland shredding equipment for metals recovery, and
there are a further two in Northern Ireland. The combined capacity of these five
facilities is approximately 570,000 tonnes per annum. There are also approximately
10-12 smaller-scale metal processors, operating mechanical shears and balers, in the
Republic and Northern Ireland.

4.5.1

Barriers to Increased Ferrous Metal Recycling

The ferrous metals market is well developed worldwide and Irish metal recyclers are
already adept at using these markets to ensure maximum economic return. The only
barrier to increased recycling of ferrous metals appears to be the quantity of material
collected, with European scrap metal processors currently actively seeking material
from throughout the EU to meet the eapacity of their facilities. The development of
further civic amenity site infrastructure together with the free collection required by
the WEEE Directive will act as a stimulus to increasing these quantities.
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4.5.2

Current Outlets for Ferrous Metals

There is a well-established world market for scrap ferrous metals. It is estimated that
approximately 350 million tonnes of steel scrap are consumed annually throughout
the world, accounting for an almost 50% of total world steel production (DEFRA,
1999). Since the closure of Irish Ispat in May 2001 all segregated ferrous metals are
exported to markets in mainland Europe, reducing margins for recyclers by increasing
transport costs. The most common destinations for this scrap metal are Spain, France
and the UK.

Despite the change in the Irish scrap metal market caused by the closure of the Irish
Ispat facility, it is reported that there is a worldwide trend towards the increased use of
scrap-dependant steel-making technologies (DEFRA, 1999).

This has been made

possible by technological advances in the scrap processing sector which has enabled
the preparation of steel to well defined specifications. This development of the scrap
market has facilitated investment in scrap-dependant steel-making technologies.
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4.6

Non-ferrous Metals

Non-ferrous metals, including precious metals, represent only 13% of WEEE. The
most important non-ferrous metal, by weight, is copper making up over half of all
non-ferrous metal in WEEE. It is found in cables, wiring and electric motors. Other
important metals include lead, found in solder, the glass of TV screens, and cathode
ray tubes, and aluminium, found in cases, heatsinks, frames and motors. Mercury is
also found in WEEE, mostly in fluorescent light tubes, but also in tilt switches and
relays.

Precious metals, in particular silver, platinum, gold, and palladium are used in
coatings on electrical contacts and connectors. These metals are important because
they are valuable and can be extracted and reused.

Table 4-h. Non-ferrous metal arising
from WEEE in Ireland in 2003

Upper

Tonnes
12,958

Lower

6,003

Directive target

1,930

4.6.1

Barriers to Increased Recycling of Non-Ferrous Metals

As with ferrous metals, there is already a well-developed international market for
non-ferrous metals.

The development of international communications, and

especially the internet, has allowed Irish recyclers to more fully explore international
markets for metals extracted from items of WEEE.

The only barrier is quantity,

which will be addressed through the WEEE Directive and the expansion of current
collection infrastructure.
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4.6.2

Current Outlets for Non-Ferrous Metals

The five metal shredders in the Republic and Northern Ireland extract a fragmentised
mixed metal from the equipment they process. This mixed non-ferrous fragment is
then separated into the various metal types at facilities in the UK.

Other non-ferrous metal, segregated by companies that manually disassemble
equipment is traded on the international market, often using intermediary metal
brokers, or directly to customers worldwide using e-commerce. Printed circuit boards
(PCBs), which are a significant source of non-ferrous metals (including some precious
metals) are discussed further in section 4.9, below.
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4.7

Plastic

Plastic is the second largest constituent by weight, aecounting for approximately 21%
of WEEE. It is also one of the most problematic materials arising from the reeycling
of items of electrical and electronic equipment.

PP - Polypropylene
ABS - Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene
ASA - Acrylicester Styrene
SAN - Acrylonitrile Styrene
PS - Polystyrene
HIPS - High Impact Polystyrene
PU - Polyurethane
EP - Epoxy resins
PVC - Polyvinyl Chloride
PC - Polycarbonate
PA - Polyamide
POM - Polyoxymethylene
PBT - Polybutylene Terephthalate
PET - Polyethylene Terephthalate
UP - Unsaturated Polyester
PE - Polyethylene

ABS/ASA/SAN

33%
PS/HIPS
19%

Figure 4-h. Plastic types used in electrical and electronic equipment. Western Europe, 2000 (from APME, 2001)

There are many types of plastics used in the manufacture of electrical and electronic
equipment. The proportion and types of plastics used vary not only from one product
category to another, but also among similar products manufactured in different years.
Of the plastics used, styrenes (ABS, ASA, SAN, PS, HIPS) and polypropylene (PP)
are the most common, accounting for approximately 70%.

It is these polymers that

should be targeted as a priority for improving the recycling of plastics from WEEE.

Table 4-i. Estimated plastic arising
from WEEE in Ireland in 2003

Upper

Tonnes
21,018

Lower

9,738

Directive target

3,131
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The recycling of plastics is problematic throughout the world, and is most often used
as feedstock for incinerators

4.7.1

Barriers to Increased Plastic Recycling

Most of the plastic used in electrical and electronic equipment is suitable for
recycling. However, a number of reasons exist for the low levels of recycling of this
plastic, including: the wide mix of plastic types used in equipment, the contamination
of manufactured plastics, low virgin plastic prices, and a limited demand for recycled
plastics in Ireland and worldwide,
i.

Mix of plastics
It is estimated that over 16 different generic plastic resins are used in the
manufacture of electrical and electronic equipment. Generally the plastics
used are engineering thermoplastics such as acrylonnitrile butadiene
styrene (ABS), high impact polystyrene (HIPS), polycarbonate (PC),
polyethylene (PE), and polyphenylene oxide blends (PPO) (American
Plastics Council, 2000) and these can be found as single polymers or as
laminates/composites.

In addition to these, many other plastics whose

details are secret or not well known contribute to the final composition of a
plastic component (ENEA, 1995).
In order to be recycled for high-end uses these plastic types must be
segregated into their different types before being mixed with virgin
plastics of the same type for moulding new products.
Plastic segregation often relies on a brief visual inspection of either the
markings or physical properties to determine the type of polymer used and
this can result in the misidentification of plastic types, reducing its
suitability for recycling.
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Table 4-j Compatibility of different types of plastic in recycling (after Kama, 1998)

Additive / Impurity

Plastic
types
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0PE
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>

Cu
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cu

<
cu cu
z; CO
t—
H
u a, < o < CQ CQ UJ s
cu cu Cu Cu (75 < Cu cu cu

X

X

X

X

X

PVC

X

PS

X

X

PC

X

0

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

0

0

X

X

X

0

X

X

X

X

0

0

X

X

X

X

X

X

0

X

X

0

X

X

X

X

✓

PA

X

X

0

X

X

POM

X

X

X

X

X

X

SAN

X

✓

X

X

X

X

ABS

X

0

X

X

X

0

X

PBTP

X

X

X

X

0

X

X

0

PETP

X

X

0

X

0

X

X

0

PMMA

X

0

X

X

0

X

X

X

✓'

X

X

X

are compatible
0 are compatible to a limited extent
® are compatible to a limited extent, with only small content of additives
X are incompatible

ii.

Contamination of plastics in products
Waste plastic must not be contaminated if it is to be used for high quality
recycling. Plastics separated from recycled EEE are often contaminated,
either by other plastic types, or by labels, lamination, metallic coatings, or
paint, rendering the material unsuitable for recycling into high quality end
uses, such as new items of EEE. One study, for example, found that only
35% of plastic from collected household WEEE was suitable for recycling
into high quality end uses (American Plastics Council, 2000).

The materials content of plastics is further complicated by the addition of
flame-retardants. Approximately one quarter of all plastic used in EEE
contains flame-retardants, and this creates problems for recycling.
quantity of flame-retardants also varies in different types of equipment.
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Table 4-k. Flame-retardants in different types of EEE (from APME, 2001)

Equipment

PCs and monitors
Printers and copiers
Televisions
Small household appliances
Large household appliances

Percentage of plastics
treated with flame
retardants
65%
20%
55%
2%
1%

Flame-retardants affect the flow properties of recovered plastics, making
them

more

difficult

to

reprocess,

although

recent

technological

developments have begun to resolve this.
It is extremely difficult to identify flame-retarded plastic from non-flame
retarded, and considerable research is being conducted to develop an
automated identification process (WasteWatch, 2003).

Table 4-1. Flame retarded plastic arising
from WEEE in Ireland in 2003

Upper
Lower
Directive target

111.

Tonnes
5,407

iJiW
806

Low virgin plastic price
The costs of sorting, segregating, grinding and testing can make the price
of recycled plastics uneconomic compared to virgin plastic. The price of
virgin polymer can also fluctuate creating instability in the market in
which plastic recyclers must compete.

iv.

Limited demand.
Based on experience and rumour, the EEE manufacturing industry
generally believes that recycled plastic is of low grade and of low value.
Decisions are made at the design stage not to use recycled plastics in
product manufacture. In addition to this, most plastic components for the
manufacture of electrical and electronic equipment in Ireland are
outsourced from overseas, often from the Far East.

This limits the

potential to incorporate plastic recycled in Ireland into new products.
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4.7.2

Current Plastic Outlets

A number of recycling companies in Ireland are currently segregating plastics from
WEEE, either manually or using industrial shredders.

Some facilities attempt to

separate types and colours of plastic by visual inspection, but this is not common
practice, and does not identify flame-retarded plastics. The segregated plastics are
then either granulised or left whole for export to mainland Europe or the UK for
reprocessing.

Only one outlet for recycled plastic from WEEE currently exists in Ireland. This is a
small-scale manufacturer of plastic outdoor furniture, cumently taking approximately
1,700 to 2,000 tonnes of mixed plastic per annum. The company’s process has a
potential annual capacity of 3,000 to 4,000 tonnes. However, such low-end, lowvalue applications are not sustainable markets for recycled material.

4.7.3

Potential Plastic Outlets

The largest untapped market for recycled engineering thermoplastics from WEEE is
in the manufacture of new electrical and electronic products.

Manufacturers are

already using recycled plastics in their products. This plastic is waste from their
production process, and it is estimated that up to 25% of plastic in a finished product
is this regranulated material sourced from within the company (ENVIROS, 2002).
The use of such material is common because the manufacturer knows its properties
and heat history.

Because manufacturers do not know exactly the properties of

recycled plastics they are reluctant to use them in new products.

The WEEE Directive may go some way to assisting in the improved viability of
closed loop plastic recycling. The Directive requires that all manufacturers provide
information to recyclers identifying the material contents of their products.

This

should allow for the identification and therefore easier segregation of the different
plastic resins from a product, making the plastic more valuable for high-end uses.
While the market for use of recycled plastic in items of EEE manufactured in Ireland
may remain small due to the outsourcing of plastic components, improvements in the
quality of material Irish recyclers are able to produce will increase the price they can
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obtain for the material that is exported to overseas markets. This will help to ensure
the sustainability of recycling in the country.

The development of technologies and facilities to separate plastics to market
standards has the potential to address some of the barriers to increased plastic
recycling.

Research is being conducted worldwide into automated technology to

identify and separate plastics both at the dismantling stage and post shredding
(WasteWatch, 2003). The mainstream availability of such technology will improve
the potential for viable plastics recycling where it was not possible before.

A large number of open-loop, low-end potential uses for recycled plastics have been
explored overseas. These include products such as signage, bollards, fencing, outdoor
furniture, and drain pipes. Research in the United States is being conducted into using
recycled plastic from WEEE as an aggregate that is integrated into an asphalt matrix
product for use as a base course in road beds and carparks (American Plastics
Council, 2000). A further product in which recovered plastics from WEEE has been
successfully used is laminated flooring, where it forms part of the synthetic core. The
potential to develop innovative outlets such as these should be investigated further in
Ireland.
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4.8

Glass

Glass accounts for around 5.4% of the total weight of WEEE.

Of this glass, it is

estimated that over 90% comes from cathode ray tubes (CRTs) (Taberman, et al,
1995) in televisions and computer monitors.

Glass is easy to reeycle but glass from

CRTs and monitors is mixed with metal oxides (for ray absorption) and other
additives. A cathode ray tube, for example, contains up to 20% lead oxide (ENEA,
1995). Glass from fluorescent lamps also contains lead.

Table 4-ni. Glass arising
from WEEE in Ireland in 200.3

Upper

CRT
Slass
4,999

Other
^ass
510

Total
tonnes
5,510

Lower

2,316

236

2,553

745

76

821

Directive target

4.8.1

Barriers to Glass Recycling

The main barriers to increased recycling of cathode ray tubes and fluoreseent light
tubes are:

variations in lead content and chemistry of components and a limited

demand for recycled glass by manufaeturers of new CRTs and fluorescent lamps,
i.

Variations in composition of glass
Cathode ray tube (CRT) teehnology is used in both televisions and
computer monitors. A CRT ean be thought of as having four parts; the
eone, the screen, the eonneetion between them, and the eleetronics (ENEA,
1995). They are made of two or even three types of glass eontaining ray
absorbing metal oxides (such as PbO, BaO, SrO). However, there is a
large difference in the glass formulas used by various producers of CRTs
and an average eomposition is given in
Table 4-n, below, and shows the wide variety of compounds found in CRT
glass.
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Table 4-n. Composilion of average CRT glass.

Compound

Si02
SrO
Na20
K2O
BaO
PbO
AI2O3
CaO
CeO
Zr02
MgO
Ti02
AS2O3
86203
C6O2
F62O3

Average
cone
composition
(wt%)
58.45%
0.36%
6.97%
7.68%
1.95%
17.67%
3.48%
2.41%
0.00%
0.00%
0.72%
0.00%
0.00%
0.31%
0.00%
Trace

Average
faceplate
composition
(wt%)
59.95%
9.59%
8.15%
7.67%
5.76%
1.73%
3.26%
1.82%
1.2%
0.86%
0.00%
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace

The inside of the screen and the outside of the cone are also coated with a
film of fluorescent material (pigment), typically phosphides or sulphides of
zinc, yttrium, europium, and cadmium.

In older tubes the fluorescent

coating was mainly cadmium and zinc sulphide, while in more recent
models, zinc sulphide is the most common (ENEA, 1995).

This

fluorescent material must also be removed in the recycling process using
specialised equipment.

The lead content is the most important factor determining the potential
market for recycled glass from CRTs. There is a significantly lower lead
content in the face plate glass, making it the most suitable for recycling.
Separating the two parts of a CRT are essential for maximising
opportunities to market the resulting cullet.

The CRT manufacturing process is complicated and rather delicate,
requiring precise knowledge of the quantity and quality of materials used.
Using recycled glass from recovered CRTs therefore poses some risks
because the exact composition of the recycled glass is difficult to
determine.
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The central element of a fluorescent lamp is a sealed glass tube which
contains a small blob of mercury and an inert gas kept under very low
pressure.

The tube also contains a phosphor powder coated along the

inside of the glass. Electrodes are fixed in place at each end of the tube by
a special glass, which seals the tube. In the disassembly process the gas,
mercury and powder are removed and other materials are segregated.

Recycled glass cullet from fluorescent lamps differs little in its chemical
composition from glass used in the manufacture of lamps.

The main

difference is a higher lead content (0.4% compared with 0.0%), which is
caused by the sealing glass (WRAP, 2003).

But there are also

contaminants such as wire/metal, foamed ceramics, and fibre board present
in the recycled glass that may aet as a barrier to use in manufacturing.

11.

Limited demand
A small amount of the wrong compound can contaminate the contents of
an entire furnace of glass. Due to the risks involved many manufacturers
are unwilling to increase the use of recycled CRT and fluorescent lamp
glass.

4.8.2

Current Outlets for Glass

There is currently no recycler in Ireland that can completely recycle CRTs.

One

company is soon to install specialised equipment for separating the plate glass and
cone glass to enable more efficient and economical recycling of CRT glass.
However, the resulting cullet will still be exported for further processing in Europe.
Another company is investigating potential open-loop uses for recycled leaded glass
from CRTs. Currently, in Ireland, most CRTs are exported whole to mainland Europe
for recycling. Only one company in Ireland is recycling fluorescent lamps.

4.8.3

Potential Outlets for Glass

Potential applications of glass from CRTs include:

closed-loop CRT-to-CRT

recycling, open-loop glass-to-glass recycling, lead reutilisation and glass aggregate.
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There are currently no manufacturers in Ireland producing cathode ray tubes, limiting
the CRT-to-CRT market for recycled cullet to those available overseas. In order to
facilitate the reuse of CRT glass in the manufacture of CRTs the chemical
composition of the secondary raw materials must be known (Siikamaki et al, 2003).
The recycler must therefore be able to analyse and detail these properties to
manufacturers.

A number of potential open-loop CRT glass uses exist. These include glass panels for
industrial applications, such as windows for buildings, where the leaded glass
provides radiation protection. Research has also been conducted in the use of CRT
glass in x-ray shielding products (CCRED, 1998). CRT glass has also been used in
the manufacture of decorative tiles or construction blocks that can replicate the
appearance of granite or marble. All of these uses have the advantage of allowing co
mingled panel and cone glass and therefore eliminate segregation.

The separation of the leaded cone glass from the almost lead-free front panel glass
allows for much greater potential markets. The lead-free front panel glass can be used
in the manufacture of decorative glass products and tableware (delph). Purified CRT
glass cullet has also been very successfully used as glazes for ceramic products
(Siikamaki ei al, 2003).

CRT panel glass already contains compounds such as

barium, strontium and zirconium oxides, and these are often added to glazes to
enhance glaze quality. Use of CRT glass therefore eliminates the need for additives
to glazes.

CRT glass can also be used as a fluxing agent in the smelting process as a direct
replacement for silica, or sand.

Some smelters recover the lead from CRT glass,

while others do not.

Trials in the UK, for example, have shown that recycled glass from fluorescent lamps
can be returned to the glass melting facility for integration into new lamp glass with
only minor adjustments to the production process, such as adjusting the level of
anthracite in the batch to compensate for carbon from card and board contaminants
(WRAP, 2003).

Further investigation could also be undertaken to determine the

-
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feasibility of adding recycled fluorescent tube glass to the manufacture of other glass
products.

4.9

Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs)

Printed circuit boards are important components of electronic equipment. They are
by far the most complicated building blocks of the electric products” (Hedemalm et
al, 1995) and it is this complexity that poses a problem for the waste management and
recycling industry.

PCBs account for approximately 3% of WEEE and they are

present in most categories of electrical and electronic equipment, including computer
systems, medical equipment, office equipment, telecommunications, toys, and
TV/audio equipment.

Table 4-o. Printed circuit boards arising
from WLEE in Ireland in 2003

Tonnes
Upper

3,163

Lower

1,465

Directive target

4.9.1

471

Barriers to Increased Recycling of PCBs

The main barriers to increased recycling of printed circuit boards are: the complexity
of materials used, low value of components, and high costs of manual disassembly,
i.

Material complexity
Printed circuit boards differ widely in their composition and a
comprehensive analysis is difficult to produce with any great degree of
accuracy.

Consideration of materials arising from PCBs should be

approached with caution due to the constant changes in technology and
materials. A printed circuit board is made up of any combination of a
number of sub-components,

including

chips

(integrated

circuits),

capacitors, resistors, inductors, relays, soldering/adhesives, and lighted
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indicators.

A basic composition
Paper and

of a printed circuit board using
broad

materials

groupings

liquids

is

shown in Figure 4-i.

It is the metal content that yields
particular

value

from

PCBs.

Some analyses have been made of
printed

circuit

boards

metal

content, and Table 4-p, below,
represents a combination of four

Figure 4-i. Average composition of a printed circuit
board (after enea, 1995)

such studies.
It is the precious metal content that has resulted in the recycling of printed
circuit boards to date. After selective component removal the majority of
scrap PCBs are sorted, graded and then shredded. The resulting material is
then either landfilled or smelted to extract precious metal eontent. It is
estimated that approximately 85% of all PCB waste is currently consigned
to landfill (Goosey & Kellner, 2002).
Table 4-p. Estimated amounts of certain elements from the PCB fraction of WEEE (after
Tabcrman, e/a/, 1995)

Element

Aluminium
Copper
Iron
Nickel
Lead
Tin
Zinc
Silver
Gold
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium
Palladium
Bromine
Chlorine
Antimony
Mercury
TOTAL

Share of PCB
total (wt%)

5.8
9.7
9.2
0.69
2.24
2.15
1.16
0.060
0.023
0.003
0.014
0.052
0.010
2.03
0.24
0.35
0.0009
33.8
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Low value of components
Some manual or automated disassembly may take place to remove
components.

Specialist markets exist for components recovered from

PCBs, but the low cost and high technology of new components limits the
viability of this largely to high value elements. Emerging techniques for
more efficient and economical disassembly may improve this however.
Ill.

High costs of manual disassembly
Disassembly is an important part of realising value from a scrap PCB. It is
usually carried out manually, using tools such as chisels, screwdrivers,
pliers, etc. with significant costs incurred. Research is being conducted
into automated and robotic dismantling techniques in order to make
disassembly more efficient.

4.9.2

Current Outlets for PCBs

Many recyclers in Ireland specifically target items of WERE that contain PCBs.
These items of equipment are disassembled and the PCB removed. If components,
such as chips, are of sufficient quality they are removed for resale on the international
market. The rest of the board is then sold on the open market to companies that
specialise in the recovery of the precious metals contained within each board. No
such specialist metal recovery facility exists in the Republic or Northern Ireland.

4.9.3

Potential Outlets for PCBs

There is already a well-developed international market for printed circuit boards and
some of the components contained within them.

The specialist facilities used to

extract precious metals depend on economies of scale to be economically viable. The
development of a specialist facility for extracting precious metals from PCBs may be
possible, but requires a thorough analysis of the potential to obtain sufficient
quantities to ensure it is economically feasible.
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4.10

Potential Tools for Developing Outlets

The Directive on WEEE addresses the supply side of WEEE recycling, by setting
collection and recovery targets.

The recycling and recovery targets will almost

certainly encourage the development of new and innovative outlets for materials
recycled from WEEE.

However, the Directive does not provide a mechanism to

promote closed loop recycling; there is no incentive for a manufacturer to use the
recycled materials in new products.

In addition to the requirements of the European legislation there are other instruments
available to assist in the development of new outlets for materials recycled from
WEEE.

There are a number of problematic material streams coming from the

recycling of WEEE, but there are also a number of potential outlets that exist for these
materials. The problem is: how do we develop these potential outlets? A number of
key tools have been identified for the development of Irish recycling outlets (Coakley
et al, 2002), and many of these are applicable to the electrical and electronic
equipment waste stream.

4.10.1 Feasibility Studies
Research should be undertaken to investigate the economic feasibility of recycling
specific problematic materials such as plastics and leaded glass from WEEE. This
would identify whether sufficient throughput of material exists in Ireland to justify
investment in the identification and sorting technologies required to produce highgrade recyclate.

4.10.2 Development of Quality Standards and Specifications for Recyclate
A major barrier that has been identified for the use of recycled materials from WEEE,
particularly in closed-loop applications, is the quality of recyclates. If suppliers and
users of recycled materials can agree on quality standards, this should increase the
confidence in the quality of material being supplied, and therefore enable it to be used
in more products (DTI, 1999).
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When a manufacturer buys virgin materials for use in a production process they are
normally completely aware of the properties of that material, often through a
certificate of analysis. When using recycled materials, however, there is often a level
of uncertainty regarding the potential for contamination or misidentification.
Particularly when dealing with materials that may have many different chemical and
physical properties, such as plastics and glass, the need for quality standards is
particularly important to developing potential outlets.

European and international standards already exist that are usually used in the scrap
ferrous and non-ferrous metal markets. The development of a standard for recycled
plastic should be a priority on an EU or international basis, as quality is probably the
largest barrier to developing the market. The main difficulty in developing such a
standard is that recyclers may be unable to conduct tests for every required physical
property.

4.10.3 Awareness Raising in Industry
There is a general perception that recycled materials do not perform as well as virgin
materials, particularly when used in high-end products such as electrical and
electronic equipment.

An improvement in this perception could be achieved by

raising awareness of opportunities for use of recycled materials in industry.

Such

awareness raising could take the form of training courses, seminars, or software, and
should particularly target product designers.

4.10.4 Public Awareness Raising
The purchasing of equipment with recycled content clearly stimulates markets for
recycled materials. Frequently, however, consumers have a negative perception of
recycled products, believing that they perform less well or are more expensive.
Campaigns to educate and encourage people to “buy recycled” could be used to
counter the perception that recycled goods are inferior.
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4.10.5 Green Public Procurement
Until its fifth draft the WEEK Directive contained a requirement that national
legislation on public procurement encouraged the integration of increasing quantities
of recycled materials in EEE. Unfortunately, this requirement was deleted from the
Directive, but should still be considered as an important tool for encouraging
recycling markets.

Public bodies in Ireland have very significant purchasing power, which may account
for up to 14% of GDP (Coakley et al, 2002). Local and national government offices,
hospitals, schools, and public institutions are significant purchasers of electrical and
electronic equipment, particularly ITC equipment. If public procurement regulations
specified the use of recycled material in new products this would provide an
extremely important incentive for such material to be incorporated into equipment by
manufacturers.

4.10.6 Assistance to Manufacturers & Recyclers
Manufacturers may be willing to use recycled materials in their products, but are
unsure of the risks involved or the problems that may be encountered. Technical and
financial support for manufacturers in such circumstances would help to encourage
the development of innovative methods for using recycled material in products.
Current grant schemes, such as the EPA Cleaner Greener Production Programme,
should be encouraged to actively seek opportunities to support the electrical and
electronic manufacturing sector in the use of recycled materials.

In addition to this, support and assistance could be given to recyclers in order to help
them develop technology and improve their processes. This would enable them to
produce better quality materials at lower cost and thereby facilitate the creation of
new outlets for their recycled materials.

There is a need to stimulate collaboration and communication between producers,
refurbishers, dismantlers, and shredder operators in order to develop common
solutions across the supply chain. One concept that has been implemented in Europe
to provide assistance to industry is the establishment of a centre of excellence for all
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aspects of electrical and electronic equipment (see, for example, the Austrian KERP
Centre of Excellence in Electronic Scrap Recycling and Sustainable Product Design,
www.kerp.at). Such centres are jointly funded by government, manufacturers and
recyclers, and undertake expert research addressing the needs of all sectors involved
in the lifecycle of EEE. A jointly funded centre of this type could be valuable in
Ireland, where there currently appears to be little sustained and coordinated research
in the EEE industry.

4.10.7 Research and Demonstration Projects
There are a large number of potential uses for recycled materials from WEEE. Work
is being conducted throughout the world to assess new outlets by showing that
recycled materials can meet the performance requirements achieved by virgin
materials.

Such research is often uneconomic and unlikely to be conducted by

commercial interests. It should therefore be encouraged in Ireland through funded or
subsidised research and demonstration projects that can investigate potential outlets
relevant to the local situation.

As with 4.10.6, above, these research and

demonstration projects might be most efficiently coordinated by a single national
centre of excellence.

4.10.8 Economic Instruments
A number of economic instruments exist that could be used to develop outlets for
recycled materials.

One such instrument is the concept of extended producer

responsibility (EPR), which is the fundamental guiding principle of the WEEE
Directive. However, the WEEE Directive in its final form does not appear to have
provided the incentives for manufacturers to use recycled materials in their products.
Earlier drafts of the Directive contained a requirement that manufacturers be
encouraged to '’"integrate an increasing quantity of recycled or used material in
electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE Directive, Draft 3 & 4).
requirement is missing from the enacted Directive.

This

In addition to this, the most

common method of meeting the EPR requirements of the Directive is the
establishment of a national collective producer take-back system.
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These systems

provide no financial incentive for manufacturers to utilise recycled materials in their
products or design them to be easier to disassemble and recycle.

Other financial instruments should therefore be considered in parallel with the
requirements of the WEEE Directive. Such instruments may include taxes on virgin
materials, or rebates for products containing recycled materials against the standard
costs of the national WEEE collection system. Economic incentives such as these
may encourage manufacturers to use recycled materials in their products.

4.11

Conclusions on Outlets for WEEE

The quantities of WEEE arising in Ireland are probably too small to make a large
scale recycling facility economically feasible. Further economic analysis is necessary
in order to state this as a certainty.

Selective pre-treatment, with the removal of

certain high-value materials and components, together with export of whole items of
equipment is likely to remain the dominant route for WEEE. This does not create a
problem in meeting the requirements of the European WEEE Directive, provided that
mechanisms are in place to ensure that exported equipment and materials are treated
in an appropriate way.

Ireland does, however, have a very significant information technology (IT)
manufacturing sector, which has the potential to utilise recycled material. Linkages
between manufacturers and the recycling sector may have the potential to create
sufficient markets for recycled materials, thus driving a domestic market. There is
also the potential to promote the use of materials recycled from WEEE in other
products manufactured in Ireland.

A range of tools exist with the potential to develop or extend outlets for materials
recycled from WEEE in Ireland. The table on the following page summarises the
current status of specific materials from WEEE and the potential to develop outlets
for these materials in Ireland
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Chapter 5

Collection Trials Methodology
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This project set out with the aim of establishing facilities for the collection of all types
of WEEE from private households in three different locations in Ireland. The first
stage was to set up collection points utilising local authority civic amenity sites.
Midway through the project collection was to be extended to other avenues including
retail take-back and SME workplace collections.

The first step taken was to undertake a review of WEEE collection trials that have
been conducted throughout the world, in order to identify appropriate experiences that
could be used in developing Irish collection trials.

5.1

Review of Previous International WEEE Collection Trials

A number of collection trials have been conducted throughout the world. Many of
these have taken place in Europe, primarily as a result of the development of the
European Directive on WEEE.

It is, however, difficult to compare the results of the various collection trials as a wide
range of methodologies and combinations of collection systems have been developed.
This has resulted in a wide range of variables in each study. Data can be gathered in
different ways, timescales can vary, and levels of investment in the systems may
differ. Even the definition of WEEE can differ from study to study: ''The quantitative
yields of WEEE in the various collection schemes are difficult to compare with each
other because almost every single project had different definitions for the waste it was
aiming at."' (Lohse, 1998). This limitation should be kept in mind throughout this
thesis.

The following Sections present a summary of the key findings of a number of
different collection projects with an analysis, where possible, of the positive and
negative factors influencing such trials.
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5.1.1

Apparetour Project, The Netherlands (1995-1997)

This pilot project aimed to develop and measure an environmentally feasible method
for separate collection of white and brown goods, and assess options for reuse and
recycling.

The project partners were the electronics industry association, the

manufacturers of white goods association, and local government.

The project took place in Eindhoven and covered an area with a total population of
630,000 people.

Collection points were set up at 20 municipal depots and at 2

recycling shops. 70 retailers of white and brown goods were also involved in an “old
for new” takeback system. There was also a public collection from households (door
to door) monthly, quarterly and on request.

Four companies were contracted to

handle the collection logistics and 10 recycling companies were either directly or
indirectly involved (Ploos van Amstel et al, 1997).

The project resulted in 1.4 kg of WEEE per inhabitant per year being collected. It can
be seen from Table 5-a, below, that the results when compared to the theoretical
arisings were disappointing.

In particular, the percentage of small appliances

recovered was very low.

Table 5-a. Theoretical WEEE quantities compared with recovered quantities by the Apparetour Project
Item

Theoretical
WEEE per
1000
inhabitants
(units)

Average
amount
recovered (%
of
theoretical)

CEC containing products

29.9

42

Large whitegood products

41.2

10

CRT containing browngoods

35.9

43

Subtotal

107

28

Large appliances:

Small appliances:
Small whitegood products

12

23

Non-CRT containing browngoods

129

9

Small housekeeping products

213.5

7

Subtotal

354.5

8

TOTAL

461.5

13
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Table 5-b, below, shows that the dominant collection route for almost all items in the
Apparetour project was people delivering their waste equipment to a municipal depot.
The table does, however, show that retailer takeback was the most popular collection
option for large whitegoods other than refrigerators. This is likely to be related to
problems in transporting heavy and bulky whitegoods such as washing machines and
cookers.

The project also questioned consumers regarding their attitudes to WEEE disposal and
the collection project. They found that 60% of people that were aware of the project
had become aware through newspapers and newsletters. 97% of people were very
positive about the recycling project and 78% were willing to pay for an
environmentally acceptable method of reprocessing these products (depending on the
amount).

Table 5-b. Percent collected by each collection method

Householder delivers to municipal
depot
Old item collected by retailer and
delivered to municipal depot
Old item collected by retailer and
delivered to recycler
House to house collection

Fridges &
Freezers

Large
whitegoods

CRT
containing
brown
goods

Small
whitegoods

Non CRT
containing
brown
jgOods

48%

11%

46%

57%

55%

1%

1%

2%

3%

3%

26%

61%

33%

30%

31%

25%
100%

27%
100%

19%
100%

10%
100%

13%
100%

The key findings of the Apparetour Project were:
•

Overall the project collected 1.4kg per inhabitant per year on average, and this
was just 13% of theoretical arisings;

•

The best collection locality recovered 40% of theoretical arisings;

•

The most effective method of collection, both economically and in terms of
quantity recovered, was found to be the public delivering their unwanted items to
the municipal collection points;

•

Relatively more large goods than small goods were collected;
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The retail trade played an effective role when exchanging old for new, in
particular for large appliances;
The garbage is considered as a “highly competitive channel”, especially for small
appliances.

5.1.2

Bregenz, Austria (1994-1995)

This trial was carried out over 14 months and aimed to establish an efficient model for
collecting WEEE.

A free collection system was put in place by the Bregenz

municipality and some retailers took part voluntarily.

The trial covered 28,000

inhabitants and WEEE was collected free of charge at:
•

A Waste Collection Centre. Open Monday to Friday and Saturday mornings;

•

Retailer outlets.

Appliances were documented by means of a form,

accompanying the items to the waste collection centre;
•

Collection bins (for small appliances) at select locations. Closed 240 litre
bins with a 24 x 13.5cm opening at the top and a plastic bag inside. Bags
emptied by Waste Collection Centre staff every 2 weeks.

•

Existing bulky waste system. Equipment delivered to the Waste Collection
Centre and recorded by centre staff

As with the Apparetour Project the most effective method of collection was the public
delivery to a colleetion facility. The use of small appliance bins was abandoned after
Phase 1 of the project due to small collection quantities, high percentages of incorrect
materials and high costs.

Table 5-c shows that the majority of equipment (63% and 80%) was collected at the
Waste Collection Centre.

Retail take-back was the next most effective collection

route accounting for 18 to 20% of WEEE collected.
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fable 5-c. Amounts collected by different channels, Bregenz Trial
Collection Channel

Phase 1

Phase 2

kg/person/yr

Share

kg/person/year

Share

2.82

63%

3.73

80%

Small appliances bins

0.09

2%

-

discontinued

Bulky waste collection

0.77

17%

-

discontinued

Retail

0.80

18%

0.95

20%

TOTAL

4.48

100%

4,68

100%

W'aste Collection Centre

The trial resulted in the collection of 155 tonnes of WEEE in the 14 months of 1995
and this represented approximately 45% of theoretical WEEE arising from
households. Total amounts of WEEE collected during the trial were equivalent to 4.6
kg/inhabitant/year (Salhofer & Gabriel, 1996).

Overall the largest category of equipment collected by the project was large
appliances (40%), and these were predominantly white goods such as washing
machines and cookers. TV sets were also collected in large quantities.

Table 5-d. Overall category breakdown, Bregenz Trial.
Item

Share by

Share by Unit (%)

WdKht r%)

Large appliances
(not
including
refrigerators)

40%

TV Sets
Small appliances

24%
20%

Various appliances
(refrigerators, cables,
batteries etc.)

16%

Washing Machines 35%
Cookers 25%
Dishwashers 10%
Oil radiators 9%
Boilers 8%
Spin-dryers 5%
ICT equipment 9%
Video & audio 14%
Film & photo 6%
Small appliances 67%
Others 3%

The project found some variation in the types of equipment being collected through
each channel. Table 5-e shows a breakdown of the WEEE received through each of
these collection channels.

It shows that, as in the Apparetour project, a large

percentage of items received at retailers are large appliances.
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Table 5-e. Breakdown of WEEE (% by weight) received by different collection channels.

Large
AppIlMces

TV’s

Small
Appliances

Others

Waste collection centre

30%

23%

22%

21%

Bulky waste

35%

23%

21%

20%

Retail

69%

28%

3%

-

The Bregenz project also found that there was some temporal variation in the
quantities of WEEE collected during the trial. Eigure 5-a, below, shows that there
was a rise in quantities collected at the end of 1994 and 1995. These may be due to
the intensive publicity programme at the beginning of the project that may have led to
a ‘clear-out’ effect. Also, purchases of new appliances at Christmas time would result
in old items being discarded. An increase in quantity is also observed in April, May
and July. These may be the result of spring cleaning at the beginning of the summer
and/or people finding more time to dispose of items during the summer holiday
period.

Figure 5-a. Temporal course of Bregenz collections
bh_gesmg.xls

Pilot Project WEEE Bregenz

Temporal Course of Collection

Waste Collection Centre!
■ Bulk Waste Collection |
□ Container Collection
i

E
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The Bregenz trial allowed people to dispose of WEEE free of charge. During the
planning of the project a survey of 200 households was conducted in order to gauge
opinions on the best methods to collect WEEE. Around 46% of people interviewed
felt that a disposal fee would have a negative effect on WEEE collection. People
were also asked what they would consider an appropriate disposal fee if one had to be
charged. Table 5-f shows that acceptable prices (in 1994) ranged from €4 for small
items, to around €12 for large items dropped at collection centres.

Table 5-f. Disposal fees considered appropriate by surveyed households
Cooker (pick-up service)

€19

Cooker (bring system)

€12.50

Radio

€8

TV

€12

Small appliances

€4

Some cost analysis was conducted as part of the Bregenz trial. The total cost of the
project equated to approximately €1,260 per tonne of WEEE. As can be seen in Table
5-g, large appliances were the least costly type of equipment to process despite being
the largest category of equipment collected. This is due to the high proportion of
easily recovered metal in such items.

More problematic items such as televisions

were considerably more costly to process.

Table 5-g. Costs vs. weight

Large appliances

6%

Weight
share
40%

TV sets

48%

24%

Small appliances

22%

20%

Other appliances

24%

16%

Product Category

Share of costs

The project also estimated that the likely regular costs of operating the WEEE
collection system would be just over € 11 per household per year, or €4 per inhabitant
per year.
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5.1.3

Weiz, Austria (1995)

This collection trial took place between February and December 1995 in a rural area
with a total population of approximately 83,000, and wide variations in population
density.

A total of 232 tonnes of WEEE were collected, equating to 3.04

kg/inhabitant/year (Nelles et al, 1996).

Table 5-h. Amounts collected by different channels, Weiz Trial

Collection Channel
Waste collection centre

65%

Scrap market

6%

Bulky waste

5%

Retail

24%

Table 5-i. Overall eategory breakdown, Weiz Trial
Item
Large appliances

Share
by
Wflollt f%)
69%

TV Sets

14%

Small appliances

17%

This trial also predicted costs of running an ongoing WEEE collection scheme at
between €6 and €10 per household per year.

5.1.4

Flachgau, Austria (1996-1997)

This collection trial was conducted over an 18-month period, from July 1996 to
December 1997.

Thirty-six municipalities participated throughout the Flachgau

region, representing 135,000 residents (Salhofer pers. comm., 2002).
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The collection system was limited to household WEEE collected at permanent
municipal centres. However, in communities without permanent facilities WEEE was
collected as part of the mobile hazardous waste collection system'^.

A collection fee of €7 was charged for TV sets and monitors but all other items were
accepted for free. Table 5-j shows that, as with other studies large appliances account
for the largest proportion of collected WEEE.
In one municipality retailers were also involved in WEEE collection. Here, electrical
retailers could deliver WEEE received from householders to the recycling centre. In
this region retailers accounted for 20% of all WEEE collected. It was noted that large
appliances made up a significant proportion of this WEEE. This reflects the findings
of other retail take-back schemes.

Table 5-j. WEEE collection rates

TVs & monitors

Collection rate
(kc/inhabitant/year)
0.51

Small appliances

0.60

Earge appliances

1.59

Others (refrigerators,
batteries, tluoro tubes)
TOTAL

0.80

Product Category

3.5

The project estimated that the costs of the collection and processing of WEEE was
between €2.10 and €2.80 per household per year.

This was predicted to rise to

between €4.20 and €5.60 per household per year with anticipated increases in
collected quantities.

The project concluded that recycling centres could be simply and cost effectively
adapted to collect WEEE, and that retail take-back was also a useful collection
channel.

'' In Austria a collection of hazardous waste from households is obligatory for every municipality.
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5.1.5

Comparison of Austrian Collection Projects

The Bregenz, Weiz and Flachgau collection trial projects make a useful comparison of
the differences between similar collection projects.

Table 5-k, below, shows that

collection rates in the Weiz and Flachgau projects were lower than those in the
Bregenz project.

Table 5-k. Collection rates (kg/inhabitant/year) in Bregenz and Weiz projects
Bregenz

Weiz

Flachgau

Pop:28,000

Pop: 83,000

Pop: 135,000

urban

Rural

rural

Appliances with screens

1.08

0.35

0.51

Small appliances

0.92

0.44

0.60

Large appliances

1.81

1.76

1.59

Other appliances

0.75

0.49

0.80

TOTAL

4.56

3.04

3.50

A number of reasons have been proposed as possible explanations of the differences
in the results of the three projects (Salhofer, 1999):
•

Urban/rural. Lower collection in the rural projects (Weiz & Flachgau),
due to lower purchasing power, and the availability of more storage space
for old equipment.

•

Convenience. Collection facilities are more convenient in urban areas due
to shorter travel times

•

Publicity. This was particularly intense in the Bregenz project.

•

Disposal fees.

Bregenz charged no fee for disposal, while Weiz and

Flachgau both charged for screens. The influence of collection fees is also
illustrated by the example of collection projects from four cities in the
Vorarlberg region. In these cities WEEE is collected at municipal depots
and by retailers. Three of the four cities charge a disposal fee at the point
of collection.

Table 5-1 shows the disposal fees for each city and the

corresponding collection rate.
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Table 5-1. Disposal fees and collection rates in four cities in Vorarlberg (after Salhofer, 1999)
Bregenz

Bludenz

Dornbirn

Feldkirch

Large appliances

-

5.80

5.80/7.30

-

Disposal fee

Small appliances

-

-

-

-

(€per unit)

Appliances with screen

-

21.80

21.80

21.80

Others

-

-

-

-

Large appliances

1.88

2.15

1.73

2.09

Small appliances

1.03

0.45

0.28

0.54

Appliances with screen

1.11

0.43

0.53

0.44

Others

1.04

0.72

0.82

0.80

TOTAL

5.06

3.75

3.36

3.87

Collection rate
(kg/'inhabitant/year)

It is particularly interesting to note that imposing a small disposal fee on large
appliances (€5.80/€7.30) had little or no effect on the collection rate, while charging a
greater fee on appliances with screens (€21.80) appears to have caused a considerable
decrease in the amount collected.

EAG muellhb 2 xls

Appliances with Screens - Collection Quantities

BAV Braunau

without disposal fee

0,0

0,5

1,0

1,5

2,0

(kg/cap.yr)

Figure 5-b. Comparison of collection quantities of screens in a selection of collection trials with / without
disposal fees (Salhofer pers. comm., 2002)
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A survey of households, conducted as part of the Bregenz trial, found that people
were willing to pay up to €22 for a pick-up service for large appliances, and about €5
for disposing of small appliances.

5.1.6

Styria, Austria (1995)

This was a pilot experiment in the Styrian district of Wiez, Austria on behalf of the
provincial government of Styria. WEEE was collected at drop-off centres, retailers,
tlea markets and as part of the existing bulky waste collection system.

A total of 15,883 items, equal to 194,349 kg, were collected during the 11 months of
the project (Harant et al,

1997).

This corresponds to

approximately 3

kg/inhabitant/year (including refrigerators).

5.1.7

LEEP Collection Trial, Scotland (1995-1996)

The Lothian and Edinburgh Environmental Partnership (LEEP) and the Electronic
Manufacturers Equipment Recycling Group (EMERG) conducted a workplace and
civic amenity site collection trial in the Lothian region of Scotland. The region has a
population of 513,000.

A total of 128 workplaces of 1,100 approached had WEEE collected during the trial.
There are a total number of 17,417 workplaces in the area and the trial therefore
represented 0.7% of workplaces. Only 5 out of more than 50 civic amenity sites
participated (LEEP, 1997).

Workplace WEEE formed a large percentage by weight of the total collected during
the trial (89.4% compared with 10.6% from civic amenity sites), and IT equipment
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featured strongly in the WEEE collected. A total of 120 tonnes was collected during
the 15 months of the trial, equating to 0.19 kg/inhabitant/year.

Table 5-m. Materials recovered by type, LEEP trial

Material

Weight (%)

Ferrous metals

Weight
(tonnes)
60

Precious metals

4.7

4

50

Non-ferrous metals

15.6

13

Plastics

3.5

3

Wood

6

5

Wastes

29.9

25

TOTAL

119.7

too

L

Actual costs for collection during the trial were estimated at €430 per tonne. As the
trial did not run at full capacity all the time, projected costs were calculated for
potentially higher amounts collected.

It was concluded from an analysis of these

projected costs that a dedicated collection service within a region or local area would
cost at least €140 per tonne to administer and run.

5.1.8

Bilbao Trial, Spain (1994-1996)

This trial was run between October 1994 and December 1996 in the city of Bilbao
(population 375,000).

It targeted brown goods and IT/Office equipment from

households and companies.

Participants were the municipality of Bilbao, a

hypermarket chain, the MSW contractor for the municipality, an authorised recycler
and a number of firms. All participating firms financed the storage, classification,
shipment and treatment of their end-of-life capital goods.
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Table 5-n. WEEE collected by Bibao Trial (26 months)
Source
Municipal

Units of
Eaitoment
5,048

Weight Collected
(tonnes)
105.7

Hypermarket

520

14.8

Enterprise

110,747

374.0

TOTAL

116,415

494.5

The total quantity of material collected and treated in the Bilbao trial was 494 tonnes,
which equated to approximately 0.14 kg/inhabitant/year. It is interesting to note that
TV’s and monitors accounted for over 95% of the municipal flow and virtually all of
the hypermarket flow (Basque Government, 1996). As Table 5-n shows, the majority
of equipment in this trial came from the commercial sector.

5.1.9

Lower Saxony, Germany (1994)

This study compared actual and theoretical WEEE collection rates in four counties of
Lower Saxony.

Television sets, other consumer electronics and large household

appliances were targeted by the project.

Three of the counties financed their

collection systems by a local waste tax while the fourth used a disposal fee. The three
counties that applied the local waste tax achieved collection rates ranging from 30 to
50%, while the fourth county that charged a disposal fee collected only 15% of the
expected quantity (ENEA, 1995).

5.1.10 USA Trials (various years)
The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) analysed five WEEE collection
trials in the United States.

The collection programmes represented a range of

different collection models, from one-day collection events to permanent collection
depots, and therefore a range of costs and revenues.
whitegoods were not included in the trials.
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It should be noted that

They found that in terms of
quantity of material collected
Corrputers/CPUs

per inhabitant, the kerbside
FVinters

collections

were

the

4%

most

Misc. other
9%

efficient, while one-day events
were the least efficient.

In

contrast to this, however, costs
per item collected were higher
for the kerbside collections
compared to the other models.

Mk;row aves
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VCRs
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.

Equipment
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1

collected
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Figure 5-c Composition of WEEE collected (units), average
of five US collection trials

inhabitant varied from less than 0.05 kg/inhabitant to 1.2 kg/inhabitant (US EPA,
1999). However, it is impossible to compare these with European trials as the results
have not been expressed as a function of time and a more limited range of equipment
was considered.

Items that contained cathode ray tubes (CRTs), such as televisions and monitors,
predominated in all the collection trials.

Disposal of these drove the cost of the

projects up.

Analysis of the trials concluded that promotion and planning of the events or
programmes were essential to the effectiveness of collection (poor results for one
collection event being attributed to a local football game taking place at the same
time). For ongoing collection programmes it was found that quantities increased over
time and that public support was high.
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5.1.11 Minnesota, USA (1999)

Collection events for recycling used electronics were held in selected communities
around Minnesota State over a three-month period. Collection events ranged in length
from one day to two months and were held either as special events or in cooperation
with programs. Large appliances, or white goods, such as washing machines and
refrigerators were excluded from the project because these have been banned from
disposal in the state since 1988 and a collection infrastructure for them already
existed.

64 collection sites participated in the project with an estimated catchment of 1.3
million people.

In total 9,000 people participated, and 584 tonnes of WEEE was

collected (MOEA, 2001).

A range of collection methods was used in the project.

•

One-day and multi-day drop-off events
Collection events held specifically for WEEE. People were informed about the
events through utility bill inserts or local media such as newspapers and radio.
Logical sites were used, such as municipal garage, city hall, and other public
locations. 20 sites.

•

Drop-off opportunities at household
hazardous waste (HHW) sites
Held at permanent or mobile HHW
sites, collecting WEEE in conjunction
with other household hazardous wastes
such as paint, oil and pesticides.

12
Figure 5-d. Electronics collection site, Duluth,
Minnesota. (MOEA, 2001)

sites.

•

Drop-off at permanent facilities
Held at waste transfer stations, permanent recycling centres and landfills. 18 sites.
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•

Neighbourhood clean-up events
Generally held once or twice a year these are intended to allow residents to
dispose of items that are generally difficult to get rid of These are one-day events
and restricted to residents of a defined geographical area. 16 events.

•

Retail collection
Two electronics retailers at three locations participated in the project. One event
took place over 8 days in the car park of a store, and was staffed by local authority
personnel. Two further stores collected products for one month at their service
desks during the week and in the parking lot on weekends. Publicity was provided
with help from local authorities.

•

Kerbside collection
A single event held over 4 days in one county.

a BOTH
.‘■HttAO

■■u

Figure 5-e. Participation in different collection methods. (MOEA, 2001)
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Participation was greatest in the retail take-back method of WEEE collection,
accounting for 35% of all project participants. A survey of participants at the retail
collection sites were generally positive and revealed that people thought it was a very
convenient way to dispose of their items. A number of participants noted that they
felt that the environmental values of the retailers involved would influence where they
would shop for appliances and 7.5% of those surveyed indicated that they came to the
retailer for the first time as a result of the collection project.

Pemianent facilities, with multi-day drop-offs, and special one-day, electronics-only
events were also successful in attracting approximately 20% each, and collection with
household hazardous waste accounted for 13% of participants.

A comparison of the most effective methods of publicizing collection events found
that using more than four media tools resulted in a significantly higher participation
rate than using fewer than four tools.

Table 5-o. Comparions of participation rates in projects based on levels of publicity

People

per

population base
Four or more media tools

0.85

Less than four media tools

0.53

Media tools used included:
o

Flyers

o

Radio public service announcements

o

Radio ads

o

Radio talk shows

o

Newspaper ads

o

Newspaper articles

o

Television ads

o

Television public service announcements

o

Television talk shows
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A survey of participants revealed that printed media is by far the most effective way
to publicise collection events, with radio also contributing to awareness.
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Figure 5-f. Survey responses. How did the particpant hear about the collection event? (MOEA, 2001)
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S.2

Conclusions on International Collection Trials Experiences

Examining the range of different colleetion trials conducted throughout the world is a
difficult task.

Each trial used a different methodology, and a different set of

monitoring criteria.

Quantitative comparison of success factors is therefore

impossible.

However, a number of qualitative factors were identified and used in developing the
most appropriate methodology for conducting Irish collection trials.

Relevant

international collection trials experiences are referred to throughout the following
sections, which detail the way in which WEEE collection trials have been conducted
for this project.

5.3

Establishing Local Authority Collection Trial Sites

The collection trials project was not in a position to provide funding to meet the costs
of collection, transport, and treatment of WEEE from the participating trial sites. This
meant that a significant amount of negotiation was required with the local authorities
interested in participating in the project.

Three local authorities had been involved from the project proposal stage. However,
following an extended process of calling for tender and a subsequent assessment of
potential costs arising from participating in the collection trials, two authorities
withdrew from the project. Following these withdrawals, two local authorities with
existing WEEE collection facilities were approached and agreed to integrate their
system to meet the specifications of the collection trials project.

-
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5.4

Participating Collection Sites

Collection facilities were established at five different local authority civic amenity
sites:
Kilcullen, County Kildare
Derrinumera, County Mayo
Macroom, County Cork
Raffeen, County Cork
Youghal, County Cork

Each collection site has unique characteristics such as population catchment,
population density, and length in operation.

Derrinumera, Co. Mayo

Macroom, Co. Cork

Figure 5-g. Location of the five participating WEEE collection sites
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5.4,1

Raffeen

This site is a landfill, with a full range of associated recycling collection facilities.
The site is located approximately 15 miles south of Cork City.

Its catchment is

difficult to estimate, but is likely to include suburbs and commuter towns of Cork
such as Carrigaline and Monkstown. The total estimated catchment for the site is
30,267 people.

The Raffeen landfill closed on 28 February 2003. It is currently undergoing remedial
works and is being developed into a state-of-the-art civic amenity site.

5.4.2 Youghal Civic Amenity Site.
This civic amenity site was opened in March 2002. It is located on the outskirts of
Youghal town on the site of a closed landfill. The town population is 7,500, with a
total of 12,800 within 10 miles of the town. It has a predominantly rural catchment.
The total estimated catchment for the site is 23,471 people.

Figure 5-h. Youghal Civic Amenity Site

5.4.3 Macroom Civic Amenity Site
Macroom Civic Amenity Site opened in December 2002 and is located half a mile
outside of Macroom town.

It was the first stand-alone civic amenity site to be

established in County Cork (i.e. the first without an associated landfill).
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With the unexpected closure of Raffeen Civic Amenity Site it was decided to bring
the new Macroom Civic Amenity Site on-line for the WEEE Collection Trials project.
The town of Macroom has a population of approximately 2,500, and the total
catchment population of the civic amenity site is estimated at 18,313.

Figure 5-i. Macroom Civic Amenity Site

5.4.4

Derrinumera Civic Amenity Site

This civic amenity site opened in June 2001, on the site of the Derrinumera landfill
and provides for the free recycling of all household recyclable materials. The site is
located between Castlebar (7 miles) and Newport (4.5 miles).

It is the only civic

amenity site in County Mayo, although a second site is being constructed and is due to
open in the last quarter of 2003.

The total estimated catchment for the site is 37,300

people
Mkjio Count) Council

L oinhauW' Chcuiac MluiKh

DERRINUMERA LANDFIL
Opening Hours
Landfill I Civ£ AnNiiy-: Mon • Frk KDOam fo 6JQ0pm
LandHfl •: Sal>; S.OO»n lollH)|im
Civic Amenity-; SK*; t OOam to 59^

I

_____

Figure 5-j. Derrinumera Civic Amenity Site and Landfill
-
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5.4.5

Kilcullen Civic Amenity Site

The Kilcullen civic amenity site opened in June 2001, and is located at the Silliot Hill
Landfill.

All household recyclable materials are accepted free of charge, except

household hazardous waste, oil and batteries

Figure 5-k. WEEE collection at Kilcullen Civic Amenity Site

-
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5.5

Waste Contractors

Kildare County Council and Mayo County Council held existing contracts with waste
management companies when the collection trials began.

Kildare County Council

utilise the services of Cara Waste Management, while Mayo was using Galway
Metals. In May of 2003, following a review of procedures, Mayo County Council
began to use the services of Minchem for the removal of all WEEE from Derrinumera
Civic Amenity Site.

Cork

County

Council

had

contracted the services of a scrap

Title: Treatment ofElectronic Waste
Awarding Authonty: Cork County Council

metal

dealer

whitegoods

to

remove

from

their

all
civic

Abstract:
Companies who are in a position to collect and appropriately treat Waste from Electrical and Electronic
Equipment from Youghal, Raffeen and Derryconnell Civic Amenity sites.
Tender Deadline Date: Monday 08 Apr, 2002

amenity sites.

However, in order

to fulfil the requirements of the
collection trials project and collect
all types of WEEE a new waste
contract
procedure

was

required.

was

This

rather

more

complicated than expected, and an
analysis

of

the

problems

encountered may provide useful
information for local authorities
planning to undertake a similar
process.

In line with Cork County Council
procedure, the contract to remove
all types of WEEE from selected
civic amenity sites for appropriate
treatment

was

advertised

in

Notice Type: Tenders
Full Notice:
Collection and Treatment of Waste from Electrical and Electronic Equipment at Youghal, RalTeen and
Derryconnell Civic Amenity Sites
Cork County Council is seeking proposals from companies who are in a position to collect and appropriately
treat Waste from Electrical and Electronic Equipment from Youghal. RatTeen and Derryconnell C'ivic
Amenity sites. A request for tender documents may be made in writing only to:
The Head of Corporate AlTairs,
Room 1107 Environment.
Cork County Council,
County Hall,
Cork.
Telephone: 021-4285386.
Tenders in a sealed envelope endorsed:
"Collection and Treatment of Waste from Electrical and Electronic Equipment from Youghal. RatTeen and
Derryconnell Civic Amenity Sites" shall be returned not later than 16.00 hours (Irish time) on Monday, 8th
April, 2002 to:
The Head of Corporate AtTairs,
Room 1107 Environment.
Cork County Council,
County Hall,
Cork.
Cork County Council undertakes to use its best endeavors to hold confidential any information provided by
you in this Tender subject to the County Council's obligations under law including the Freedom of
Information Act, 1997. Should you wish that any *of the information supplied by you in this tender should not
be disclosed because of its sensitivity, Cork County Council will consult with you about this sensitive
information before making a decision on any Freedom of Information request received. In the event that Cork
County Council decides to release particular information relating to you, you will have the option of
appealing the Corporation’s decision to the Information Commissioner. Please note that in the event that no
information is identified by you as sensitive, with supporting reasons, that it is likely to be released in
response to a request under the Freedom of Information Act.
The lowest or any tender will not be necessarily by accepted and it will be a condition that the contractor
appointed will be required to produce for inspection by Cork County Council either a valid C2 Certificate, a
Tax Clearance C'ertificate, or in the case of a contractor resident outside the state, a statement from the
Revenue Commissioners as to suitability for tax purposes.
Signed:
Tim Lucey,
Head of Corporate Affairs,
Cork County Council.

Friday, 8th. March, 2002.

Publication Date: Friday 08 Mar, 2002

Figure 5-1. Advertisement from Irish public procurement website: www.etenders.gov.ie
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national press and on the Irish public procurement website (see Figure 5-1, below).

A copy of the tender and associated conditions is attached as Appendix B. A number
of key conditions, under which the successful tenderer was required to work, were
outlined. These can be summarised as follows:

a. Requirement to remove all types of WERE.
A comprehensive list of equipment was given, including all equipment covered by
the WERE directive. This list was given to avoid any confusion.
b. Data gathering requirements.
A key aim of the project was to enable the comparison of different collection
systems. It was therefore essential that data from all sites be gathered in the same
way.

Tenderers were required to provide monthly data on type, number and

weight of equipment removed from the sites.
c. Outlets for WERE.
The contractor was required to submit details of the outlets for items of WERE
removed. This was intended to assist in the assessment and development of Irish
markets and outlets for WERE materials.
d. Appropriate treatment of equipment.
A number of conditions were imposed to ensure that the successful tenderer met
minimum standards for the processing of WERE.

Verification of appropriate

treatment had to be provided. The company had to be in conformity with waste
management regulations and any EPA licences.

5.5.1

Tender Assessment

Cork County Council received several tenders for the contract.

The methods

proposed by each tenderer varied widely.

Initial screening of the tenders involved the removal of proposed methodologies that
were deemed to be inappropriate. These included suggestions to shred all types of
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WERE along with the metal-rich whitegoods. Tenders that did not specify the final
treatment process were also discounted.

Appropriate tenders were then assessed on a cost basis. Despite the tender documents
(Appendix B) specifying that a price per tonne of WEEE was to be quoted, companies
chose to give prices for individual items or categories of items, along with separate
prices for transport and logistics. This made it extremely difficult to compare the
tenders.

It was therefore necessary to make a number of key assumptions in order to assess the
tenders on an equal basis.
a. Average item weights.
Where companies gave a price per item, an average weight per item had to be
used to calculate a per tonne price. Data was taken from the UK Industry
Council for Electronic Equipment Recycling (ICER, 2000).
b. Average composition of 1 tonne of WEEE.
An average mix of household WEEE was then used to calculate the likely
composition of 1 tonne of WEEE that will be received at Irish facilities. Data
was again taken from ICER.
c. Weight of 1 average load.
The majority of proposals involved the use of a shipping container to be
located on the Council civic amenity site. An assumption had to be made
about the weight of equipment in one container, in order to estimate the
number of container movements required. A 40ft container was estimated to
take 10 tonnes of mixed WEEE when fully loaded (load weights for 20ft and
45ft containers were extrapolated from this).

Data was based on WEEE

collection experience from Kildare County Council.
d. Predicted collection quantity
An estimate had to be made regarding the quantity of WEEE that was likely to
be received at each site. This was particularly difficult. In consultation with
the Council a population catchment for each facility was estimated. Data from
other local authority WEEE collection facilities in Ireland showed that
2kg/personyyear was a collection rate that could be reasonably expected. The
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potential collected quantity (tonnes) was therefore calculated using the
following equation:

catchment _ population x 2kg
1000

Application of the above assumptions enabled an equal assessment of the tenders
received.

5.5.2

Processing Route

The contract to remove WEEE from the Cork County Council sites was awarded to
AVR-Safeway Ltd.

AVR-Safeway operates an EPA-licensed transfer station for

hazardous waste near Fenuoy, County Cork.

They also have a broad experience in

the recycling of electrical and electronic waste, through a sister company, Recydur, in
The Netherlands. Recydur has a contract to process “Other White and Brown Goods”
from the Dutch national WEEE collection system (NVMP).

AVR removed all equipment to their facility near Femrioy, where loads were
segregated into different types of equipment for counting and weighing. Whitegoods
(other than refrigerators/freezers) were sent to Cork Metals Ltd for scrap metal
processing.

All other items of WEEE were shipped to specialised facilities in the

Netherlands for recycling. In October 2002, a decision was made by Cork County
Council to collect whitegoods (excluding refrigerators/freezers) in a separate bin on
each site, and send these direetly to Cork Metals Ltd. This redueed costs for the
Couneil significantly, but resulted in a restricted monitoring regime for the trials
project as only a gross load weight could be given.

Kildare County Council maintained their contract with Cara Waste Management, who
undertake no segregation or processing in Ireland.

Container-loads of WEEE,

including all whitegoods, from Kilcullen were exported directly from the site to a
specialised recycling facility in Germany.
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Galway Metals were removing all types of WEEK from Derrinumera for Mayo
County Council.

This excluded refrigerators/freezers and televisions, which were

being stored on the civic amenity site. All other items were removed by Galway
Metals and processed for scrap metals. In May 2003, Mayo County Council reviewed
this procedure and decided to retain the services of Indaver in order to properly treat
all types of WEEE received at Derrinumera.

WEEE is now stored at Derrinumera until sufficient quantity is available to make up a
full load.

Indaver then remove equipment and ship it directly to Belgium for

specialised recycling.

5.6

Items Collected at Each Site

Problems were encountered when comparing the results of collection trials conducted
around the world because not all types of WEEE have been collected. US trials, for
example, usually excluded white goods because infrastructure already exists for their
collection.

In addition to this WEEE was categorised differently in some studies,

creating a barrier to comparison.

This is the same problem experienced when

analysing data on WEEE collected at existing civic amenity sites in Ireland (Section
3.6).

This highlights the need for a universal monitoring system to enable direct
comparison of collection systems. The implementation of the WEEE Directive will
address this problem by putting in place a standard monitoring system under which all
member states must report.

This monitoring will most likely follow the category

groupings listed in the Directive.
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Figure 5-m. Examples of types of equipment accepted at trial collection sites. Clockwise
from top left: IT & telecommunication equipment; lighting equipment; consumer
equipment and small household appliances; consumer equipment; large household
appliances;

In order to provide direct relevance with the future reporting requirements of the
WEEE Directive the Irish collection trials project targeted all types of WEEE,
dividing monitoring requirements into the categories given in the Directive.

In accordance with the draft European Directive all items under the following
categories of WEEE were collected^:
a.

Large household appliances

b. Small household appliances
c. IT & Telecommunication equipment
d. Consumer equipment
e. Lighting equipment
f.

Electrical and electronic tools

g. Toys

^ Three categories of equipment covered by the directive have been excluded from this project because
they are considered to represent commercial sources of WEEE. They are medical devices, monitoring
and control instruments, and automatic dispensers.

A full list of accepted equipment can be found in the Tender Document attached as
Appendix B.

Essentially this list encompasses all items of household goods that

require electricity or a battery to operate.

5.7

Data Gathering

In order to facilitate comparison of collection systems across every site involved in
the WEEE collection trials project, a spreadsheet template was developed. A copy of
this spreadsheet is attached as Appendix C.

Due to practicalities, it was not felt necessary to separately count and weigh all items
of WEEE, using the extensive list under the directive.
gathered according to categories only.

For this project, data was

However, some of the larger, more bulky

items of equipment that are of particular interest were listed for separate data
collection in order to allow more detailed analysis. Items of particular interest are:
fridges/freezers, washing machines, cookers, clothes dryers, dishwashers, monitors,
TVs, personal computers and laptops.

The recycling contractor completed the monitoring spreadsheet for each full load
received at the contractors’ depot and results were reported to the County Council and
Clean Technology Centre on a regular basis.

5.8

Charges

The WEEE Directive contains the requirement that members of the public must be
able to dispose of items from their household completely free of charge. The costs of
this system are to be borne by the equipment manufacturers.

However, prior to the implementation of the Directive, costs of collection systems are
being met by local authorities, who have responsibility for collecting household
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waste. The local authorities participating in the Irish WEEE collection trials were
unable to cover all of the collection and processing costs and have therefore had to
recover some of these costs by charging members of the public when disposing of
items of electrical and electronic equipment. The level of fee varied from site to site
and are detailed in Table 5-p, below.

In Kildare a fee is charged according to the weight of the item(s) being recycled. For
an item such as a washing machine or refrigerator, which weigh on average
approximately 50kg, this equates to a fee of almost €6, while smaller items such as a
vacuum cleaner (approximately 10kg) costs just over € 1.

Following the annual Kildare County Council financial review, fees were raised by
approximately one-third, to €153 per tonne. This meant that an average washing
machine would cost around €8 and an average vacuum cleaner approximately €1.50.

Table 5-p. Fees charged for WEEE at participating sites

Macroom, Cork
Raffeen, Cork

Before Jan 2003
€114 per tonne
€20 fridge/freezer *
€5 other items *
€5 per item
€5 per item

Youghal, Cork

€5 per item

Site
Kilcullen, Kildare
Derrinumera, Mayo

After Jan 2003
€153 per tonne

€21 fridge/freezer
€21 TV
€21 PC
€9 whitegoods
€6 other items

* charges removed from 1 June 2003

In Cork a flat fee of €5 for whitegoods was in existence at Raffeen and Youghal, and
this fee was extended to all other items of WEEE for the collection trials. However,
following a Council budgetary review at the beginning of 2003, fees were raised
considerably from 1 February.

In Derrinumera, County Mayo, a fee of €5 for all items was in place, with €20 being
charged for refrigerators and freezers. This charge remained the same for the duration
of the collection trials. However, on 1 June 2003, following the receipt of a grant
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from the Department of Environment, Heritage and Local Government (DoEHLG),
all charges on items of WEEE were removed and the free service advertised.

5.9

Site Infrastructure

The method used by the three local authorities involves very little infrastructure on the
part of the authority itself On all sites, except Derrinumera, the recycling company
provides a shipping container (example shown in Figure 5-n, below), which is
lockable for security purposes.

Inside each of these comainers are cages for smaller items of equipment, examples of
which can be seen in Figure 5-m, on pagel 11. Signs have also been placed on the
inside of containers (Figure 5-n,) to assist staff in the loading of the container and
giving contact details for pick up of the full container.

Because a separate contractor is used for whitegoods in Cork County Council sites a
separate skip has been provided at each of the sites.

In Derrinumera, a locked area is provided for WEEE on the site and when a sufficient
quantity of WEEE has been collected the recycling company is contacted and a
container is transported to the site for loading and immediate removal.

flUMaCM

tmnfwz imi
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Figure 5-n. WEEE Shipping container, Youghal Landfill. Erom left to right: Entrance to container; Signs
inside container with loading instructions and contact details; Sign on outside of container listing examples of
accepted equipment.
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5.10

Promotion

Many of the WEEE collection trials conducted to date state that advertising and
promotion is essential to the success of collection projects.

In comparing the

collection rates achieved in the three Austrian trials (Bregenz, Weiz, and Flachgau)
one explanation for the higher collection rate achieved in Bregenz was that promotion
was significantly higher in this project.

Surveys conducted on collection trial participants during the Apparetour and
Minnesota projects provide some insight into the most successful methods of
promoting WEEE collection programmes. Both found that printed media, such as
newspaper advertisements, articles or newsletters were by far the most common way
in which people became aware of the projects.

Analysis of US trials also revealed that the use of more than four media tools to
publicise collection projects resulted in a significantly higher participation rate than
using fewer than four tools.

The following promotional avenues have been used by the participating local
authorities to promote public participation in the Irish collection trials project;

Media
Leaflets

Retailer distribution
Household delivery

Radio

Advertisement

Newspaper

Advertisement
Press release

Internet

Advertisement

Community
newsletters

Article
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a. Leaflets
Leaflets advertising the WELL collection scheme have been distributed through
retailers and through delivery mechanisms, such as schools, libraries and public
offices. Leaflets delivered to households were also used in the promotion of the
Kildare County Council one-day collection event.

b. Radio
A radio advertisement was run in Cork, on a regional radio station, with a format
similar to previous County Council radio advertisements of waste collection
events.

c. Newspaper
A newspaper “advertorial” was prepared, highlighting the purpose of the
collection project and giving full details of how people can dispose of their
WEEE. This was in the County section of the Irish Examiner. A copy of the
article is attached as Appendix D. Newspaper advertisements were also placed
providing information on the WEEE collection facilities at each site. Additional
advertising was undertaken by Mayo County Council following the removal of
fees on items of WEEE.

d. Community Newsletters
An article was placed in the Cork County Council 20/20 newsletter which
highlights waste management projects and is distributed to all households in
County Cork. Details were also provided in a similar leaflet in County Kildare.

e. Internet
An advertisement for the project was placed on the Cork County Council website.
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Figure 5-o. Promotional leaflet distributed to retailers, libraries and council
offices in County Cork
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5.11

Customer Survey

A survey of customers bringing WEEE for recycling was conducted at each of the
participating sites. This was intended to gather information on public attitudes to
WEEE recycling, including the distances they were travelling to dispose of
equipment. It was also an opportunity to gain data on the age of equipment being
recycled; useful information for recyclers and for manufacturing companies in
planning for managing WEEE in Ireland. Two questions regarding fee levels were
also asked in order to assist the participating local authorities in setting the most
appropriate charges in the lead up to the implementation of the WEEE Directive.

The survey was a single page, designed to be easily completed by members of the
public, and was filled out with assistance from civic amenity site staff.

5.12

Collection Event

On the 26'*^ of April, 2003, a one-day collection event was held in three towns in
County Kildare: Maynooth, Celbridge and Leixlip. The event was coordinated by
Kildare County Council and sponsored by Intel, who have a manufacturing facility in
Leixlip.

The three towns have a total estimated number of 12,700 households, equating to
approximately 38,100 people. All three towns are characterised by a large population
that commutes to Dublin.

In order to promote the event, 12,000 leaflets were printed and delivered to every
household in the towns. Collection took place in carparks or similar public areas of
the towns, with two waste management companies providing collection skips and
bins.
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5.13

Extension to Other Collection Avenues

As can be seen from Section 5.1 a number of different collection trials conducted
elsewhere in the world have utilised colleetion avenues other than local authority
recycling facilities. These have included kerbside collection, residential collection
bins, retail takeback and workplace collections.

5.13.1 Retail Takeback
The European Directive on WEEE contains a requirement that retailers take-baek
items of WEEE free of charge from householders on an old-for-new basis. Given the
current relatively low level of civic amenity infrastructure available in Ireland for the
collection of WEEE, the addition of retail takeback is likely to be crucial in achieving
the 4kg/person/year target of the Directive. It is important that retailers in Ireland are
prepared for the impact such a system will have on their business.

In previous collection trials, and in existing national collection systems, retail take
back of WEEE has been found to be an important collection method. In European
collection trials, such as Apparetour, Bregenz, Weiz and Flachgau, retail take-back of
electronic equipment on an old-for-new basis yielded the second largest quantities of
WEEE of the collection avenues utilised. In the USA, the Minnesota trial found that
retail drop-off (not on an old-for-new basis) was the single most suceessful avenue in
terms of number of people partieipating.

Retail take-back has also been found to yield a different mix of equipment to that
eneountered at recycling centres. In particular, it attracts greater quantities of large
appliances.

Approaches were made to the electrical retailers association of Ireland and large
electrical retailers in an attempt to establish a retail takeback trial.

None of the

organisations or eompanies contacted wished to participate in collection trials and
were unwilling to contribute information or expertise to the project.
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Worryingly, many retailers contacted throughout the course of the project were
ignorant to the potential impact the WEEE Directive may have on their business.
Those that are aware of the Directive appear to have adopted a “wait and see”
approach to the retail takeback requirements.

5.13.2 Workplace Collections
Workplace collection systems were found to yield high quantities of WEEE in the
LEEP and Bilbao collection trials projects, and this collection avenue has attracted
greater quantities of ITC equipment. The WEEE Directive states that equipment from
commercial sources, which "'because of its nature and quantity, is similar to waste
from private households'', can be disposed of free of charge along with WEEE from
private households.

This definition may be interpreted to allow small (micro)

companies to dispose of WEEE free of charge using public facilities. It was therefore
important to obtain a picture of the quantity and type of waste that may arise from this
avenue.

Plans to establish workplace collections to examine and quantify WEEE arisings from
small companies have also been unrealised. Attempts were made to obtain corporate
sponsorship of a workplace collection trial, but these were unsuccessful.

5.13.3 Kerbside Collections
A kerbside collection system, such as those trialled in the USA, or on-demand
collection systems, such as the one existing in Liverpool (Section 4.4), may be
expensive to set up and run. However, these methods may be valuable to trial in
particular areas of Ireland, such as densely populated urban locations (Dublin) or
highly rural counties that currently have no WEEE collection facilities at all (e.g.
Sligo).

Consideration was not given to such a trial as part of this project, as the organisational
costs and logistics were beyond the scope of the project.
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Chapter 6

Results
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Throughout the course of the project data has been collected on the types and
quantities of WEEE being collected at participating collection sites. The results from
each site, a comparison of all five sites, and the customer survey are presented in the
sections below.

6.1

Raffeen Civic Amenity Site, County Cork

Separate collection of all types of WEEE began at Raffeen on August 12, 2002 and
continued until the site closed for remedial works on 31 February, 2003. During the 8
months of collection on site 63.02 tonnes of WEEE, an average of 7.8 tonnes per
month, was collected and removed for treatment.

Table 6-a, below, shows the breakdown of items and categories of equipment
collected. It should be noted that numbers in the category “mixed whitegoods” have
been estimated, using average item weights.

This is because, due to operational

restrictions, the contractor that removed such equipment was monitored by a gross
load weight, rather than separating different types of equipment. The average weights
used to estimate the number of items per load were obtained from the in-depth
monitoring taken out in the early stages of the project by AVR-Safeway for Cork
County Council. Other equipment, which was removed by AVR-Safeway throughout
the project, was broken down into more specific categories and monitored by weight
and number of items.

It can be seen from Table 6-a and Figure 6-a, below, that large items of whitegoods
were by far the most dominant type of equipment collected (by weight). Altogether
they accounted for 56.94 tonnes, or 90% of the total weight of WEEE.

Only very small quantities of items such as tools, toys, and other small household
appliances were collected.

The second largest product category was “consumer

equipmenf’, most of which was made up of television sets (3.9 tonnes, or 6.2% of
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total arisings). Other consumer equipment, such as video players, hi-fi equipment etc
was not as common.

Table 6-a. Quantities of WEEK collected from Raffeen Civic Amenity Site

Fridges/freezers

296

Weight
(kg)
14,380

Other white goods

835*

41,774

66.3%

Other Large Household Appliances

50

784

1.2%

Small Household Appliances

29

188

0.3%

PC Monitor

67

1,260

2.0%

PC CPU

31

329

0.5%

Other ITC

19

103

0.2%

TVs

131

3,915

6.2%

Other Consumer Equipment

30

254

0.4%

Lighting Equipment

48

18

0.03%

Electric Tools

1

10

0.02%

Toys

2

2

0.00%

TOTAL

1,549

63,016

100%

No.

number of whitegoods calculated based on an estimated per unit weight
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%
22.8%

Lighting Equipment
0.03%
Electrical & Electronic Tools
Consumer Equipment
0 02%

Figure 6-a. Composition of WEEE (by weight) collected at Raffeen

Electrical & Electronic Tools
0.1%

Figure 6-b. Composition of WEEE (number of items) collected at Raffeen
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Figure 6-c, below, shows the temporal analysis of collection at the Raffeen site. The
results do not show any signifieant variation in the monthly quantities eolleeted. The
results for August and March are low because these represent incomplete months.
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Figure 6-c. Temporal analysis of WEEE collected at Raffeen Civic Amenity Site

Because collection at Raffeen stopped unexpectedly after just 7 months (August and
March were half months), it has been necessary to extrapolate an annual total
collection quantity for the site. Assuming collection remains at similar levels, it is
estimated that for the 12-month collection trial period, 104.6 tonnes of WEEE would
be eolleeted at Raffeen.

Due to a lack of weighbridge facilities at Raffeen, it has unfortunately not been
possible to analyse WEEE as a percentage of total waste arisings.
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6.2

Youghal Civic Amenity Site, County Cork

Separate collection of all types of WEEE began at Youghal on August 12, 2002 and
continued until the end of July 2003. During 12 months of collection on site 47.4
tonnes of WEEE, an average of 3.95 tonnes per month, was collected and removed for
treatment.

Table 6-a, below, shows the breakdown of items and categories of equipment
collected. As with other Cork County Council sites numbers in the category “mixed
whitegoods” have been estimated, using average item weights (see Section 6.1, above,
for further details). As with the other sites. Table 6-b and Figure 6-a, below, show
that large items of whitegoods (including fridge/freezers) were the most common type
of equipment received at the site (by weight). Altogether they accounted for 42.8
tonnes, or 90.4% of the total weight of WEEE.

Again, only small quantities of smaller items were collected. Consumer equipment,
accounted for just 7% of total arisings.
Table 6-b. Quantities of W EEE collected from Youghal Civic Amenity Site

Fridges/freezers

181

Weight
(kg)
9,401

Other white goods

648*

32,370

68.4%

Other Large Household Appliances

59

990

2.1%o

Small Household Appliances

80

377

0.8%

PC Monitor

32

550

1.2%

PC CPU

3

30

0.06%

Other ITC

69

360

0.8%

TVs

105

2,693

5.7%

Other Consumer Equipment

90

545

1.2%

Lighting Equipment

32

22

0.05%

Electric Tools

4

11

0.02%

Toys

3

6

0.01%

TOTAL

1,306

47,355

100%

No.

number of whitegoods calculated based on an estimated per unit weight
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Electrical & Electronic Tools
,
“
0.02%
Consumer Equipment
7%

Figure 6-d. Composition ofWEEE (by weight) collected at Youghal

Electrical & Electronic Tools
Lighting Equipment
2%

'

Toys, Leisure and Sports
Equipment
0.2%
1

Figure 6-e. Composition of WEEE (number of items) collected at Youghal
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A temporal analysis of the WEEE collected during the 12 months of the collection
trials shows an average monthly collection of 3.95 tonnes. The moving average
trendline reveals that quantities collected declined in the second half of the collection
trials, from February onwards.

Moving average

3,000 -I

Figure 6-f. Temporal analysis of WEEE collected at Youghal

The explanation for this reduction in quantities of WEEE recycled is an increase in
recycling fees, which was imposed from 1 February (see Section 5.8 for fee details).
A reduction of more than 13% in monthly quantities collected was experienced after
imposing a new fee regime.

Average monthly WEEE collection
Before fee rise

After fee rise

4.47 tonnes

3.86 tonnes

From February to April quantities collected are particularly low. However, in May to
July the quantities return close to previous levels.

This initial curtailment in

participation may be indicative of an immediate “knee-jerk” reaction of the public to
paying increased fees for the disposal of equipment. A further reason for the low
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quantities experienced in between February and April is that Youghal is a seaside
town with a large tourist and holiday home industry, which may result in a decreased
level of participation in the winter. A combination of both factors is the most likely
explanation for the trend.

An analysis of all waste collected at the Youghal Civic Amenity Site shows that
during the period of the collection trials, WEEE represented 7.8% of all waste
received at the site.

Of the proportion of waste that was recyclable, WEEE

represented 10.9%, demonstrating that it is a significant component of the material
being handled by local authority civic amenity sites

Paper & Cardboard

Glass Bottles

20%

4%

Scrap Metal
13%

timber
22%

Green Waste
21%

Figure 6-g. Recyclable material received at Youghal civic amenity site August 2002 to July 2003
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6.3

Macroom Civic Amenity Site, County Cork

Separate collection of all types of WEEE began at Macroom in December 2002, and
continued until the end of July 2003.

During 8 months of collection on site 40.3

tonnes of WEEE, an average of 5 tonnes per month, was collected and removed for
treatment.

Table 6-c, below, shows the breakdown of items and categories of equipment
collected. As with other Cork County Council sites numbers in the category “mixed
whitegoods” have been estimated, using average item weights (see Section 6.1, above,
for further details).

Fable 6-c. Quantities of WliEE collected from Macroom Civic Amenity Site.

Fridges/freezers

159

Weight
(kg)
9,036

Other white goods

569

28,412

70.5%

Other Large Household Appliances

16

194

0. 5 %

Small Household Appliances

74

305

0.8%

PC .Monitor

34

690

1.7%

PC CPU

33

330

0.8%

Other ITC

36

286

0.7%

TVs

31

710

1.8%

Other Consumer Equipment

31

266

0.7%

Lighting Equipment

80

65

0.2%

Electric Tools

0

0

0.0%

Toys

0

0

0.0%

TOTAL

1,063

40,294

100%

No.
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%
22.4%

Lighting Equipment
0.2%
Consumer Equipment
IT & Telecommunications^"'^'’

Electrical & Electronic Tools
0%

Equipment
3%

Toys, Leisure and Sports
Equipment
0%

Small Household Appliances
1%

Large Household Appliances
94%

Figure 6-i. Composition of WEEC (by weight) collected at Macroom

Electrical & Electronic Tools
0%
Toys, Leisure and Sports
Equipment
0%

Lighting Equipment
8%
Consumer Equipment
6%

IT & Telecommunications
Equipment
10%

Small Household Appliances
7%

Large Household Appliances
69%

Figure 6-h. Composition of WEEE (number of items) collected at Macroom
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As with all other sites participating in the WEEE collection trials, the most significant
equipment collected was in the category ‘large household appliances’, in which
whitegoods predominate.

Fees increased

5,000 J-

August

September

October

November

December

2002

January

February

March

April

May

2003

Figure 6-j. Teinporal analysis of WEEE collected at Macroom civic amenity site.

An analysis of quantities collected over the period of the trials reveals a decline in
WEEE received at the site after February 2003. Figure 6-j, above, shows that during
the first three months of the site being open monthly quantities averaged 7.29 tonnes.
As with other Cork County Council sites, fees for the recycling of WEEE were
increased significantly after 1 February.

This increase in fees was followed by a decline in average monthly quantities received
between March and July to just 4.21 tonnes.
Average monthly WEEE collection
Before fee rise

After fee rise

7.29 tonnes

4.21 tonnes
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This result should be treated with caution however. Macroom amenity site was newly
opened in December 2002 and the high quantity of WEEE received during the first
three months of operation may represent an initial clearout of household equipment.
Nevertheless it is highly likely that the significant increase in fees for items of WEEE
(see Section 5.8 for details) impacted negatively on the rate of collection. This is
supported by anecdotal evidence from site staff who observed a number of customers
taking equipment back home with them once they discovered the level of fees on site.

Because collection at Macroom only started in December and therefore ran for just 8
months, an annual WEEE collection quantity has been extrapolated for the site. It is
estimated that for a 12-month collection period, 60.58 tonnes of WEEE would be
collected at Macroom.
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6.4

Derrinumera Civic Amenity Site, County Mayo

A 12 month WEEE collection trial was conducted at Derrinumera civic amenity site
from September 2002 to August 2003. During the 12 months of collection on site a
total of 122.4 tonnes of WEEE, an average of 10.2 tonnes per month, was collected
and removed for treatment.

Table 6-d, below, shows the breakdown of items and categories of equipment
collected. Due to operational restrictions data was only gathered on numbers of items
collected, together with a gross load weight when WEEE was removed from site.
This has necessitated an estimation of the weight of WEEE in each category for this
site.

This estimation was undertaken using average weights obtained from the

comprehensive monitoring undertaken by Cork County Councils contractor, AVRSafeway as part of this collection trials project.

I'able 6-d. Quantities of WEEE collected from Derrinuinera Civic Amenity Site

Weight*

No.

%

(kg)
Fridges/freezers

692

33,369

27.3%

Cookers

371

19,097

15.6%

Microwaves

216

3,240

2.6%

Washing Machines

533

24,441

20.0%

Dishwashers

78

5,117

4.2%

Tumbledryers

156

7,168

5.9%

Televisions

589

19,187

15.7%

Videos

38

376

0.3%

Computers

38

1,349

1.1%

Small household appliances

1,398

8,100

6.6%

Hoovers

48

500

0.4%

Fluorescent lamps

758

433

0.4%

TOTAL

4,915

122,377

100%

weights for each category estimated based on average w'eights
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Lighting equipment
0.4%
Consumer equipment
16%

Small appliances
7%

Large appliances
76%

Figure 6-k. Composition of WCEE (weight) collected at Derrinumera

Lighting equipment
15%

Large appliances
42%

Consumer equipment
13%

Small appliances
29%

Figure 6-1. Composition of WEEE (number of items) collected at Derrinumera
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As with collection sites in County Cork, Table 6-d and Figure 6-k, below, show that
large items of whitegoods dominated the WEEE collected at Derrinumera. Altogether
92.4 tonnes of whitegoods, or 76% of the total weight of WEEE.

Compared to the collection sites in County Cork, however, it was found that a larger
fraction of consumer equipment was collected. 11% of total WEEE arisings fell into
the category “consumer equipment”, compared with between 7 and 8% at each of the
Cork sites. This category of equipment was dominated by television sets.

As with all the other sites, only small quantities of items such as tools, toys, and other
small household appliances were collected.

Figure 6-m. Temporal analysis of WEEE collected at Derrinumera
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A temporal analysis of WERE collected at Derrinumera reveals that levels remained
constant^ for the majority of the trials period, at an average of 5.88 tonnes per month
until approximately June.

On 1 June 2003, Mayo County Council advertised a

temporary, two-month removal of charges from all items of WEEE. This had an
immediate impact with much greater quantities of equipment being brought to the site
by members of the public.

As Eigure 6-m shows, there was a dramatic increase in quantities of WEEE collected
at the site, with the monthly average for June to August rising to 23.01 tonnes. The
results indicate that imposing a fee on the public for the disposal of WEEE does have
a negative impact on collection quantities. It should, however, be kept in mind that
the removal of fees was only temporary and was advertised as such. This would
undoubtedly have resulted in people clearing out any old equipment they had been
holding onto, and is unlikely to be representative of the actual quantities that will be
experienced when fees are removed permanently. This propensity to make use of a
“free trial” is illustrated by the observation of site staff that many members of the
public bringing equipment to site for disposal immediately after the fees were re
imposed decided to take them away again, rather than pay the recycling charges.

Average monthly WEEE collection
Before fee removal

After fee removal

5.88 tonnes

23.01 tonnes

Interestingly, the composition of the WEEE received during the two-month ‘no fee’
trial period differed from that of the rest of the collection trial. As can be seen in
Eigure 6-n shows, a much larger number of small items were received following the
removal of fees. This is not so evident when analysing the composition of WEEE by
weight, but is clearly apparent when examining the composition by number of items.
This difference may indicate that while people are willing to pay a fee for the disposal

^ Two “spikes” observed in March and .May are due to a change in collection practices on the site,
which stored equipment for longer periods, resulting in large loads in these two months.
balanced by the small quantities removed during the months prior to each.
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They are

of large items they are not prepared to pay for small items. It suggests that when
charged to recycle small items, people are more likely to dispose of them in some
other way, such as with their general household waste.

Composition by weight

Composition by number of items

Figure 6-n. Comparison of composition before and after removal of fees (by weight and by number of items).

Despite the fact that the ‘no fee’ trial conducted by Mayo County Council was limited
by its short and defined time-span, the dramatic increase in quantity of WEEE
collected once recycling fees were removed is an indication of the challenge ahead for
civic amenity sites in Ireland once nationwide free collection becomes obligatory. It
shows that people are prepared to recycle electronic and electrical equipment and that
to-date the charging of fees may have been a barrier to achieving greater levels of
recycling.

With fees removed local authorities that currently do charge when

accepting such equipment may encounter considerably higher levels of WEEE than is
currently experienced. This is an important consideration when planning for waste
management in the near future.
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6,5

Kilcullen Civic Amenity Site, County Kildare

Separate collection of all types of WEEE began at the Kilcullen site on 1 July 2001.
In order to facilitate comparison with the other sites participating in the WEEE
Collection Trials project, results for the period 1 August 2002 to 31 July 2003 are
presented in this section.

During the 12-month collection trial 216 tonnes of WEEE was collected and removed
for treatment, at an average of 18.0 tonnes per month.

Table 6-e, below, shows the breakdown of items and categories of equipment
collected. Weights for each category of WEEE have been estimated due to a lack of
detailed monitoring.

These estimates have been calculated using average item

weights gained from the detailed monitoring by AVR-Safeway for Cork County
Council as part of this collection trials project.

Total estimated weight, based on

estimated category weights has been calibrated against the total load weights recorded
by the Council, and was found to achieve results close to the actual weight of WEEE
leaving the site.

It can be seen from Table 6-e and Figure 6-o, that, as with other participating sites,
large items of whitegoods were by far the most dominant type of equipment collected
(by weight). Altogether they accounted for 160.1 tonnes, or 74% of the total weight
of WEEE.
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Table 6-e. Quantities of WEEE collected from Kilcullen Civic Amenity Site

Weight*

No.

%
(kg)

Fridges/freezers

1,156

55,771

25.8%

Washing machines

879

40,307

18.7%

Cookers

493

25,377

11.7%

Clothes Dryers

268

12,314

5.7%

Dishwashers

153

10,037

4.6%

Other Large Household Appliances

742

15,562

7.2%

Small Household Appliances

718

7,480

3.5%

PC Monitor

305

7,598

3.5%

PC CPU

291

3,084

1.4%

Other IT

264

1,437

0.7%

l elecommunications Equipment

51

227

0.1%

TVs

845

27,527

12.7%

Other Consumer Equipment

710

7,020

3.3%

Lighting Equipment

742

253

0.1%

Electric Tools

172

2,007

0.9%

TOTAL

7,789

216,000

100%

weights for each category estimated based on average weights
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Lighting equipment
0.03%
Consumer equipment
18%

Small appliances
3%

Large appliances
73%

Figure 6-o. Composition of WEEE (by weight) collected at Kilcullen

Tools
2%
Lighting equipment
2%

Consumer equipment
23%

Large appliances
52%

Small appliances
9%

Figure 6-p. Composition of WEEE (number of items) collected at Kilcullen
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Aug-02

Sep-02

May-03

Figure 6-q. Temporal analysis of WEEE collected at Kilcullen Civie Amenity Site

Throughout the 12 months of the WEEE collection trials some months have smaller
quantities of WEEE recorded, but this is due to timing of loads leaving the site.
During the trial, loads were being taken from the site approximately every three
weeks, which results in some months having two loads, while other only one. A twomonth moving average (shown in Figure 6-q, above) reveals the overall trends of the
trials period.

The temporal trend analysis of WEEE at Kilcullen Civic Amenity Site reveals a slight
decline in quantities collected in the 5 months of January to May 2003. The average
monthly quantity collected before January 2003 was just over 20 tonnes. After fees
were increased on 1 January 2003 the monthly average dropped to 17.9 tonnes.

Average monthly WEEE collection
Before fee rise

After fee rise

20.1 tonnes

17.9 tonnes

This trend of reduced quantity, although only relatively small, is most likely due to
the increase in fees that was imposed from 1 January 2003 (see Section 5.8). As with
the analysis of Youghal, where the imposition of higher fees resulted in lower
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collection quantities, the quantities collected at Kilcullen have begun to rise again.
This may be further evidence of a “knee-jerk” public reaction to increased fees.

6.6

Kildare County Council Collection Event

On 26 April 2003, Kildare County Council ran a one-day WEEE collection event in
three different towns: Leixlip, Maynooth and Celbridge (for further details see Section
5.11). In total 70.69 tonnes of mixed WEEE was collected and a breakdown of the
equipment received is shown in Table 6-f, and a composition by category can be seen
in Figure 6-r, below.
Fable 6-f. Quantities of WEEE collected during County Kildare one-day collection event

Weight*

No.

%

(kg)
Fridges/freezers

311

15,004

21.0%

Washing machines

232

10,638

14.9%

Cookers

144

7,412

10.4%

Clothes Dryers

66

3,033

4.2%

Dishwashers

39

2,558

3.6%

Other Large Household Appliances

193

4,048

5.7%

Small Household Appliances

167

1,740

2.4%

PC Monitor

348

8,669

12.1%

PC CPL

493

5,224

7.3%

Laptop

5

25

0.0%

Other IT

240

1,307

1.8%

Telecommunications Equipment

85

378

0.5%

TVs

269

8,763

12.2%

Other Consumer Equipment

251

2,482

3.5%

Lighting Equipment

4

2

0.0%

Electric Tools

28

327

0.5%

Toys

1

5

0.0%

TOTALj

2,876

71,614

100%

weights for each category estimated based on average weights
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Electrical & electronic tools

0.5%
Lighting equipment

0.003%

Toys, leisure & sports equipment

0.01%
Consumer equipment
16%

IT & Telecomms equipment
22%
Large household appliances

60%

Small household appliances
2%

Figure 6-r. Composition of WEEE (by weight) collected in one-day event

As with the experiences from collection sites large household appliances, or
whitegoods are the largest fraction of WEEE, with 42.7 tonnes being collected,
representing 60% of total arisings.

However, the proportion of large household

appliances is significantly less than experienced through the ongoing collection trials.

The decrease in the significance of the large household appliances category is due to
the much greater quantity of information technology and telecommunications (ITC)
equipment received. WEEE collected through the one-day event contained 22% ITC
equipment, compared with just 5% in the 12 months of WEEE collection at the civic
amenity site. In fact, over 15.6 tonnes of ITC equipment was collected in one day,
compared with 12 tonnes collected in the entire 12-month period at Kilcullen Civic
Amenity Site.
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Collection Event

Trial Site

0

9~oys. leisure & sports equipment

1,820

9 Electrical & electronic tools

253

9 Lighting equipment
O Consumer equipment

11,245

32,217

'O IT & Telecomms equipment

15,603

11,968

9Small household appliances

1.740

7,397

9 Large household appliances

42,694

160,104

Fi};ure 6-s. Comparison of composition between one-day collection event and ongoing trial site. County
Kildare (figures in table are kgs)

A number of reasons may exist for this remarkable difference in quantity of ITC
equipment collected during a one-day event.

People may not realise that ITC

equipment can be recycled at the civic amenity site. This explanation is evidenced in
the fact that whitegoods, which have been recycled for many years, dominate the
WEEE composition to such a large extent at all of the collection trial sites. There is a
good level of awareness about the availability of facilities to recycle such items. But,
there may still be a lack of awareness about the potential to recycle items of ITC.

ITC is a relatively new technology, with many computers and peripherals being
replaced every few years. There is a documented tendency towards the storage of
such items, due to their perceived value. A person feels that they may one day find
some secondary use for such a valuable item. This prevents them from making a
conscious trip to a recycling facility, especially if they have to pay for the items
disposal. However, a free local collection, which has been advertised by household
leaflet, provides an incentive to dispose of stored equipment. A “spring clean” effect
results.
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6.7

Comparison of Site Results

Whitegoods, or large household appliances, dominated the WEEE collected at all five
of the participating collection sites, as can be seen in Figure 6-t, below. However,
there was a small difference between the County Cork sites, where approximately
90% of WEEE was whitegoods, and the other two sites, where whitegoods accounted
for 73 and 76% of total WEEE. The reasons for this difference are not clear, but may
be due to the fact that collection of all types of WEEE had been taking place in
Kildare for a year before the collection trials began, while in Cork only whitegoods
had been collected prior to the trials.

The larger quantity of small household

appliances collected at Derrinumera was due to the temporary removal of fees during
the final two months of the trials project.
100%

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

10%
0%

Raffeen

Macroom

Youghal

Kilcullen

l■Toys, Leisure and Sports Equipment

2

0

6

0

0

jO Electrical & Electronic Tools

10

0

11

1,820

0
433

Derrinumera

1

18

65

22

253

|0Consumer Equipment

4,169

976

3,238

32,217

iOlT & Telecomms

1,692

1,306

940

11,968

1,349

;■ Small Household Appliances

188

305

377

7,397

8,600

!■ Large Household Appliances

56,938

37,642

37,631

160,104

92,432

!• Lighting Equipment

Figure 6-t. Composition of WEEE collected at five diflerent sites (figures in kg).
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19,563

Electrical & Electronic Tools
0.4%

Figure 6-u. Overall composition of WEEE (by weight) from the five collection sites.

Electrical & Electronic Tools
1%

Lighting Equipment
10.2%

;

Toys, Leisure and Sports
Equipment
0.03%

Consumer Equipment
15.1%

Large Household Appliances
51.7%
IT & Telecomms
7.8%

Small Household Appliances
14.3%

Figure 6-v. Overall composition of WEEE (number of items) from the five collection sites
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6.8

Collection Rates and Estimating Catchments

The WEEE Directive sets a national target of 4 kg/inhabitant/year to be collected in
Ireland by the year 2006 (or 2008 if an optional derogation is taken). One of the
primary aims of this collection trials project has been to assess the ability of Ireland to
meet the target set by the Directive.

Because collection trials have been limited to just five locations in Ireland, a method
had to be devised to determine what the catchment of a recycling facility is. The
determination of these catchments was essential in order to establish a per-inhabitant
collection rate, and thereby establish the potential of Ireland to meet the requirements
of the WEEE Directive.

A number of different methods for calculating collection rates were developed and
tested during this project. These include:

1. National - current
When a national WEEE collection system is put in place in Ireland,
quantities will be reported on a national basis to the European
Commission. This will enable the monitoring of the 4kg/inhabitant/year
target set in the Directive.

Consideration was therefore given to an

assessment of the collection trial results on a nationwide basis.
Using the results of the survey of local authority facilities currently
available for WEEE recycling together with the population of Ireland an
average catchment per facility was calculated.

3,900,000 population
86,666

=

45 facilities

The limitation of this method is that it does not account for the influence of
differences in population density. Facilities in highly urban areas, such as
Dublin may have a greater catchment population, while those in rural areas
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may have significantly less.

Applying such a method tO estimate

catchments for all sites in Ireland is therefore unrealistic.

2. National - future
The same as Method 1 but including planned facilities that are likely to be
in place when the national WEEE collection system is implemented.

3,900,000 population

- 48,750

80 facilities

As discussed in Method 1, there are substantial limitations to this method.

3. County - current
This method attempts to take account of the characteristics of individual
Counties. It divides the population of the relevant county by the number
of current collection facilities in that county,
e.g. Cork;
324,843 population

__

= 64,968

5 facilities

As with Methods 1 and 2 it is limited because it does not consider
population density. The results also vary considerably according to the
number of facilities that have been developed in each county, producing
skewed catchments.

4. County - future
This is the same as method 3, dividing the population of the county by the
number of collection facilities, but also includes planned future facilities,
e.g. Cork
324,843 population
_

= 17,097

19 facilities
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This method is limited in the same way as Method 3, particularly when
considering counties with ambitious plans to expand their collection
facilities.

5. Customer survey
By surveying customers to detennine how far they travel to visit the civic
amenity site, then considering the population within the radius of this
distance, a catchment can be estimated.

This is particularly useful in

establishing the difference in catchments in rural and urban facilities.
This method does not, however, take into consideration factors such as
transport infrastructure (e.g. corridors of access) and proximity to other
facilities.

6. Expert assessment
This method uses electoral district infonnation (obtained from the Central
Statistics Office) together with an assessment of the geographical
catchment of each collection facility. Such an assessment was conducted
in consultation with appropriate local authority staff.
This method allows the catchment assessor to take into consideration
factors such as; proximity to other facilities (including those in other
counties),

transport

infrastructure,

and

differences

in

urban/rural

population behaviour.
Its main limitation is the subjective nature of the assessment.

It was decided that Method 6 was the most flexible method with the fewest limitations
for calculating catchments for the sites involved in the WEEE collection trials project.
It acknowledges that there are many variables and complex factors that determine the
population that will utilise a collection facility.
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In order to calculate the catchments using this method, population figures were
obtained from the Central Statistics Office for electoral districts in the areas
surrounding each site. Council site managers and engineers were then consulted and
an assessment was made of the geographical boundaries of the catchments, taking into
consideration factors such as proximity to other facilities and transport restrictions.
The resulting catchments are shown in Table 6-g, below.

Table 6-g. Overall comparison of collection results, five participating sites

Kilcullen Derrinumera Rafeen Macroom Youghal
216,000

122,377

63,016

40,294

49,958

12

12

7

8

12

Estimated annual quantity (kgs)

216,000

122,377

104,616

60,580

49,958

County Population
County population density
(people km^)

163,995

117,428

324,843

324,843

324,843

97

21

60

60

60

1

1

5

5

5

Estimated site catchment (persons)

72,832

37,300

30,267

18,313

23,471

Collection rate (kg/person/year)

2.97

3.28

3.46

3.31

2.13

Quantity collected (kgs)
Period (months)

Recycling facilities in county

Localised WEEE collection rates of between 2.1 and 3.5 kg/inhabitant/year have been
achieved by the participating sites.

The lowest collection rates of 2.13

kg/inhabitant/year was found in Youghal, County Cork. This site has a highly rural
population catchment and is a considerable distance from other recycling facilities.

In contrast to Youghal, relatively high results were achieved in the rural catchments of
Macroom (3.31 kg/person/year) and Derrinumera (3.28 kg/person/year).

However,

the results from both sites must be interpreted with caution. Macroom was a brand
new site, which experienced high levels of participation during the first three months
of operation, possibly due to a ‘clear-out’ effect.

Similarly, Derrinumera had a

collection rate of 1.55kg/person/year until fees were temporarily removed from all
items of WEEE. The resulting dramatic influx of equipment has skewed the resulting
collection data.
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A further factor influencing low collection rates in rural locations may be the “storage
factor”. Rural housing tends to have much greater space for the storage of equipment,
and this includes end-of-life equipment such as WEEE.

With charges currently

applying to the disposal of such items, and the large distances people are required to
travel to these facilities there is likely to be a much greater tendency to store obsolete
equipment.

The highest rate of 3.46 kg/inhabitant/year was achieved by Raffeen, County Cork.
This site is located close to Cork City and its commuter satellite towns, which means
that population density is much higher, with shorter distances to travel to the facility.
This results in higher levels of participation and greater quantities collected.

A

similar high rate of collection was achieved in Kilcullen (2.97 kg/person/year), where,
despite the relatively rural setting of the site itself, the catchment has a high
population density, contains many towns of the Dublin commuter hinterland, and is an
IT manufacturing region.

6.9

Participant Survey

A random sample of customers at the participating WEEE collection sites was
requested to complete a one-page questionnaire.

Details of this can be found in

Section 5.11 of this thesis.

6.9.1

Age of Equipment Received

Site customers were asked about the age of the equipment they were bringing for
recycling.

This information is important in order to gain information for waste

management planning. By gathering data on the age of equipment being disposed of
sales of new products can be linked with future waste arisings. There is a limited
amount of data in this regard worldwide, and none has ever been gathered in Ireland.
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The results, shown in Figure 6-w, illustrate one of the reasons for WEEE becoming a
priority waste stream in Europe:

decreasing product lifespans are leading to

increasing quantities of waste arisings.

Some items, traditionally built for

functionality and longevity, such as washing machines and cookers, are now being
discarded after just three or four years. Figure 6-w shows that some of these products
are being disposed of after 20 to 25 years of use, while others after less than five
years.

Figure 6-vv. Age of equipment received at trial sites (upper, lower and average)

An ongoing survey of the age of discarded products at civic amenity sites would
reveal useful information about consumer behaviour and assist in future planning for
WEEE management.
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6.9.2

Temporal Analysis

Site staff at Raffeen, County Cork, undertook the customer survey over a concerted
period of five weeks.

This reveals an interesting pattern regarding recycling

participation through time.

Figure 6-x clearly shows that levels of WEEE recycling are at their highest on
Saturdays.

This is naturally due to householders being home from work on the

weekends and being able to take time to dispose of large, bulky items at civic amenity
sites.
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Figure 6-x. Customers disposing of WEEE at Raffeen Civic Amenity Site during a five-week period

A log of all users (not just those disposing of WEEE) at the Macroom Civic Amenity
Site shows the same trend, with high peaks of usage on Saturdays.
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Figure 6-y. Users of Macrooni Civic Amenity Site, May & June 2003

Many civic amenity sites in Ireland are open for only half-days on Saturday, and very
few are open on Sundays. The results of eustomer surveys and civic amenity site
visitor logs show, however, that the greatest usage of recycling facilities occurs on the
weekend. It is clear that the longer a civic amenity site remains open on a weekend
the greater the rate of collection of WEEE, along with all other recyclable material.
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Chapter 7

Discussion & Conclusions
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7.1

Introduction

The European Directive on Waste from Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
entered into force on 13 February 2003. It contains a number of key requirements
based on the principle of extended producer responsibility (EPR), which member
states must implement.

By 13 August 2005, Ireland is required to have a system in place that provides for the
collection of waste electrical and electronic equipment free of charge from private
households.

This project has examined a number of areas concerning WEEE

management in Ireland and the resulting assessment will assist in the development of
this national collection system.

A review of national WEEE collection systems in place throughout Europe was
undertaken.

Such a comparative review has, to the best of our knowledge, not

previously been available publicly.

The current situation regarding WEEE recycling in Ireland was also reviewed.

The

level of current local authority WEEE recycling facilities was assessed in order to
identify any infrastructural deficiencies that might hamper the ability of Ireland to
meet the targets of the WEEE Directive.

Current recycling practices and their

associated infrastructure in Ireland were also assessed and current and potential
markets for recycled materials were investigated.

This project established collection trials at five local authority sites, in a variety of
different locations throughout Ireland. These trials have characterised and quantified
actual WEEE arisings for the first time in Ireland and have established best practices
to assist in the future establishment of local authority WEEE collection facilities.

The findings of each of these areas are discussed in the following sections.
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7.2

National Collection Systems

A number of national WEEE collection systems have been set up in European
countries. These include Sweden, The Netherlands, Switzerland, Norway, Belgium
and Denmark. The systems have largely followed the concept of extended producer
responsibility (EPR), whereby manufacturers and importers take responsibility for the
waste created by their end-of-life products.

The one exception to this has been

Denmark, where a system has been set up by the government using local taxes to
finance WEEE management by local authorities.

Establishing the Systems
The national systems have predominantly been founded by manufacturer associations,
which then fonn a non-profit-making company to manage the complete system. The
WEEE management company then negotiates on behalf of the manufacturers with
local authorities, national government agencies and retailers.

Multiple National Systems
Most countries have formed two parallel systems, one for ICT equipment and the
other for all other items (white and brown goods). Participation in the systems is
voluntary, leaving companies to choose to join or to organise for the separate takeback of their own products. An example of this can be seen in Norway where a group
of IT manufacturers have set up their own collection system (EuroVironment).

Financing
A major difference between the national collection systems has been the method of
financing the system. The Dutch NVMP system, Belgian Recupel system and the
Swiss SWICO and SENS systems are financed through the use of an advance
recycling fee. This is a visible surcharge paid by a consumer when buying a new
product. The fee may vary according to the product type. Although manufacturers
associations have set up the systems they do not strictly follow the principle of
extended producer responsibility. Imposing a fee on the consumer places the cost for
recycling on the end user and does not provide the incentive for manufacturers to
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develop more recyclable products. These systems will be required to remove visible
fees from 13 August 2005. Producers will, however, be able to show consumers the
costs of managing “historical” WEEE when a new item is being purchased. This can
be shown until 2011, or 2013, beyond which ‘"‘‘the costs of collection, treatment and
environmentally sound disposal shall not he shown separately to purchasers at the
time of sale of new products^'.
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X
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X
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X
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table 7-a. Financing mechanism used by the different national WEEE collection systems.

The Swedish El-kretsen system, Norwegian El-retur and EuroVironment systems, and
the Dutch ICT-Milieu system use a system of financing based on levying
manufacturers for the costs of recycling their products. This is done based on the
quantity of equipment (i.e. number or weight of items) placed on the market (ICTMilieu, El-kretsen - excluding ICT equipment, EuroVironment and El-retur) or based
on the company’s economic market share (El-kretsen ICT equipment).
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Collection Avenues Used
In every case where an EPR system has been implemented local authorities have
utilised existing waste collection infrastructure to collect WEEE from consumers. All
systems have provided collection points at existing local authority waste management
facilities, which are free of charge to the consumer. All systems, except Denmark,
also utilise retail take-back. Some differences do, however, exist in the method of
retail collection. In the Dutch NVMP and ICT-Milieu systems the consumer can only
return products to the retailer when buying a new product with a similar function. In
other systems consumers can utilise retail take-back at any time.

Retail Take-back Differences
A key difference in the national WEEE collection systems has been the utilisation of
retail take-back. The Netherlands, for example, tends to rely heavily on the use of
local authority collection sites, where 89% of all WEEE is collected (Figure 7-a,
below).

In contrast, the Swiss and Norwegian systems the retail collection route

Collection points
(1,879t)

others
(3,565t)
11%

12%
Retailers
(6,565t)
43%

Municipal collection
points
(17,175t)
53%

Retailers
(11,666t)
36%

Re-used

(2, loot)
14%

Manufacturers
(4,772t)
31%

Norway B-retur

Switzerland SWICO

Dstribution
centres
Retailers
(1,980t)
(5,280t)
3%

8%

Collection points
(58,740t)
89%

Netherlands - NVMP
Figure 7-a. Comparison of collection routes for Norway, Switzerland and Netherlands WEEE eolleetion systems
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makes up 43% and 36% respectively of the equipment entering the system. The most
obvious reason for the difference in retail takeback is the old-for-new requirement in
the Netherlands (an item can only be returned when another, similar item is being
purchased), while Norway and Switzerland do not have this requirement - people are
free to dispose of equipment through retailers at any time.

Collection Rates
Comparison of results from the different systems (refer to Table 7-b, below) reveals
that the Norwegian and Swedish national collection systems (El-retur and El-kretsen)
have collection rates of more than 7 kg per inhabitant per year (excluding refrigeration
equipment). This compares with the combined system of the Netherlands NVMP and
ICT-Milieu, which is yielding 4.7 kg per inhabitant per year.

Costs
Costs of the different systems are also difficult to compare. Economic conditions are
an important factor to consider when comparing systems from one country to another.
An example of this is the comparison of the Swiss collection systems with those from
countries inside the European Union. Economic conditions in Switzerland differ to
those of the EU, and the SWICO system has a running cost of approximately €755 per
tonne of WEEE (see Table 7-b, below), compared with a similar ICT collection
system such as ICT Milieu, which has a cost of €484 per tonne of WEEE processed.

Despite the limitations of cross-border comparisons, it is clear from Table 7-b that EU
national systems are currently operating at cost levels of between €350 and €500 per
tonne of WEEE collected and processed.

Variations in costs per tonne occur

according to the type of equipment being processed, with the more complex products
of the ICT sector having higher processing costs.

If an assumption is made that the costs of a national collection system in Ireland may
fall between the range of €350 to €500 per tonne, the ongoing costs of such a system
could be between €5.5 million and €7.8 million per year, if the country were to meet
the 4kg/inhabitant/year target of the WEEE Directive.
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Table 7-b. Comparison of results from European WEEE collection systems

kg/inhabitant/yr Cost/tonne

El-Kretsen
Refrigerators
Combined

Quanti^*
(tonnes)
64,000
18,650
82,650

7.27
2.1
9.4

€469

Netherlands

NVMP
ICT Milieu
Combined

66,000
8,500
74,500

4.13
0.53
4.7

€350
€484
€364

Switzerland

SWICO
SENS
Combined

15,316
38,100
53,416

1.96
5.32
7.3

€755

El-retur
EuroVironment
Combined

32,446
3,250
35,696

7.2
0.7
7.9

Not available

Country

System

Sweden

Norway^

Quantity in most recent year available
' Does not include CFC refrigerators/freezers
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7.3

Current Irish Local Authority WEEE Collection Practices

There is a relatively poor infrastructure for the collection of WEEE in Ireland. A
survey of all local authorities in Ireland in May 2002, and followed up in June 2003,
revealed that 45 facilities exist for the collection of WEEE from private households.
However, only 19 of these 45 facilities currently collect all types of WEEE, as the
majority collect just whitegoods.

A further 35 civic amenity sites are being constructed or are in the planning stage.
This means that by the time a national collection system is in place there may be up to
79 facilities for collecting WEEE from private households in the Republic of Ireland.
In addition to the lack of permanent facilities, no bulky waste collection systems exist
in Ireland and annual “spring-clean” weeks have almost all stopped collecting WEEE,
due to increasing costs of treating such equipment.

Figure 7-b. Location of Local Authority WEEE Collection Facilities, July 2003
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International Comparison

A comparison with facilities in other countries, Table 7-c, illustrates the lack of public
recycling infrastructure in Ireland. While a comparison by population alone is overly
simplistic it is still an indication of the problems that Ireland will face in meeting the
collection target of the WEEE Directive.

Table 7-c. Comparison of local authority WEEE collection facilities

Country

Population

The Netherlands

16.0 M

Local Authority
Collection Facilities
600

Ratio
(facilities/ptirson)
1/27,000

Sweden

8.8 M

600

1/15,000

Norway

4.5 M

400

1/11,000

Ireland

3.9 M

45

1/87,000

Ireland (future)

4.0 M

79

1/51,000

In The Netherlands, a country approximately the same size as Munster, more than 600
local authority civic amenity sites serv'e 16 million people. This large number of
facilities, together with retail take-back is achieving a national collection rate of just
4.7 kg/person/year.

Dublin

The lack of infrastructure is particularly acute in Dublin, where approximately 1
million people live, yet there are just 4 facilities available for the collection of WEEE.
While population density is much higher in Dublin, four facilities alone are unlikely
to be able to capture the equipment arising from every household.

Dublin will be important in achieving the eollection target on a national basis. Its
high density and relatively affluent population has the potential to be a large source of
WEEE. It is therefore imperative that further recycling facilities be established, or
that alternatives such as kerbside collection or on-demand collection be set up in the
local authority areas of Dublin.
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Local Authorities Lacking Collection Facilities
In 2003 four local authority areas (Sligo, Leitrim, Longford and Galway City) have no
WELL collection facilities available at all.

Some of these authorities have

experimented with the use of one-day collection events to capture WEEE, but these
have often experienced poor participation levels, particularly in more rural locations.
This highlights one of the biggest challenges that Ireland faces:

how to collect

recyclable materials from households in the many low population density, rural areas
of the country.

Options may include better-promoted, regular one-day collection

events, rural bulky waste collections and/or retail takeback. The potential to develop
regional collection centres in conjunction with neighbouring authorities may also be a
solution.

Quantities of WEEE Collected at Non-Trial Sites
An analysis of WEEE collected at civic amenity sites prior to starting the WEEE
collection trials project proved very difficult.

Many sites keep poor records of

equipment, and others often mix WEEE (particularly whitegoods) with scrap metals
preventing the separate monitoring of this particular waste stream. Compositional
analysis is also difficult as Councils often use differing categories to record specific
items. This highlights the need for a standardised national monitoring methodology
and for the standard segregation of categories of equipment.
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7.4

Current WEEE Recycling Practices

Recycling infrastructure in Ireland and Northern Ireland is very limited. There are
currently 46 recyclers across both countries that deal with some or all types of
electrical and electronic equipment. However, very little processing occurs on the
island, and the market is dominated by companies that simply act as brokers for the
collection, export and treatment of WEEE elsewhere in Europe.

A number of companies disassemble collected equipment in order to segregate, or
'’cherry-pick’, valuable components and materials, which are exported for further
processing and recycling.

One company in Ireland specialises in dismantling

Huoreseent lamps. In addition to this there is a well-established scrap metal recycling
industry that processes whitegoods (excluding refrigerators and freezers) by cutting or
shredding.

A number of companies are examining the potential to install equipment

for the processing of cathode ray tubes (CRTs).

The methods currently used for recycling WEEE in Ireland are likely to be impacted
upon by the pre-treatment requirements of the WEEE Directive. These require that
certain components and materials be removed from items of equipment for selective
treatment as a minimum. These measures are likely to particularly impact the metal
shredding industry in Ireland, which currently undertakes no removal of components
prior to mechanical shredding.

Reuse
The WEEE Directive requires that priority be given to the reuse of equipment. A very
small number of companies in Ireland refurbish items of WEEE for resale and reuse,
and those that do are currently operating on a small scale.

Refurbishment is

surprisingly underdeveloped in Ireland when compared to other countries in Europe.
In the UK, for example, a number of examples exist of direct links between local
authority WEEE collection systems and up to 30% of whitegoods collected through
household bulky waste systems is being refurbished and resold.
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Refurbishment is often undertaken by social economy enterprises and this has the
potential to provide a triple benefit: the removal of items from the waste stream, a
reduction in overall collection costs, and opportunities for social benefits through
training and employment.

Materials Arising from WEEE
If Ireland meets the WEEE Directive target of 4 kg/inhabitant/year, this will mean that
15,200 tonnes of equipment will be made available for recycling.

Recycling this

WEEE would result in over 7,000 tonnes of ferrous metals, more than 3,000 tonnes of
mixed plastics, over 800 tonnes of glass, as well as complex multi-material printed
circuit boards (PCBs).

The most problematic materials from recycled WEEE are glass from cathode ray
tubes (CRTs) and mixed plastics. Printed circuit boards are also problematic but have
an existing market due to the presence of precious metals that can be extracted. There
are also well-developed markets for scrap ferrous metals, which are easily removed
from bulky items of equipment.

Glass
Glass from CRTs contains a high level of lead, which restricts the potential markets
for the glass after processing. Variations in the chemical composition of the glass also
deter manufacturers from using this glass in new products. Similarly lead content and
other contaminants create problems in the recycling of glass from fluorescent lamps.

Glass from CRTs can be used in the manufacture of new CRTs, creating a desirable
closed-loop recycling process. However, there is currently no manufacture of CRTs
taking place in Ireland, meaning that Irish recyclers are dependent on overseas
markets for this glass.

The use of the leaded glass in other products may have the potential to be developed
in Ireland. Such uses might include windows for buildings. X-ray shielding products,
decorative tiles and decorative glass products.
outlets is unclear and requires further investigation.
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The economic feasibility of such

Plastic
Many different plastic resins are used in electrical and electronic products and these
can be difficult to segregate. These plastics also often contain contaminants such as
labels and paint. Both factors limit the potential outlets for the recycled material.

With improved separation technology the potential to use recycled plastics in new
items of electrical and electronic equipment will be increased. While domestic outlets
are limited by the low level of plastic component manufacture in Ireland, the
introduction of such technology may enable recycling companies to better utilise
international markets for high quality recycled plastic. The economic feasibility of
developing such technology must be further investigated.

Realistic potential outlets for plastic recycled from WEEE in Ireland may exist.
Mixed recycled plastics are already being used in the manufacture of outdoor
furniture, fencing and signage. Similar low-grade open-loop recycling outlets could
be developed in Ireland. The use of recycled plastic in products such as road cones,
drainpipes, flooring products and as base course for roading may all be viable and the
development of recycled content in such products in Ireland should be investigated
further.

Tools for Developing Outlets for Materials Arising from WEEE
There are very few outlets available in Ireland for the materials that arise from
recycled WEEE and this is limiting the recycling infrastructure within the country.
All materials, bar small quantities of mixed plastics, are currently exported to
overseas markets for reprocessing, increasing the cost of recycling in Ireland.

Given the size of Irelands’ population, and the lack of borders restricting the easy
movement of waste, the export of recycled materials is likely to remain common
practice. However, some measures can be taken to increase outlets available to Irish
recyclers, and to enable them to maximise potential outlets overseas.
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Measures such as developing quality standards for recycled materials and providing
financial and technical support to recyclers and manufacturers that wish to develop
new technologies and processes, can lead to improvements in the quality of recycled
materials, opening up new outlets for problematic materials such as glass and plastic.
In addition to this demand for recycled materials could be stimulated by raising
awareness in product designers and the general public.

Greater awareness among Irish EEE manufacturers on the importance of ecodesign
and design for recyclability is also necessary in order to improve the potential outlets
for materials from recycled WEEE.

With Irelands significant status in the

manufacture of electronic equipment, the implementation of such a measure has the
potential to influence the recycling of WEEE on both a national and European level.
Improving the design of products to take into consideration their end of life
management, would result in more efficient and sustainable recycling of WEEE.
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7.5

Irish Collection Trials

Review of International Collection Trials Experiences
Comparing international collection trial experiences was necessary in order to
determine the most appropriate method to be used in Irish collection trials. However,
such a comparison was found to be problematic due to variations in the methodologies
used in each investigation. Where possible a total annual yield per capita has been
calculated in order to give an approximation of the success of each project.

The

results are highly varied, as can be seen in Table 7-d, below, ranging from 0.05
kg/inhabitant/year to 4.7 kg/inhabitant/year.

Table 7-d. Comparison of WEEE collection projects studied
Programme
Apparetour
Bregen/(phase 1)

Bregenz(phase 2)
Weiz

Flachgau

Styria
LEEP
Bilbao

USA Trials

Minnesota

USA-2001 survey

Collection channels
used
Municipal depots
Retail take-back
Municipal depots
Retail take-back
Bulky waste
Small goods bins
Municipal depots
Retail take-back
Municipal depots
Retail take-back
Bulky waste
Municipal depots
Retail take-back
Household
hazardous
waste collection
Municipal depots
Retail take-back
Municipal depots
Workplace collection
Municipal depots
Retail take-back
Workplace collection
Municipal depots
Special events
Bulky waste
Retail take-back
Municipal depots
Special events
Bulky waste
Retail take-back
Municipal depots
Special events
Bulky waste

-

EEE categories
covered

Quantity collected
(kg/inhabitant/year)

All household

1.4

All household

4.48

All household

4.68

All household

3.04

All household

3.5

All household

3.0

All household &
office ITC
Brown goods and
ITC
equipment
only

0.19
0.14

No white goods

0.05 to 1.2

No white goods

0.42

No white goods

0.79
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Similarly, an analysis of the factors that influence the success of WEEE collection
trials is difficult. The results of each trial have been analysed in different ways by the
different project teams. Without access to the raw data from each trial a review of
results is restricted to the reported data, and this often contains uncertainties.

In particular no information is available on how each project has calculated collection
rates (kg/person/year), and this limitation must be kept in mind.

However, some

qualitative conclusions could be drawn from the range of international experiences,
and these were used to develop the Irish collection trials methodology.

Establishing Irish Trial Sites
WEEE collection facilities were successfully established in partnership with County
Councils at five different civic amenity sites around Ireland:
Kilcullen, County Kildare
Derrinumera, County Mayo
Macroom, County Cork
Raffeen, County Cork
Youghal, County Cork

W aste Contractors
Where necessary, local authorities had to seek specialised waste contractors to remove
all types of WEEE from their sites. Difficulties were experienced in the review of
tenders for the contract, as a number of variables had to be considered and recycling
companies had submitted proposals in varying formats. This was useful experience
that other local authorities can draw upon when trying to establish similar contracts.

Best Practices
Experience from the collection trials project has been used to develop a set of best
practice guidelines. These are attached as Appendix E. The use of these best practice
guidelines will assist local authorities in the establishment of new collection facilities
and adaptation of existing facilities to enable an easy transition to the requirements of
the WEEE Directive and the impending Irish WEEE collection system.

-
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The collection trials project has provided a useful mechanism to facilitate discussion
between local authorities, and in particular between civic amenity site managers.
There is a need for an ongoing forum to enable the exchange of best practice and to
assist in the implementation of a national WEEE collection system in Ireland.

Monitoring
A standardised monitoring methodology was developed for all sites in order to allow
comparison of collected data.

Difficulties were experienced in analysing past

international collection trials and this was avoided for the Irish collection trials by
using the definitions and categories of the WEEE Directive.

It is under such

definitions that member states are likely to be required to report waste statistics to the
European Commission. This will enable direct comparison of results with future data.

Site Opening Hours
An analysis of levels of participation at two civic amenity sites revealed that more
items are collected on a Saturday than any other day of the week.

This is most

obviously due to an increased opportunity for householders to make use of recycling
facilities outside of working hours.

Given that many civic amenity sites only open for half of Saturdays and most are not
open in the evenings, collection of WEEE and other household recyclables could be
improved by the extension of opening hours at these facilities to take into
consideration the needs of the public.

Extension to Retail Take-back Trials
Concerted attempts were also made to extend the trials to other collection channels
such as retail takeback and SME workplace collections. However, retailers and the
electrical retailers association did not wish to participate in the project, and this
underlines a general negativity from retailers to the requirements of the Directive.
Retailers in Ireland appear to be adopting a “wait and see” approach to the WEEE
Directive.
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Contact with retailers throughout the period of the collection trials project revealed
that there is some confusion over the implications of collecting and storing items of
WEEE that are classified as hazardous waste (televisions/monitors, fridge/freezers,
fluorescent lamps). Uncertainty over the requirements for handling such items may
be creating a barrier to their involvement in the development of the national collection
system.

It is probable that a national collection system for WEEE in Ireland will include an
element of retail take-back and it appears that retailers are drastically under-prepared
for such a requirement. Urgent consultation and involvement of this sector is required
in order to avoid conflict when implementing the WEEE collection system in Ireland.
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7.6

Collection Trial Results

In total, more than 489 tonnes of WEEE, across five collection sites, was removed
from the municipal waste stream for recycling.

Composition of Collected WEEE
A high proportion of this equipment (80% by weight, overall ) fell into the category of
“large household appliances”, which is mostly comprised of whitegoods such as
washing machines, refrigerators and cookers.

Large household appliances also

represented over 50% of items received at the five civic amenity sites participating in
the trials.

There are several reasons for the dominance of this category of equipment in the
collection trials.

Whitegoods are more traditionally collected items of electrical

equipment, for which recycling has been in place for a considerable period in most
locations. They are also the largest items of WEEE, making them harder to store in
households and impossible to dispose of with normal household waste. They are also
the heaviest items of WEEE and therefore dominate an analysis of composition by
weight.

Electrical & Electronic
Tools

Electrical & Electronic
Tools
Toys, Leisure and Sports
Equipment
Lighting Equipment

'

0.03%

10.2%

Consumer Equipment
15.1%

IT & Telecomms
7.8%

Large Household
Appliances
51.7%

Small Household
Appliances
14.3%

Figure 7-c. Overall composition of WEEE (by weight, left, and by number,right) from the five collection sites.
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The next largest category of equipment (12.5%, by weight) was “consumer
equipment”, which was composed largely of television sets.

In the same way as

whitegoods, televisions are difficult to dispose of with normal household waste, and
are banned from landfills, forcing people to find a recycling facility when disposing of
them.

Low Levels of Small Items
Smaller items of equipment were collected in remarkably small quantities.

The

combined categories of small household appliances, tools, and toys, account for just
4% of equipment by weight.

Even when analysed by number of items they only

account for less than 15% of all WEEE collected. Considering the range of items that
fall under these categories, their relatively short lifespan, and the prevalence of such
items in modem households, the number collected is low. This is most likely because
such items are often not considered recyclable by the general public and are
frequently disposed of with the general household waste. There is a need for general
awareness-raising regarding the potential to recycle such items along with the more
customary household recyclables.

IT Equipment and the One-day Collection Event
Overall, a relatively small quantity of equipment (4% by weight, and 8% by number)
in the category infonnation and communications technology (ICT) was collected at
civic amenity sites. This category includes computers, monitors and their peripherals.

In contrast to this, a much larger quantity of such equipment was collected during the
Kildare County Council one-day WEEE collection event. During this collection event
in three Kildare towns, more than 70 tonnes of mixed WEEE was collected in one
day.

Over 15.6 tonnes of this WEEE, or 22%, was ICT equipment.

More ICT

equipment (tonnes) was collected during the one-day event than in the entire 12
months of the collection trial at the Kildare County Council civic amenity site.

The dramatic increase in quantities of ICT equipment collected is most likely due to a
lack of awareness regarding the ability to recycle this type of equipment at the
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jSToys, leisure & sports equipment
I

Electrical & electronic tools

|9 Lighting equipment
lOConsumer equipment
iOlT & Telecomms equipment
jSSmail household appliances
i0Large housenold appliances

Figure 7-d. Comparison of composition (by weight) between one-day collection event and ongoing trial site.
County Kildare (table shows kgs)

Council’s civic amenity site.

In addition to this, there is a perceived value in old

items of ICT equipment and many items remain stored in anticipation of possible
future use.

It is only when presented with the opportunity to clear out such

equipment, such as a one-day collection event, that people make the effort to do so.

The use of well-promoted, one-off, collection events is therefore a valuable method of
encouraging people to recycle items of equipment, such as ITC, that they would
normally store and hold onto for longer periods of time.

This method, used in

conjunction with ongoing, permanent collection facilities, would increase the quantity
of WEEE being collected.

It also provides an opportunity to reach areas of the

country without collection facilities.

The Influence of Increasing Fees
Previous international WEEE collection trials have found that charging disposal fees
is likely to reduce the quantity of WEEE collected, unless the fees are “reasonable”.
Research in Europe suggests that charging a sliding scale of between €5 and €12 per
item is considered reasonable by people.
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All of the Irish collection trial sites charged a fee to customers when they were
disposing of an item of WEEE. In January and February of 2003, midway through the
collection trials, three sites increased their fees. Two of these three sites increased
fees substantially (more than 400% for some items), while the third site increased fees
by 33%. As can be seen in Table 7-e, below, one of the two sites with substantial
increases in fees (Macroom) experienced a sudden decrease in the levels of equipment
being collected. This indicates an extreme negative reaction to the fee rise. However,
the other site with a significant fee rise (Youghal) only experienced a 14% decrease in
average monthly quantities.

The difference may be explained by the short period prior to the fee rise that
Macroom had been open, which meant that the fee rise coincided with the end of a
‘clear-out’ period in the catchment of the facility. The results from all three sites do,
however, indicate that increased levels of charging will result in a reduction in public
recycling.

1 able 7-e. The influence of lees on quantity of WEEE eollected

Average monthly WEEE collection (tonnes)
Before fee rise

After fee rise

% Change

Macroom

7.29

4.21

042%

Youghal

4.47

3.86

014%

Kildare

20.1

17.9

011%

This finding is in line with those of WEEE collection trials conducted elsewhere.
Austrian collection trials, for example, found that a high charge on an item of
equipment resulted in low collection rate when compared with a collection system
with no charge.

A Lower Saxony study also revealed that collection rates achieved

by projects with no disposal fee were halved in a county that did charge a disposal fee.

The Austrian studies, however, also found that when charging a comparatively small
rate, collection rates are not greatly affected. Similarly, when Cork County Council
imposed a considerable increase in fees for the disposal of WEEE the level of
collection dropped significantly (see Figure 7-e, below).
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When Kildare County

Council imposed a lesser fee inerease the level of eollection dropped, but not as
significantly.

In most cases, an increase in fees resulted in an immediate drop in quantities of
WEEE received. However, after a period of time the level of collection returned close
to those experieneed prior to the fee inerease.

This is evidenee of a ‘knee-jerk’

reaetion to fee inereases, whieh results in an immediate reduction in participation but
an eventual acceptance of fee levels.

Moving average

August

September

October

November

December

January

2002

February

March

April

May

June

July

2003

Figure 7-e. Temporal analysis of WEEE collected atYoughal civic amenity site.

The Influence of Removing Fees
Fees for WEEE were temporarily removed at Derrinumera eivic amenity site. This
resulted in a very significant increase in the quantity of WEEE being received at the
site.

This rise in quantities is partially explained by a ‘clear-out’ faetor, beeause

people were aware that the free disposal was only temporary and therefore made an
effort to recyele during this time.
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Figure 7-f. Temporal analysis of WEEt collected at Derrinumera

Taking this into consideration, however, the results imply that local authorities
currently charging for items of WEEE will experience an increase in the quantity of
equipment they have to deal with once free collection becomes obligatory nationwide.

Average monthly WEEE collection at Derrinumera (tonnes)
% Change
Before fee removal
After fee removal
fr390%
23.01 tonnes
5.88 tonnes

The removal of fees at Derrinumera also resulted in a change to the eomposition of
the WEEE being disposed of. A larger quantity of small items was received once fees
were removed.

This is an indieation that people are less willing to pay for the

recycling of small items, when they can more easily dispose of them with the
household rubbish.

Given the potential to recycle sueh items free-of-charge, people are willing to do so.
This is an encouraging sign for the improved recycling of small items once fees are
removed on a nationwide basis.
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Composition by weight

Composition by number of items
r'90%i

O Consumer equipme
□ ITC
B Small appll ances

60%

O Lar ge appi I ances

50%-j
40%1
30% 1

20% i

-j

10%

0%+-

Figure 7-g. Compositional analysis of WEEE received at Derrinumera civic amenity site, before and after charges
were removed.

Collection Rates
In order to provide a comparison with the requirements of the WEEE Directive an
annual per person collection rate has been calculated. This has been done based on an
estimated local geographical catchment within which the potential population using
the sites resides.

This method is limited when assessing the potential of Ireland as a

whole to achieve the 4kg/inhabitant/year collection target, but does provide useful
information on a site-specific level.

Table 7-f. Overall comparison of collection results, five participating sites

Kilcullen Derrinumera Rafeen Macroom Youghal
216,000

122,377

63,016

40,294

49,958

12

12

7

8

12

Estimated annual quantity (kgs)

216,000

122,377

104,616

60,580

49,958

County Population
County population density
(people knf)

163,995

117,428

324,843

324,843

324,843

97

21

60

60

60

1

1

5

5

5

Estimated site catchment (persons)

72,832

37,300

30,267

18,313

23,471

Collection rate (kg/person/year)

2.97

3.28

3.46

3.31

2.13

Quantity collected (kgs)
Period (months)

Recycling facilities in county

The five collection sites have achieved collection rates of between 2.1 and 3.5
kg/inhabitant/year, based on their estimated population catchments.

Youghal in

County Cork, which is located in a rural town, experienced the lowest collection rate
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of 2.13 kg/person/year. Similarly, Derrinumera, County Mayo, another highly rural
location, had experienced the lowest collection rate of 1.55 kg/person/year until
charges were removed in the final two months of the collection trial period. This
resulted in a skewed collection rate for the twelve-month trial of 3.28 kg/person/year.
Higher rates were achieved in more urban locations such as Raffeen, which is close to
Cork City.

The low collection rates achieved in the rural locations participating in this project are
indicative of the challenge facing Ireland to collect WEEK in the many rural, lowdensity parts of the country. The rates of 2 to 3.5 kg/person/year achieved during the
WEEE collection trials suggest that the European Directive collection target of 4
kg/person/year is achievable within the catchments of the existing facilities.
However, in order to achieve the target on a national basis it will be necessary to
increase the number of facilities in order to reach a greater proportion of the
population.

7.7

Summary of Conclusions

From the discussion of the findings of this project a number of key conclusions can be
made:

1.

European WEEE Collection Systems
a. National WEEE collection systems in Europe have predominantly been
founded by manufacturer associations.
b. Most countries have formed two parallel systems, one for ICT equipment
and the other for all other items (white and brown goods).
c. Visible fees on new products are being used elsewhere in Europe to
finance national WEEE collection systems.
d. Local authorities, and their collection sites, are a critical aspect of existing
European systems.
e. Retail take-back is an integral part of almost all current European systems.

f.

Collection rates in excess of the 4kg target are being achieved by current
national WEEE collection systems.

g. Based on costs elsewhere in Europe, a national collection system in Ireland
could cost between €5.5 million and €7 .8 million per year, if the country
were to meet the 4kg/inhabitant/year target of the WEEE Directive.

2.

Current Practices in Ireland
a. Current Irish WEEE collection infrastructure is inadequate.
b. Attention is particularly required in the Dublin area as it will be critical in
achieving the 4kg/person/year target of the Directive.
c. Attention is also needed in sparsely populated, rural areas of the country.
d. Recycling infrastructure in Ireland and Northern Ireland is very limited.
e. All materials, bar small quantities of mixed plastics, are currently exported
to overseas markets for reprocessing, increasing the cost of recycling in
Ireland.
f

Refurbishment is surprisingly underdeveloped in Ireland when compared
to other countries in Europe.

g. If Ireland meets the WEEE Directive target of 4 kg/inhabitant/year, this
will mean that 15,200 tonnes of equipment will be made available for
recycling. Recycling this WEEE would result in over 7,000 tonnes of
fenous metals, more than 3,000 tonnes of mixed plastics, over 800 tonnes
of glass (mostly leaded).
h. Given the size of Irelands’ population, and the lack of borders restricting
the easy movement of waste, the export of recycled materials is likely to
remain common practice.
i.

Leaded glass and plastics are currently the most problematic materials for
recyclers to deal with.

j.

The pre-treatment requirements of the WEEE Directive have the potential
to impact significantly upon the recycling industry in Ireland.
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3.

Managing Future WEEE in Ireland
a. White goods are most commonly collected, due to the inconvenience of
storing redundant equipment in the households and due to the existence of
collection practices.
b. Small brown goods and IT equipment are uncommon, due to the ease of
disposal in general household waste for the former and a perceived value
for the latter leading to their retention.
c. Best practices for collection and monitoring of WEEE by local authorities
needs to be implemented nationally.
d. The collection trials project has provided a useful mechanism to facilitate
discussion between civic amenity site managers. There is a need for an
ongoing forum to enable the exchange of best practice and to assist in the
implementation of a national WEEE collection system in Ireland.
e. The public prefers to use collection facilities outside of normal working
hours and many facilities do not cater for this.
f.

There is some confusion over the implications for retailers of collecting
and storing items of WEEE that are classified as hazardous waste
(televisions/monitors, fridge/freezers, fluorescent lamps).

Uncertainty

over the requirements for handling such items may be creating a barrier to
their involvement in the development of the national collection system.
g. Retailer interest in collection of WEEE is negligible. Retailers could be
significantly impacted by the implementation of a national WEEE
collection system.
h. One-day collection events are successful and can yield a different mix of
equipment.
i.

Fees inhibited collection, though there appears to be a tolerance of smaller
fees.

j.

Free disposal resulted in increased collected quantities and a greater
diversity in items.

k. The rates of 2 to 3.5 kg/person/year achieved during the WEEE collection
trials suggest that the European Directive collection target of 4
kg/person/year is achievable within the catchments of the existing
facilities. However, in order to achieve the target on a national basis it
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will be necessary to increase the number of facilities in order to reach a
greater proportion of the population.
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Chapter 8

Recommendations
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Based on the findings of the Irish collection trials project and the review of current
European practices a number of recommendations can be made. These will assist in
the development of WEEE management in Ireland and in the implementation of the
WEEE Directive in Ireland.

Recommendations have been grouped according to actors potentially affected by
actions taken. Government agencies and organisations will have responsibilities for
implementing the recommendations across more than one category. In order to assist
in identifying the relevant body to effect the recommendations, some indication has
been given regarding the involved parties and potential lead organisations, but it is felt
this is better addressed at the level of the Irish WEEE implementation taskforce.

It is important to stress the need for coordination and cooperation between ^ the
different stakeholders in the development and implementation of a system to manage
the takeback of WEEE in Ireland. There is a particular need for such cooperation
amongst producers in Ireland, and for the development of relationships between
producers, retailers and local authorities in order to create a workable solution for all
parties.

1. LOCAL AUTHORITY COLLECTION

i. Implement a standard method for monitoring WEEE collected at local
This could be added to the monitoring

authority civic amenity sites.

requirements of civic amenity site licences, and/or form part of the annual
EPA National Waste Database questionnaire. A standard method has been
developed and successfully used throughout the WEEE collection trials
project, and is outlined in Appendix E. The use of this method would assist in
the smooth implementation of the monitoring and reporting requirements of
the WEEE Directive in Ireland.
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As a minimum, monitoring should include the following eategories:
a. Refrigerators/freezers
b. Whitegoods
c. Televisions & monitors
d. IT Equipment
e. Fluoreseent lamps
f.

Other items

Monitoring of these eategories should be by number and by weight
wherever possible.

ii. Establish and maintain a national database on quantities of WEEE
collected at civic amenity sites for the period leading up to the establishment
of a national WEEE collection system. This should be a component of the
existing EPA National Waste Database.

iii. Ensure that, as a minimum, hazardous waste is not mixed with nonhazardous waste on civic amenity sites.

Hazardous waste includes

televisions, monitors, refrigerators/freezers containing CFCs, and fluorescent
lamps.

iv. Raise public awareness of the potential to recycle items of WEEE. This
should target smaller items in particular, as these are often discarded with
general household waste. Methods to raise awareness should inelude:
a. Information with household waste invoices,
b. Information on bin tags,
e. Artieles in existing newsletters,
d. Radio advertisements,
e. Newspaper artieles and advertisements, and
f.

V.

Leaflets distributed to amenity site visitors.

Prior to the implementation of the WEEE Directive, remove charges to
the public at civic amenity sites for the recycling of WEEE wherever
possible. If the eomplete removal of charges is not possible fees must kept to
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a minimum: €5 for small items and €10 for large has been found to be
acceptable to the public.

vi. Expand waste collection infrastructure in Ireland, particularly the
number of civic amenity sites.

The current level of facilities will be a

significant barrier to achieving the WEEE Directive target for Ireland of 4
kg/inhabitant/year. This is a particularly crucial issue local authorities with no
current facilities for collecting WEEE and priority assistance should be given
to these areas to develop such infrastructure.

vii. Conduct kerbside WEEE collection trials. These should take place in:
a. A high density, urban area, and
b. An area with no permanent collection facility.
The results of these trials should be used to evaluate this method as a viable
alternative to civic amenity site collection and assess the potential for such a
method to compensate for the lack of WEEE collection infrastructure in
Ireland.

Funding for such trials could be provided by the Environment

Fund.

viii. Assist local authorities in preparing for the increased quantity of WEEE
that is likely to be received when charges are removed in 2005. This could
include the reduction or removal of charges to the public for WEEE at civic
amenity sites for the period leading up to 15 August 2005. This measure
could be facilitated through subsidies from the Environment Fund.

ix. Extend civic amenity site opening hours.

Civic amenity sites should,

wherever possible, remain open outside of normal working hours, especially
weekends, evenings and holiday periods. This has been shown to increase
public recycling and will therefore maximise collection of WEEE from
households in Ireland.

X.

Alter civic amenity site practices to facilitate equipment refurbishment.
This should include developing relationships with reflirbishers, and ensuring
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that WEEE handling does not compromise the potential to refurbish
equipment.

xi. Encourage local authorities to hold regular, one-day collection events and
integrate such events into the national WEEE collection system.

This

avenue has been shown to be valuable for the collection of smaller and less
traditionally collected items of WEEE. It also enables collection to take place
in areas remote from existing civic amenity sites.

xii. Implement green public procurement for electrical and electronic
products. A government led programme to procure environmentally superior
equipment might help to stimulate demand for products incorporating recycled
materials and other environmental considerations.

xiii. Encourage the procurement and use of refurbished equipment by local
authorities. Refurbished equipment could be used in local authority housing,
for example, and would develop a major outlet for refurbished WEEE as well
as helping to improve public confidence in such equipment.

xiv. Facilitate coordination between, and exchange of best practice among,
local authorities. Methods for achieving this might include:
a. A network for civic amenity site managers. This could
include a regular nationwide forum for civic amenity
site managers, to include all aspects of site management
(i.e. not just WEEE)
b. Use of the existing local authority Environmental
Awareness Officers network.
c. An information website, including a discussion forum
d. A regular one-day seminar/conference
A summary of best practice developed in this current project is provided in
Appendix E.
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2. RETAIL COLLECTION

i. Integrate retail takeback into the national WEEE collection system. This
is vital to addressing deficiencies in Irelands WEEE collection infrastructure,
particularly in more rural areas.

This could require the introduction of a

'■‘milk-round” collection from retailers, the establishment of specified
collection depots or the free acceptance of WEEE from retailers at civic
amenity sites, for example.

ii. Assist retailers in becoming aware of their obligations and the potential
impact the WEEE Directive will have on them. This should be through
multiple communication channels, including;
a. Direct information, possibly from local authorities to their own
administrative areas,
b. Local/regional seminars,
c. IBEC,
d. Chambers of Commerce, and
e. The Association of Electrical Retailers Ireland

iii. Promote the marketing potential of WEEE collection at retail outlets.
The takeback of items of WEEE has been found overseas to win customers
and is often used as a marketing tool. Irish retailers have been reluctant to
explore this as an opportunity. This could be undertaken in partnership with
Local

Authorities,

possibly

funded

by

Environment

Fund

or

with

manufacturers sponsorship.

iv. Encourage retailers to hold regular, one-day collection events and
integrate such events into the national WEEE collection system.

This

avenue has been shown to be valuable for the collection of smaller and less
traditionally collected items of WEEE. It also enables collection to take place
in areas remote from existing civic amenity sites.
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V.

Clarify requirements for the handling of waste by retailers.

There is

currently confusion over the implications for retailers when handling WEEE,
and in particular items classified as hazardous waste (refrigerators/freezers
containing CFCs, televisions/monitors, and fluorescent lamps).

Clear

direction from the relevant competent body must be given to retailers
regarding their obligations when handling such waste.

3. RECYCLERS, TREATMENT FACILITIES AND REFURBISHERS

i. Assist recyclers in becoming aware of their obligations under the WEEE
Directive and, in particular, of the potential impacts of the pre-treatment
requirements of the Directive. The WEEE Directive outlines requirements
for the operation of treatment facilities, and sets minimum standards for pre
treatment of collected WEEE, including the compulsory removal of certain
components. In order to minimise the impact of the Directive on the industry
steps must be taken to raise awareness of the problems and any potential
solutions.

ii. Develop recycler reporting requirements under the WEEE Directive.
Specify a detailed reporting requirement to recyclers, that they may integrate
into their management information systems to satisfy the Directive.

This

should be communicated as part of the awareness raising recommended in 3.i,
above.

iii. Develop opportunities for the refurbishment and resale of collected
WEEE in Ireland, with a particular focus on social economy benefits.
This is notably lacking in Ireland, in contrast to overseas experience. It is
likely to require a Multi-agency approach (FAS, Enterprise Ireland, DoEHLG,
Retailers, Recyclers) with a designated leader, possibly building on existing or
past programmes e.g. REHAB, FAS social economy projects.
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iv. Develop and promote quality and safety marks for refurbished electrical
and electronic goods. This will promote consumer confidence and encourage
the purchase of refurbished equipment.

This could be undertaken in

conjunction with 3.iii above.

V.

Promote the low-cost provision of refurbished ICT products to
disadvantaged areas or communities or sectors of society where there has
been limited adoption of ICT. Redundant equipment could be provided with
basic internet connectivity and software, to encourage the development of an
“information society” in Ireland.

vi. Develop quality standards for recyclate from problematic materials such
as plastic and glass.

This is necessary in order to encourage the use of

recycled materials in the manufacture of new products. In the absence of a co
ordinated industrial proposal or international precedent, NSAI could take the
initiative to lead this activity nationally.

vii. Provide assistance in research and development programmes for
recycling technologies and processes. This will facilitate more economical
recycling and create a more sustainable recycling industry. Enterprise Ireland
industrial support and DoEHLG recycling grants may address this area.

viii. Establish a national centre of excellence for EEE manufacturing and endof-life management. This would facilitate research and development across
all sectors of the industry.

Funding from industry could be matched by

government funding.
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4. PRODUCERS (MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS)^

i. Raise awareness in the manufacturing industry of their requirements
under the WEEE and RoHS Directives. This should be done through;
a. Chambers of Commerce,
b. Enterprise Ireland,
c. IBEC,
d. Regional sectoral organisations, and
e. Nationwide regional infomiation seminars.

ii. Facilitate coordination and cooperation amongst producers, and between
producers, retailers and local authorities.

There must be early

communication between all stakeholders in order to develop a workable
WEEE management system in Ireland. Producers must work together in order
to develop the most appropriate system to meet their responsibilities under the
WEEE Directive. Producers must also work closely with retailers and local
authorities to ensure that this system can be implemented successfully.

iii. Encourage

the

sponsorship

of

one-day

collection

events

by

manufacturers. Such events have been found to be successful and a useful
publicity mechanism for manufacturers. It is a useful way to establish such
events prior to a national collection system being put in place.

iv. Raise awareness in the manufacturing industry on the potential for
ecodesign and the use of materials recycled from WEEE in new products.
This could be integrated with the basic need to inform manufacturers of the

The Directive defines a ‘producer’ as any person who (i) manufactures and sells electrical and
electronic equipment under his own brand, or (ii) resells under his own brand equipment produced by
other suppliers, a reseller not being regarded as the ‘producer ’if the brand of the producer appears on
the equipment, as provided for in (i), or (iii) imports or exports electrical and electronic equipment on a
professional basis.
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requirements of the Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) Directive
and the potential impacts of the Draft Energy-using Products (EuP) Directive.

V.

Incorporate economic incentives for manufacturers to use recycled
materials in new products into the national WEEE collection system.
This will stimulate markets for recycled materials, and might take the form of
a rebate against the fees paid into a collective national system, or similar
reward for environmentally superior products.

vi. Provide support and assistance to manufacturers to encourage ecodesign
and develop the use of recycled material in new EEE products.

This

should be done through existing programmes such as the Enterprise Ireland
Environmentally Superior Products scheme, and the EPA Cleaner Greener
Production Programme.

It should also facilitate investigations and pilot

projects to “close the loop” in the recycling process.

vii. Provide support and assistance to manufacturers to encourage and
develop the use of recycled material in new (non-EEE) products. This
would create new outlets for recycled materials by encouraging “open-loop”
recycling. This is particularly relevant for recycled plastic and glass. This is
again likely to fall under the responsibility of the existing programmes
operated by Enterprise Ireland, e.g. Environmentally Superior Products
scheme, though there may be a need for a study to provide information to
manufacturers on potential products.

viii. Establish a national centre of excellence for EEE manufacturing and endof-life management. This would facilitate research and development across
all sectors of the industry.

Funding from industry could be matched by

government funding.
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5. PUBLIC PROMOTION

i. Raise public awareness of the potential to recycle items of WEEE. This
should particularly target smaller items that are often discarded with general
household waste. Methods to raise awareness should include:
a. A coordinated national advertising campaign
b. Leaflets at point of sale
Awareness raising has already been recommended for action by local
authorities in l.iv, as a logical extension of their ongoing promotion of general
waste awareness. However, this public awareness raising also needs to be a
shared responsibility of all stakeholders, including government agencies,
retailers and producers.

ii. Develop a single, national WEEE website.

Draw on information and

funding from multiple agencies in developing such a website, including
DoEHLG, EPA, Enterprise Ireland, and 1BEC7ICT Ireland. Developing this
website will provide clarity and will build the confidence of the public and
stakeholders in the development of a national approach to WEEE
management. The website must be easy to access and well maintained.

iii. Develop a coordinated strategy for communicating with the public and
stakeholders on the introduction of the WEEE Directive. It is essential
that all actors potentially affected by the WEEE Directive are kept informed
of progress in developing a national WEEE collection system in Ireland.
Communication is a key factor in the successful implementation of this
system.
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APPENDIX A El-Kretsen Product List and Fees

Product list and fees
All prices in SEK excluding VAT (1 SEK = 0.11 Euro at time of this thesis)

Period of validity
This list is valid from June 10, 2003. Changes might oecur due to unforeseen
development of El-Kretsen AB’s collection and recycling costs.

Product types and prices
VAT not included, version 2, 2003-06-10

1 Products for household or similar use and hand and garden tools
lOlA

Vacuum cleaners

15,00 SEK

102 A

Microwave owns

25,00 SEK

103 A

Sewing machines, ironing machines

20,00 SEK

104 A

Small and medium sized household appliances, incl. radiators
and fans not intended for fixed installation.

4,00 SEK

105 A

Stoves full height (top and oven)

85,00 SEK

106 A

Dishwashers

85,00 SEK

107 A

Washing machines

85,00 SEK

108 A

Tumble dryers

85,00 SEK

109 A

Drying cabinets

85,00 SEK

IlOA

Cooker hood ventilators

45,00 SEK

lllA

Mangles

45,00 SEK

112A

Mini-kitchen (’Trinett” or such excl. refrigerators)

85,00 SEK

113A

Separate stove tops or separate ovens

45,00 SEK

114A

High-pressure sprayers for household use

6,50 SEK

115A

Portable refrigerators

85,00 SEK
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120 A

Electrical hand tools (screw, drill, polish, saw, weld, spray)

3,00 SEK

130A

Electrical appliances for cutting grass or gardening

6,50 SEK

2 IT-equipment and office equipment
201B

PCs including inch keyboard and mouse.
(NB excl. screens/monitors)

ICT-model

202B

Lap-tops

ICT-model

203B

Screens, all types (glass /CRT and with liquid crystals/LCD)

ICT-model

204B

Printers, all types (matrix, laser, ink-jet)

ICT-model

205 B

Photocopiers

ICT-model

206B

Scanners

ICT-model

207B

Other office equipment (typewriters, staplers scales.
shredders etc.)

ICT-model

3 Telecommunications equipment
301B

Fax machines

ICT-model

302B

Telephones, connected to landline

ICT-model

303 B

Telephone switchboards

ICT-model

310A

Mobile telephones

0,20 SEK

31 lA

Cordless/portable telephones with base-unit connected to landline

0,50 SEK

321A

Modem, number identification devices, answering machines
and phone accessories (for optic signals, doorbells, etc.)

0,50 SEK

331A

Small transformers and chargers sold separately

0,50 SEK

341A

Central antenna equipment (% of sale value preceding year.
Only one, yearly report)

0,01 %

4 TV, audio and video equipment
401A

TV-sets (32 inches or larger) with or without
built-in combinations

60,00 SEK

As above, but delivered to stores not associated
to El-Kretsen's collecting system
402A

240,00 SEK

TV- sets (smaller than 22 inches) with or without
built-in combinations, door and surveillance videos

20,00 SEK

As above, but delivered to stores not associated
to El-Kretsen's collecting system
403A

80,00 SEK

Other appliances such as radio, video, CD or DVD players.
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loudspeakers, receivers, Walkmans, tape recorders, amplifiers,
clock radios, digital TV-boxes

3,00 SEK

As above, but delivered to stores not associated

404A

to El-Kretsen's collecting system

8,00 SEK

TV-sets (22-31 inches) with or without built-in combinations

40,00 SEK

As above, but delivered to stores not associated

405A

to El-Kretsen's collecting system

160,00 SEK

TV-sets (6 inches or smaller)

8,00 SEK

As above, but delivered to stores not associated

41OA

to El-Kretsen's collecting system

30,00 SEK

Car stereos (with or without radio, cassette and/or CD players)

3,00 SEK

As above, but delivered to stores not associated
to El-Kretsen's collecting system
420A

4,00 SEK

Audio, lighting and visual equipment for professional use
(Total sales volume preceding year. Only one, yearly report)

0,40 SEK/kg

5 Cameras and Photographic equipment
501A

Cameras, film- and photographic copying equipment,
still-picture projectors

0,20 SEK

6 Clocks and Watches
601A

Electrical or clocks and watches, clocks and watches
containing batteries.

6()2A

0,20 SEK

Clocks used for controlling equipment, (not permanently
installed for controlling heating, refrigerating or air
conditioning), analogous and digital time switches, timers,
and timers for stoves, car-heaters etc.

0,50 SEK

7 Games and Toys
701A

Video games for connection to TV-sets

702A

Electrical games and toys. Battery-driven games and toys.

4,00 SEK

% of import/sales value (stat nr 9503101000, 9503109000,
9503801000, 9503809000, 9504901000, 9504909000)

0,17 %

8 Light sources and fittings for light sources
801A

Fittings for light sources for professional use, over 2 kg
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10,00 SEK

802A

Fittings for light sources for professional use, under 2 kg

2,00 SEK

803A

Fittings for light sources for home use, % of sales value

0,3 %

810 A

Straight fluorescent tubes

2,60 SEK

81 lA

Fluorescent light bulbs

2,60 SEK

812A

Light bulbs

0,08 SEK

813C

Small light bulbs (Low-voltage halogen, from vehicles,
Christmas-light chains, bicycle- and torches).
Yearly cost per company.

814C

2.500 SEK/'yr

Photographic light bulbs, rechargeable light bulbs (studio,
TV, projector etc.) Yearly cost per company selling
such products.

821A

5.000 SEK/yr

Equipment for controlling light (light switches,
light relays, IR-detectors for lighting)

0,50 SEK

9 Medical Equipment
901A

Medical Equipment (Sales volume preceding year.
Only one, yearly report)

902A

1,50 SEK/kg

Hearing aids and equipment (Sales volume preceding
year. Only one, yearly report)

0,20 SEK

10 Laboratory Equipment
1001A Laboratory Equipment (Sales volume preceding year.
Only one, yearly report)

0,50 SEK/kg

11 Other
1101A Small electrical appliances under 100 grams (not containing
built-in batteries or other environmentally hazardous components)

1,00 SEK

1102A As above (1101 A) but over 100 grams

2,00 SEK

1104A Rechargeable electrical torches and bicycle lights inch charger.

4,00 SEK

1200A Products, not in any group above, 0,50 % of sales value (unless
there is special reasons for a lower or higher fee or other debiting model) 0,50 %
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CORK COUNTY COUNCIL
TENDER DOCUMENT

Collection and Treatment of Waste from Electrical and Electronic Equipment from Youghal,
Raffeen and Derryconnell Civic Amenity Sites.
Cork County Council invites tenders from waste recycling/disposal contractors/consortia for the
collection and treatment of waste from electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) from Youghal,
Raffeen (located close to Monkstown) and Derryconnell (located close to Schull) Civic Amenity Sites
in accordance with conditions set by Cork County Council and the Environmental Protection Agency.
Overview:
Cork County Council is to begin collecting all items of waste electrical and electronic equipment
(WEEE) at its Civic Amenity Sites located at Youghal, Raffeen and Derryconnell. This collection
facility is being established as part of an Environmental Protection Agency /Clean Technology
Centre project to examine WEEE collection systems in Ireland. The project aims to characterise
and quantify WEEE arisings, assess different collection methodologies, and develop markets and
outlets for processed WEEE in Ireland. It involves the use of existing local authority collection
facilities and private sector EEE recyclers.
Cork County Council is to begin collecting items of WEEE from the domestic sector at its Civic
Amenity Sites which are located within Youghal, Raffeen and Derryconnell Landfill Sites. A
dedicated collection area will be set up and operated by the tenderer and will remain in place for an
initial 12 month trial period.
The successful tenderer will be required to remove all items of WEEE collected at the Civic
Amenity Sites for appropriate treatment. The successful tenderer will also have to comply with the
conditions listed in Annex 1 of this document.
The system that Cork County Council envisages is that all WEEE received at the Civic Amenity
Sites will be segregated into appropriate collection receptacles. The successful tenderer will then
transport the WEEE to a facility, or facilities, for appropriate treatment. The successful tenderer
will invoice Cork County Council each month in respect of the number of tonnes of WEEE
removed from the Civic Amenity Sites during the previous month.

It should be noted that Cork County Council intends to enter into a one year agreement with the
successful (subject to successful contract negotiation).
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Preparation and Submission of Tenders:
Tenders should give contact details and a description of the proposing company/consortia and its
previous experience in this area. It should also detail the end markets for recycled WEEE.
Tenders should include a description of the infrastructure and services to be provided by the
proposing company/consortia and the associated costs. The tender should clearly quote the
price per tonne that Cork County Council will be charged for WEEE that is processed.
The lowest or any tender will not be necessarily by accepted.

Tenders in a sealed envelope endorsed “Collection and Treatment of Waste from Electrical and
Electronic Equipment from Youghal, Raffeen and Derryconnell Civic Amenity Sites” shall be
returned not later than 16.00 hours (Irish time) on Monday. 8^^. April. 2002 to;

The Head of Corporate Affairs,
Room 1107 - Environment,
Cork County Council,
County Hall,
Cork.

Freedom of Information:

Cork (’ounty Council undertakes to use its best endeavors to hold

confidential any information provided by you in this Tender subject to the County Council’s
obligations under law including the Freedom of Information Act, 1997. Should you wish that any of
the information supplied by you in this tender should not be disclosed because of its sensitivity, Cork
County Council will consult with you about this sensitive information before making a decision on any
Freedom of Information request received. In the event that Cork County Council decides to release
particular information relating to you, you will have the option of appealing the County Council’s
decision to the Information Commissioner.

Please note that m the event that no information is

identified by you as sensitive, with supporting reasons, that it is likely to be released in response to a
request under the Freedom of Information Act.
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Annex 1 - Conditions
Some of the conditions under which the successful tenderer will be required to work are listed below,
fhese conditions will form part of a contract between Cork County Council and the successful
tenderer.
'f'

The successful tenderer will be required to remove all types of WEEE from the collection facility.
Inability to take any of the following items should be indicated in the tender submission:
1. Large household appliances
Refrigerators
Freezers
Washing machines
Clothes dryers
Dish-washing machines
Cooking
Electric stoves
Electric hot plates
Microwaves
Heating appliances
Electric heaters
Electric fans
Air conditioners
2. Small household appliances
Vacuum cleaners
Carpet sweepers
Irons
Toasters
Fryers
Coffee grinders
Electric knives
Coffee machines
Hair dryers
I'ooth brushes
Shavers
Clocks
Scales
3. IT & Telecommunication equipment
Personal computers (CPU, mouse, screen and keyboard included)
Lap-top computers (CPU, mouse, screen and keyboard included)
Note-book computers
Note-pad computers
Printers
Copying equipment
Electrical and electronic typewriters
Pocket and desk calculators
User terminals and systems
Facsimiles
Telephones
Pay telephones
Cordless telephones
Cellular telephones
Answering systems
4. Consumer equipment
Radio sets (clock radios, radio-recorders)
Television sets
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Videocameras
Video recorders
Hi-fi recorders
Audio amplifiers
Musical instruments
5. Lighting equipment
Luminaires
Straight fluorescent lamps
Compact fluorescent lamps
High intensity discharge lamps, including high pressure sodium lamps and metal
halide lamps
Low pressure sodium lamps
Other lighting equipment
6. Electrical and electronic tools
Drills
Saws
Sewing machines
7. Toys
Electric trains or car racing sets
Hand-held video game consoles
Video games
The successful tenderer will be required to provide information on the quantity of WEEE removed
from the Civic Amenity Sites. This data will include;
Type of equipment
Number of items
Weight of equipment
This information will be provided on a monthly basis in respect of the WEEE that was taken from
the Civic Amenity Sites during the previous month. The tenderer must provide details of the
method to be used for obtaining this data.
The successful tenderer will be required to provide full financial details of the collection and
treatment operation. This information is required in order to assist the project in an assessment of
financial implications of WEEE collection systems. Financial information will be kept strictly
confidential. Information required will include (but not necessarily be limited to);
Costs, broken down into;
transport costs,
processing costs,
disposal costs,
other costs.
Income, broken down into;
sale of refurbished equipment,
sale of materials and components
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The successful tenderer will be required to provide information on the outlets for each of the items
of WEEE processed as part of the project.
The successful tenderer must provide verification of the appropriate treatment and disposal of
collected WEEE. This may be independently audited.
The successful tenderer must be in conformity with all relevant waste management regulations.
The successful tenderer shall adhere to the conditions of Cork County Council’s EPA Waste
Licences for the three waste facilities and all relevant legislation.
The successful tenderer will have to provide evidence of holding a Public Liability Insurance
Policy with a minimum cover of 6.3 million EURO and a specific indemnity to Cork County
Council.
The successful tenderer will be required to provide evidence of holding an Employers Liability
Insurance Policy with a minimum cover of 12.6 million EURO.
The successful tenderer will be required to produce for inspection by Cork County Council either a
valid C2 Certificate, a Tax Clearance Certificate, or in the case of a contractor resident outside the
state, a statement from the Revenue Commissioners as to suitability for tax purposes.
Payments to the operator are to be claimed on a monthly basis in respect of the number of tonnes
of WEEE that were taken from the Civic Amenity Sites during the previous month.
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APPENDIX C WEEE Monitoring Template

-1

Date of Load:

Date of Load:

Date of Load:

Date of Load:

Date of Load:

Quantity Weight Quantity Weight Quantity Weight Quantity Weight Quantity Weight
(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

Fridges/freezers
Washing machines
Cookers
Clothes Dryers
Dishwashers
Other Large Household Appliances
Electric hot plates
Microwaves
Heating appliances
Electric heaters
Electric fans
Air conditioners

Small Household Appliances

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Vacuum cleaners
Carpet sweepers
Irons
Toasters
Fryers
Coffee grinders
Electric knives
Coffee machines
Hair dryers
Tooth brushes
Shavers
Clocks
Scales
PC Monitor
PC CPU
Laptop
Other IT
Note-book computers
Note-pad computers
Printers
Copying equipment
Electrical and electronic typewriters
Pocket and desk calculators
User terminals and systems
Telecommunications Equipment
Facsimile
Telephones
Pay telephones
Cordless telephones
Cellular telephones
Answering systems
TVs
Other Consumer Equipment
Radio sets (clock radios, radio-recorders)
Videocameras
Video recorders
Hi-fi recorders
Audio amplifiers
Musical instruments

Lighting Equipment
Luminaires
Straight fluorescent lamps
Compact fluorescent lamps
High intensity discharge lamps
Low pressure sodium lamps
Other lighting equipment
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APPENDIX D Article from Irish Examiner
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Major future challenge: WEEE approached by Cork
County Council
Cork County Council is beginning a groundbreaking project to collect and recycle waste from
electrical and electronic equipment at 3 of its civic amenity sites in Derryconnell (Schull),
Raffeen and Youghal..
ork County Council is
tackling a
critical waste problem.
Under
impending
new
European
legislation tough targets will be set for
the collection of waste from electrical and
electronic equipment (or WEEE, as it has
become known).
The legislation is being
introduced because this waste stream is
regarded as a major future problem.
The County Council is anticipating this by
engaging in a one-year trial project with the
Cork Institute of Technology’s Clean
Technology Centre, to collect and recycle all
types of WEEE from householders. The
project is being funded by the Irish
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
The EPA has estimated that every year up to
69,000 tonnes of waste electrical and
electronic equipment is disposed of in Ireland.
This equates to every person in the country
producing 18 kg of WEEE per year and means
that Cork County may be producing up to
2,340 tonnes of such waste every year.
Many items of electronic and electrical
equipment contain hazardous substances and it
is essential that when people throw away their
old equipment these substances be managed in
the right way.
Refrigerators, for example, contain CFCs that
can contribute to ozone depletion. Televisions
and computer monitors contain high levels of
lead. Other hazardous substances commonly
found in electronic and electrical equipment
are cadmium, brominated flame-retardants,
PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls), mercury,
and chromium.

Director of the Clean Technology Centre, “and
that there is currently inadequate facilities to
manage this waste.”
It is for this reason that the Clean Technology
Centre and Cork County Council have begun a
project to examine the best way in which waste
from electrical and electronic equipment can
be collected and recycled in Cork County. The
trial will be the first of its kind in Ireland.
“With the information generated by this work”
Duffy explains, “we can better prepare Ireland
for the challenge of managing this type of
waste.”
By participating in the project, Cork CountyCouncil is extending its reputation as one of
the most progressive local authorities in
Ireland. “It is no longer acceptable to bury
electrical and electronic equipment in landfills
where dangerous substances may enter the
environment” says Katherine Walshe, Director
of Environmental Services at Cork County
Council, “and it is for this reason the Council
is beginning a trial at three civic amenity sites
to collect all items of electronic and electrical
equipment from householders”.
The project has set up collection points for all
types of household WEEE at three civic
amenity sites; Derryconnell (Schull), Raffeen
and Youghal.
The type of equipment that can be brought to
these sites is essentially “anything with a plug
or battery” and includes items such as:
w'ashing machines, refrigerators, cookers,
computers, TVs, IliFi stereos, toys and
fluorescent light tubes.
All such items will be taken away for recycling
by the waste management company AVRSafeway.
“Only approved methods and
facilities will be used in the recycling of the
collected waste”, explains Mr Pat O’Flynn,
Managing Director of AVR-Safeway. “For
example, fluorescent light tubes will be
recycled using a special method that recovers
99% of their material. This is probably the
most advanced recycling method of its kind in
the world”.
The results of this project to collect waste from
electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE)
will be made publicly available towards the
end of 2003.
Cork, 12 August 2002

C

The problem of recycling such a complex
waste is a difficult one for a small country
such as Ireland. “Our research has found that
Ireland is relatively unprepared for the
forthcoming EU legislation” says Noel Duffy,
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APPENDIX E Guidelines for Managing Local
Authority WEEE Collection

-
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A number of local authorities are in the process of developing new or extended
programmes to collect waste from electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE). The
experiences from the Irish collection trials project can be used to assist in the
development of these programmes.

While following the suggestions and recommendations of this section local authorities
should be conscious of the fact that a national Irish system for the collection of WEEE
is being developed and should be in place by 13 August 2005. The requirements on
local authorities under this system may necessitate the use of slightly different
methods on sites and in reporting requirements. However, the implementation of the
measures detailed below will ensure that a local authority is well equipped for the
requirements of the national WEEE collection system.

1. Fees
The WEEE Directive will require that from 13 August 2005 members of the public
will be able to dispose of items of WEEE completely free of charge.

Until the

implementation of the WEEE Directive, each local authority must meet the costs of
processing any collected WEEE. A decision to charge a fee on items is therefore the
responsibility of the authority.

Charging a fee has been found to limit the quantity of WEEE brought for recycling by
members of the public. However, experienee has also shown that charging a small
fee, or one that customers perceive as “reasonable”, will not impact greatly upon the
quantity of waste collected. Research conducted during this collection trials project
has found that customers consider €5 for small items and €10 for large items to be an
appropriate fee level for items of WEEE.
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2. Promotion
Many items of electrical and electronic equipment are not commonly perceived as
recyclable and, small items particularly, are often discarded with general household
waste. The level of awareness amongst the general public needs to be raised.

It is recommended that a range of promotional methods be used to inform people that
WEEE can be disposed of at a civic amenity site. During the Irish WEEE collection
trials project a number of promotional methods were used.

Leaflets (A5 size) were designed for distribution through libraries, schools and on
civic amenity sites. These were also distributed to local retailers for customers that
enquire about the recycling of their old equipment when buying new items. Leaflets
such as these could also be included with refuse invoices, or similar local authority
mail outs, for delivery to all householders.
Newspaper advertisements, or articles, are an effective way of promoting the facility
and details should also be provided on council websites.

Promotional literature might include details of quantities and types of equipment
collected during a defined period, or ways in which equipment is recycled, in order to
stimulate further discussion and raise awareness of the types of equipment that can be
recycled.
IWiM » gel rid m
that old vsicuimi cleaRw
tint c Kittinfi in the prenf

Figure 0-a. Examples of promotional material used during collection trials: (1 to r) Leaflet, household newsletter article,
radio announcements.
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3. Hours of opening
Most civic amenity sites in Ireland are open six days a week, 9am to 5pm. Experience
has shown that signifieantly more customers use such facilities on the weekend.
Wherever possible, civic amenity site opening hours should be tailored to meet the
needs of the public, and in particular this should include all-day Saturday and Sunday
where possible. This will increase the rate of participation and the rate of recycling.
By spreading the available time, it may also relieve pressure on peak times such as
Saturday afternoons.

It is also recommended that consideration be given to extending facility opening hours
to summer mid-week evenings and/or public holidays, in order to improve custom.

4. Links to Refurbishers
Consideration should be given to establishing links with companies or organisations
that undertake refurbishment of electrical and electronic equipment.

This has the

potential to remove a significant quantity of equipment from the waste stream (one
scheme in Liverpool, for example, is removing 30% of whitegoods from bulky waste
eollected by Liverpool City Council for refurbishment - see Section 4.4.1 for further
details). This would clearly cut down treatment costs to a local authority.

In order to maximise the potential for refurbishment waste handling practices on site
must be adjusted in order to ensure that equipment is not damaged when being
unloaded/loaded.

A temporary storage area prior to the loading of bins could

facilitate this.

Care must also be taken to ensure that any equipment removed from site and which
cannot be refurbished is returned for appropriate recyeling. This might take the form
of an agreement that the refurbisher can return any items to the eivic amenity site free
of charge should they be found to be unsuitable for repair.
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5. Segregation
When collecting all types of WEEE it is desirable to segregate the different categories
of items to the maximum extent possible. This will:
i. Enable monitoring on a national basis.
ii. Avoid mixing hazardous and non-hazardous items
iii. Facilitate potential removal for refurbishment/reuse
The annual EPA National Waste Database questionnaire requires that local authorities
report the quantities of WEEE accepted at their recycling sites, and may request
details according to the following categories:
1. Fridges and freezers

}

2. Televisions & Computer Screens >
3. Light bulbs (fluorescent etc)

Hazardous waste

4. Whitegoods (excluding fridges/freezers)
5. Small household appliances
6. Consumer Equipment
7. Information Technology and Communications Equipment
8. Electric tools
9. Electronic toys
This is currently under review by the EPA. As a minimum all hazardous items must
be segregated and each category reported separately to other WEEE.

If your contractor is able to report the weights removed under each of these
categories, then a single receptacle can be used (excluding hazardous items, as
detailed below). If not, then segregation into different receptacles must take place on
site.

You must also ensure that you have sufficient capacity to store items of WEEE that
have

been

classified

as

hazardous.

These

are

refrigerators/freezers,

televisions/monitors, fluorescent lamps and batteries.

It is particularly important to ensure that whitegoods are collected separately from
scrap metal. Many sites have traditionally used one bin for all metal items, but this
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does not allow the monitoring of WEEE separate to general scrap metal. Youghal
civic amenity site, for example, have two skips on site: one for whitegoods and one
for general scrap metal. The same contractor removes them both, but the Council is
able to monitor whitegoods separately in this way.

Segregating using the above method will ensure that reporting to the EPA is a
simplified process.

6. Monitoring method
As outlined in Section 5, above, the EPA National Waste Database questionnaire
requires that a number of categories of WEEE be separated for reporting. This will
enable better national data on this waste stream to be developed. It is also in
preparation for the requirements of the European Directive on WEEE, which requires
that Ireland report comprehensive data on this waste stream.

Monitoring may be conducted either by the local authority, by the contractor(s)
removing the waste, or by both. In all cases it is recommended that monitoring be on
a per-item AND weight per category basis. The use of a simple checklist, which
remains within the designated container, has been found to be the easiest and most
effective way for site staff to count items as they are received from the public at sites.
These records can then be tallied against the data supplied by the waste contractor,
who also provides the weights in each category.
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Table 0-a. Suggested categories for monitoring of WEEE, including examples (in red) of items falling under each

category.
NUMBER

WEIGHT

Fridges/freezers
Whitegoods
Washing machines
Clothes Dryers
Cookers
Dishwashers
Other Large Household Appliances
Electric hot plates
Microwaves
Heating appliances
Electric heaters
Small Household Appliances

Electric fans
Air conditioners
Lawn Mower

Vacuum cleaners
Carpet sweepers
Irons
Toasters
Fryers
Coffee grinders
Electric knives
Televisions

Coffee machines
Hair dryers
Tooth brushes
Shavers
Clocks
Scales

Computer Screens
Information Technology & Communications
Personal computers
Laptop computers
Note-book computers
Note-pad computers
Printers
Copying equipment
Electronic typewriters
Pocket and desk calculators
Consumer Equipment

User terminals and systems
Facsimile
Telephones
Pay telephones
Cordless telephones
Cellular telephones
Answering systems

Radio sets (clock radios, radio
recorders)
Videocameras
Video recorders
Light bulbs

Hi-fi recorders
Audio amplifiers
Musical instruments

Luminaires
Straight fluorescent lamps
Compact fluorescent lamps
Electric Tools

High intensity discharge lamps
Low pressure sodium lamps

Drills
Saws
Toys

Sewing machines
Welder

Electric trains or car racing sets
Hand-held video game consoles
Video games
TOTALS
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7. Infrastructure
The requirements for equipment on site depends to a large extent upon the contraetor
that is chosen to remove equipment from the site, and it is important that they are
consulted at an early stage so that their needs can be matched against the capabilities
of the site. Some examples of infrastructure on existing sites are given below.

7.1 Bins/Containers
A range of receptacles is available to collect and store WEEE at civic amenity sites.
Some contractors are able to provide bins or containers as part of their contract, but
these often have an associated rental fee.

The potential also exists for the local

authority to purchase its own receptacles and use its own vehicles to transport
equipment to the recycling company. Cork County Council, for example, at their new
Macroom civic amenity site have purchased skips for bulky recyclables (see Figure
0-b, below). Once full, the Councils own vehicles transport the skips to the recycler,
saving transport costs and removing any reliance on the availability of contractor
vehicles.

If whitegoods are removed from the site by a scrap metal merchant (who may be
unable to take other items of WEEE) they may be stored using basic skips, or in a
designated area of the site.

Figure 0-b. Whitegoods collection skip, Macroom Civic Amenity Site, County Cork (left) and locakable
whitegoods cage, Derryconnell Civic Amenity Site, County Cork
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The Derryconnell Civic Amenity Site, for example, stores all whitegoods (excluding
fridges/freezers) in a lockable cage (Figure 0-b) for removal by a scrap metal
merchant, while all remaining items of WEEE (including fridges/freezers) are stored
in a shipping container on site for removal by a specialist recycler. It is recommended
that any designated area on site be secure in order to avoid thieving and health and
safety risks.

Figure 0-c. 20ft shipping container for all types of WEEE, Youghal Civic Amenity Site (left). Palletised monitors and
microwaves and bins for small browngoods, Navan Civie Amenity Site (right).

Some scrap metal merchants are able to bring a mobile crushing machine to the site to
crush all metals before removal. This can offer cost savings to the recycler, resulting
in an improved price to the local authority. However, such arrangements depend on a
significant quantity of material being available to the recycler (usually including endof-life vehicles), so there must be sufficient space on site to store such quantities.

A common practice on many civic amenity sites is to
store all items of WEEE in one container.

This is

usually a 20ft or 40ft shipping container, provided by
the recycling contractor with a rental fee. The use of
a shipping container prevents double-handling by the
recycler if goods are being exported for recycling.

If a number of different contractors are used for
different items or categories of equipment then a
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Figure o-d. Small goods cage inside
shipping container, Youghal Civic
Amenity Site.

variety of receptacles may be used. Easily stacked items, such as microwaves and
monitors/televisions can be palletised and shrink-wrapped, as shown in Figure 0-c,
above. Bins can also be provided for smaller items of WEEE.

Where a single shipping container is used for all types of WEEE, smaller items should
be deposited in bins or cages within the container, such as that shown in Figure 0-d.
Some local authorities using shipping containers also place smaller items inside large
appliances such as chest freezers. This maximises storage space within the container.

Fluorescent tubes must be kept in secure coffin-shaped containers on site. These bins
can often be provided by the recycling contractor for purchase or for rent. Batteries
should also be stored in secure containers, in order to prevent leakages, particularly
from lead-acid batteries.

Figure 0-e. Flourescent light tube collection bins, Dundalk Civic Amenity Site (far left) and Macroom Civic
Amenity Site (centre). Lead-acid battery collection bin, Youghal Civic Amenity Site (right).

7.2 Signage
Signage detailing the acceptance of items of WEEE should be displayed at the
entrance of the civic amenity site. Where possible, this should include a definition
such as ""Anything with a plug or battery or examples of types of equipment,
including smaller items, in order to enhance public awareness of the potential to
recycle all items of electrical and electronic equipment.
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WHITEGOODS ONLY

SMALL ELECTRICAL GOODS

SUCH AS:

SUCH AS:

Washing machines

Radios

Cookers

Hairdryers

Clothes dryers

Vacuum cleaners

Dishwashers

Toasters
Electric Tools

NOT fridges or freezers

Electronic Toys (game boys etc)

Signs should also be placed on bins or containers if a range of receptacles are to be
used. These should give the category of equipment the receptacle is to be used for,
together with some examples of items falling under that category.

Such signs will assist site staff and members of the public to deposit items in the
correct place on site, reducing the need for assistance in segregation.

ciNS
S'.JCftY*.. »W’.,HHC45
•AiiiooMS «»ri
fira nijTf.
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pc*».js
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Consult w^n sft« staff

Figure 0-f. Sign on cage to assist in correct segregation of waste (left). Sign detailing materials accepted,
Macroom Civic Amenity Site (right).
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8. Manning levels
The level of staffing depends upon the size of the population catchment the facility
serves, and therefore how busy the civic amenity site is likely to be. Sufficient staff
must be available to assist members of the public in depositing items in bins or
containers.

Where containers or skips are used they must be loaded and stacked

efficiently in order to maximise the capacity. Staff assistance will also help to ensure
appropriate segregation of equipment by people using the site. Extra demands on
gate/office staff will also be made if fees are being charged for the disposal of items
of WEEE and this must be factored into considerations of manning levels.

9. Tender Evaluation & Contractor Selection
Retaining the services of a contractor to remove items of WEEE can be a surprisingly
difficult task. The experience of Cork County Council in assessing tenders for the
removal of all types of WEEE was that companies tendered for the contract in a
variety of different ways. This made the assessment of tenders a difficult task.

The full details of the procedure undertaken by Cork County Council as part of the
WEEE collection trials project should be referred to for guidance in hiring a waste
contractor. Some general measures that should be considered are:

i.

Ensure that the call for tenders is clear and details exactly the type of
service the local authority requires.

ii.

State whether transport costs are to be included in the tender. If the
local authority intends to transport the equipment itself this may alter
the way in whieh waste management companies make their bid.

iii.

The use of a standard template under which all tenderers must submit
cost details should be considered. This will minimise the number of
assumptions that need to be made in order to assess tenders equally.
A template should include a request to submit quotes on total cost per
tonne, or per item, of equipment in each category, including transport
costs (where required).
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iv.

Detail conditions under which contractors must work. This should
include:
a. Requirement to remove all types of WEEE.
Give a comprehensive list of equipment, (see Appendix B)
b. Data gathering requirements.
The contractor should provide regular data on type, number
and weight of equipment removed from site. This must be
reported in a format specified by the local authority (see
Section 6).
c. Appropriate treatment of equipment.
The local authority must ensure that the successful tenderer
meets minimum standards for the processing of WEEE, and
that verification of this can be provided.
d. Regulatory compliance.
The

company

must

be

in

conformity

with

waste

management regulations and any EPA licences.

10. Collection events
The Irish WEEE collection trials project has shown that collection events can be
extremely successful in capturing large quantities of equipment. The composition of
this collected waste can differ to that collected at civic amenity sites, with less
traditional items being disposed of, such as IT equipment, and small items.

An appropriate venue, in a convenient location, should be selected for such an event.
A church or council car park could be utilised, for example. A large electrical retailer
may also be interesting in ‘hosting’ such an event. Experience from the USA, for
example, has shown that retailers experience increased custom when holding a
recycling event in their car park.

Careful planning of the collection should be

undertaken to ensure that it does not coincide with any other event that may require
the venue (ensure that no weddings are planned for the same day as a church car park
collection event!).
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Sufficient provision must be made with a waste contractor for appropriate bins or
containers to be on site and for sufficient staff to assist members of the public and to
load the deposited equipment. A contingency plan should also be in place in the event
that greater quantities of waste are collected than expected (i.e. extra bins and trucks
on standby).

The promotion of a one-off WEEE collection event is essential and should include
local media advertising and/or a localised household leaflet drop.

Consideration

could also be given to running the collection events on the same day every month or
year.
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11. WE EE Recyclers in Ireland
The following is a list of recyclers that offer some form of WEEE recycling in the
Republic and Northern Ireland.

This list is current at July 2003, but does not

guarantee the suitability of the companies listed, or the unsuitability of any company
that may have been inadvertently left off the list. Local authorities or companies
using this list are advised to satisfy themselves as to the suitability of any recycler
contacted, including the appropriate treatment of equipment and status of all relevant
licenses.
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Cork Metal Co. Ltd
Cummins Metal
Recycling Ltd

Electronic
Recycling Ltd
E-Tek
Components

Corrin
Fermoy
Co. Cork
Carrowbrowne
Headford Rd
Co. Galway
Parkview House
Beech Hill
Clonskeagh
Dublin 4
Burton Court
Burton Hall Rd
Sandyford
Dublin 18
41 Dobbin Rd
Portadown
Co. Armagh
Unit 8, IDA
Business Centre
Tuam Rd
Galway
Davitt Rd
Dublin
Dublin Hill
Cork
John F Kennedy
Drive
Naas Rd
Dublin
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01 294 7920
01 206 3790

www.qreenstar.ie
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048 38337333

091 771 042

WWW. clearway-
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www.connectind.com
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021 430 9910
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(01)450 3028
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(01) 864 0806 www.electronic-recvclinq.ie

X

026 40222

X
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Fingal Recycling
Galway Metal Co.
Ltd
Greyhound Waste
Disposal Co Ltd
Grove Services
Group

Guardian Silver
Lining Ltd
Irish Lamp
Recycling Co. Ltd.
Irish Metal
Refineries

KMK Metals Ltd
Lee Metal Co. Ltd
Leech Papers Ltd

Lehane
Environmental & Farnanes
Industrial Services Co Cork
Ltd
Midland Scrap
Harbour St
Metal Co Ltd /
Mountmellick
Eclipse Recycling
Co. Laois
Services Ltd
Tolka Quay Rd
Indaver/MinChem Dublin Port
Dublin 1
Clondrinagh
Munster Metal Co.
Ennis Rd
Ltd
Limerick
Churchfield
National Recycling
Industrial Estate
Co. Ltd
Cork
Natural World
Keady
Co. Armagh
Products Ltd
46 Patrick St
Purple
Dun Laoghaire
Co. Dublin
104 Ballyoran Park
Quality Laser
Portadown
Consumables
Co. Armagh
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www.aroveservices.com

www.lehaneenvironmental.
com
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Unit 5, Feltrim
Industrial Park
(01)840 9083
Swords
Dublin
Oranmore
091 794 358
Co. Galway
2 Greenlea Park
01 4900354
Terenure
Dublin
3 Blackstaff Way
Kennedy Way
048 90431888
Industrial Estate
Belfast
Unit 61Cookstown
Industrial
01 462 2822
EstateBelgard
RdTallaghtDublin
Athy
0507 31377
Co. Kildare
Cappincur Industrial
Estate
0506 51170
Tullamore
Co. Offaly
Bettystown Cross
Bettystown
041 982 7750
Co. Meath
Lower Pouladuff Rd
021 496 4487
Cork
Shamrock Place
01 8555515
North Strand
Dublin
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www.DurDleireland.com/recvclinq

048 38350057
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RecoverX

Rehab Recycling

Returnbatt Ltd
South East
Recycling
Thomas Hamill &
Sons

Tools For
Solidarity

V & W Recycling
(Dundalk) Ltd
V & W Recycling
(Monaghan) Ltd

Versyss Building
Mahon industrial
Estate
Blackrock
Cork
NTDI Building
Kylemore Rd
Baliyfermot
Dubiin 10
Unit 35
Enterprise Centre
Kiidare
Carrigbawn
Pembrokestown
Wexford
2a Princes St
Bailymena
Co. Antrim
Unit 1B1
Edenderry
industrial Estate
326 Crumlin Rd
Belfast
Newry Rd
Dundalk
Co. Louth
Scotch Corner
Castleblaney
Co. Monaghan
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www.returnbatt.ie

053 42295

www.wexfordonline.com/Dlanthire
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